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ABSTRACT 

The site of Zhoukoudian has been studied for over 70 years. During this time, a 

great deal of change has occurred in both analytical methodology and paradigmatic 

models concerning human prehistory. Zhoukoudian presents an opportunity to study both 

issues of early hominid behavior and the evolution of palaeoanthropological, geological, 

dating methodology and palaeoenvironmental research over the last eight decades. 

Zhoukoudian was the first site to exhibit verifiable evidence for the presence of early 

hominids in East Asia (more than 45 individuals). The site has been established as 

containing Middle and Upper Pleistocene components. The majority of these (e.g., 

Locality 1) fall within a Middle Pleistocene context, while the Upper Cave represents an 

Upper Pleistocene occupation of the site. Modern studies are suggested in light of the 

recent reworking of some fundamental concepts at Zhoukoudian. These include evidence 

for hunting vs. scavenging, fire usage and duration of occupation of the site by early 

hominids, all of which need reevaluation. 
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Zhoukoudian (formerly Choukoutien or Chou-k'ou-tien), perhaps the most 

important Palaeolithic archaeological site in East Asia, has now been under scientific 

scrutiny for nearly 75 years. The first among the East Asian mainland sites to exhibit 

solid evidence for Pleistocene hominids, Zhoukoudian has yet to reveal all its keys to the 

past. Either the remaining deposits of the cave (Locality 1 and associated fissures) or the 

large "unexcavated" blocks of fossiliferous limestone quarried from earlier excavations 

may contain a wealth of information concerning the presence of Homo erectus and his 

environs in China. Both Locality 1 itself, as well as the quarried limestone, will 

hopefully produce future fossil evidence of early man in northern China. 

Aside from such direct evidence, represented by fossil finds of early hominids and 

their associated artifacts, Zhoukoudian has also played a prominent role as a testing 

ground for changing scientific procedures employed by Chinese scholars in both 

anthropology and geosciences. This has been particularly so in the use of improved 

techniques for determining chronology (via new dating methods) and the reconstruction 

of paleoenvironments. Through the use of indirect evidence the time frames and 

environments through which Zhoukoudian has survived as a living habitat for our earliest 

"out-of-Africa" ancestors (i.e. Homo erectus) have become more clearly defined, as well 

as being a center of heated debate concerning human evolution in East Asia. 

While this picture of the site is one that conveys a sense of great accomplishment, 
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the fact remains that much of this new material has yet to be synthesized, or even 

analyzed. Few modern works (in English) have been written with the intent of bringing 

together studies concerned with hominids, chronology, geology (site stratigraphy), and 

palaeoenvironmental reconstruction from Zhoukoudian. It is towards this goal that this 

thesis will attempt to reach. 

A second major problem in dealing with Zhoukoudian (as well as most Chinese 

sites) is the difficulty in acquiring published materials from China. While many of the 

site reports coming from the mainland are of high quality, few copies are printed. This 

is further exacerbated by the fact that, once published, these archaeological materials do 

not stay in print for very long. The "compiled symposium volume" is a prime example 

of this problem (IYPP 1979; Wu and Dong 1985a-b). One such work is Beijing Yuanren 

Yizhi Zonghe Yanjiu (Multidisciplinary study of the Peking Man site at Zhoukoudian) (Wu 

et al. 1985). While this work concentrates on the very task of this thesis, both its 

inaccessibility and the fact that it has not been translated makes it a difficult source for 

Western scholars to utilize. 

The bringing together of the various lines of evidence associated with 

Zhoukoudian into a single (English) work, is one that is needed at present. This task will 

hopefully be accomplished here, through the combination of both direct (archaeological) 

and indirect (geological, geomorphological and palaeoenvironmental) data in relation to 

an ultimately modern day study of the site. The first task in the realization of this end 

will be to describe the historical/anthropological history through which the Zhoukoudian 
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site has passed. Since the site itself has been investigated since 1921, a great deal of 

change in both anthropological technique and theory has occurred. By placing these 

transformations in an historical context it is hoped that a better understanding of present 

issues, associated with Zhoukoudian, is forwarded. 

The first question one might ask is "Why examine the history of a site that has 

been written about already in such quantity and detail?" The answer to this lies first in 

the desire to familiarize readers with both new literature and those works which have not 

been well represented over the last eight decades (due primarily to linguistic barriers). 

Second, while there are excellent personal accounts of the site's history (e.g., Jia and 

Huang 1990), many of these are presented in such a way that it is difficult to follow the 

history of the site in a simple chronological fashion. Furthermore, no complete English 

account of the site has been compiled in order to bring Zhoukoudian into the 1990s, an 

important factor since a great deal of improvement in the technology utilized by 

anthropologists and geoscientists has been made in the last decade. 

A fourth, and final, reason for the pursuit of such a goal is that no one work has 

attempted to chronicle the site's history, geomorphology, palaeoenvironment, and hominid 

studies into a single report. Again, while works such as Jia and Huang (1984, 1990), 

Teilhard de Chardin (1941), Pei (1934d), Kahlke (1963) and (Aigner 1981) partly fulfill 

this goal, they are of early date, brief, or are ultimately personal memoirs, and as such, 

tend not to cover material presented from the many other scholars and disciplines 

involved in the study of Zhoukoudian. 
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As is evident, then, the goals of this study will be to present five major topics of 

interest concerning Zhoukoudian in relation to an archaeological framework. These are 

1) a comprehensive history of the site to the present 2) discuss the geographic setting, 

geomorphology and dating of the site 3) look at palaeoenvironmental reconstruction of 

Zhoukoudian and its environs 4) survey the hominid fossil finds of Zhoukoudian in light 

of recent theory dealing with Homo erectus and later Archaic and Modern Homo sapiens 

and 5) conclude with possible venues for further exploration at the site concerning the 

above-mentioned lines of inquiry. Last, as an appendix to the main body of this thesis, 

a fairly complete bibliography (Appendix I), chronology of the site to date (Appendix II), 

and list of hominid fossils (Appendix II) are provided for those interested in having a 

quick reference guide to the site's history and major events. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE HISTORY OF PALAEOANTHROPOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATION AT ZHOUKOUDIAN: A MODERN SYNOPSIS 

Introduction 

The historical reconstruction of a site such as Zhoukoudian, wherein archaeological 

investigations have occurred over a long period of time, must necessarily rely on 

previously written accounts and documentation of earlier scholars. The problem in 

relying on such documentation, however, is that, while many accounts of work at 

Zhoukoudian exist, few treat the subject in a comprehensive manner. Most articles deal 

only with particular, narrow aspects of the site. 

One exception to this is found in Jia and Huang's The Story of Peking Man: From 

Archaeology to Mystery (1990). Much of the history provided in this section is drawn 

from this work. However, while the account given by Jia (having worked at the site since 

1931) provides a "framework", it is by no means comprehensive in its treatment of the 

important issues surrounding the history of Zhoukoudian. The work may be considered 

a personal memoir of Jia Lanpo (compiled with the aid of Huang Weiwen). As such, it 

leaves out a great deal of peripheral work aimed at solving the many complexities of the 

site in which Jia himself was not involved. It should be stated that this is not a criticism 

of the work, for a complete technical overview of Zhoukoudian does not seem to have 

been the intention of Jia and Huang. 

As a result of the above-mentioned problems in constructing a reasonably 
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complete historical overview of the site to date, the assimilation of works such as Jia and 

Huang (1984, 1990) with earlier accounts, as well as the many article and chapter format 

"histories" (Black et al. 1933; Black 1934; Jia 1975; Kahlke 1963; Movius 1948; Pei 

1934d; Weidenreich 1941; Aigner 1981; Akabori 1981; Wu and Lin 1983) written over 

the past eight decades is requisite. Moreover, the inclusion of works treating specific 

areas of interest (e.g., dating, palaeoclimatic reconstruction, paleontology, etc.) fill in the 

historical "gaps" left by these less well recognized activities at Zhoukoudian. 

Two final notes of caution concerning nomenclature bears mention here. These 

deal with the Chinese language and hominid taxonomy of East Asia. While many 

languages have maintained a certain amount of consistency in the way in which they have 

been transcribed into English, the same cannot, unfortunately, be said of Chinese. Since 

the early part of the 20th century the standard format of transcribing Chinese has been 

to use the Wade-Giles (e.g., Chou K'ou Tien) system of romanization. However, in the 

seemingly futile attempt to devise a better system for dealing with the foreign (i.e., to 

English speakers) phonetics of the language, two other systems have emerged. These are 

the less commonly used Yale system (e.g., Joukoudyan) and the currently prevalent 

Hanyu Pinyin or Chinese Phonetic Alphabet method (e.g., Zhoukoudian). 

Since the history of Zhoukoudian extends throughout the periods of change in 

transcription techniques of the Chinese language, the literature itself reflects this process. 

Consequently, I have transcribed all Chinese terms and names in the Pinyin system, since 

this is the most commonly used at present. The exceptions to this are bibliographic 
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references. These have been left in whatever form they appeared at the time of 

publication. In this way, should the reader wish to locate a reference, he or she should 

be able to do so. Attempts to rewrite names and titles originally published in Wade-Giles 

to Pinyin have led only to confusion, as this author can certainly testify to! 

Finally, a similar situation presents itself in hominid nomenclature. Since many 

of the finds of hominid fossils at Zhoukoudian were themselves terminologically defining 

discoveries, variation in taxonomic nomenclature for the species presently recognized as 

Homo erectus has accumulated over time. The different names ascribed to the Lower 

Palaeolithic hominids of China can be narrowed down to the earlier term of Sinanthropus 

and the more modern usage of Homo erectus pekinensis. For the purposes of this paper 

both Homo erectus pekinensis and Sinanthropus are used. Where the term is historically 

relevant, Sinanthropus is employed. Homo erectus is used in relation to more recent 

studies. Unfortunately, the boundary between the two terms is unclear, as many Chinese 

scholars use the term Sinanthropus historically, in conjunction with names such as 

"Peking Man" (Beijing Ren) or "Peking Ape-man" (Beijing Yuanren). 

Structure of Historical Outline 

The history of Zhoukoudian, spanning a period of 75 years, can be broken down 

into six major periods. These are: 

1)1918-1926 
2)1927-1937 
3)first hiatus (1938-1948) 
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4)1949-1966 
5)second hiatus (1967-1977) 
6)1978-present 

Although somewhat arbitrary, these intervals do represent major periods of 

excavations and associated discoveries at Zhoukoudian. Additionally, these periods 

coincide with the generation and utilization of new techniques concerned with excavation, 

palaeoenvironmental reconstruction, dating and paleoanthropology. They can therefore 

be used to demonstrate how changing technologies effect the interpretation of a site over 

time, a pertinent observation considering that excavation at Zhoukoudian was begun at 

a time when these sciences were still in their "infancies". 

In order to maintain continuity, an approach employing a decade by decade survey 

is employed within the above-mentioned six-period framework. This is in reaction to the 

lack (in English) of a chronologically ordered discussion of the history of the site to the 

present. Even a work such as Jia and Huang (1990) is structured in such a way that one 

is brought back and forth along varying trajectories of time emanating from specific finds 

and events occurring at Zhoukoudian. An attempt to avoid this pitfall is made in this 

thesis. As a quick reference guide, the reader is referred to Appendix II for a time line 

of the highlights of events occurring at Zhoukoudian. 

Prologue to the Year 1918 

Although 1918 may be considered a pivotal year in the history of the site, the 

prior three decades (1890-1918) played an important role in the development of interest 
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that eventually led to the investigations of such sites as Zhoukoudian. Following the 

influx of Western scientists into China, after its "opening" by the then expanding colonial 

Western powers, the country's potential for addressing the growing debate on humanities' 

place of origin was recognized. Spurred on by the 1891 discoveries in Java of primitive 

looking hominid fossil remains (Dubois 1894), paleontologists were quick to begin 

investigations of the Chinese mainland. By the first two decades of the twentieth century 

the search for signs of early humans, as well as that of earlier faunas (including the rich 

deposits of Cretaceous dinosaur material), had begun. The American Museum of Natural 

History's Central Asiatic expeditions, led by Roy Chapman Andrews, served as a major 

impetus for attracting the attention of many European scholars who would eventually play 

important roles in the history of Zhoukoudian. 

Most scholars cite the beginning of work at Zhoukoudian as being between the 

years 1921 (Klein 1989; Jia and Huang 1984, 1990) and 1927 (Chang 1986). This 

seeming discrepancy is due to the circumstances of the recovery and subsequent reporting 

of the first hominid tooth at Zhoukoudian (uncovered in 1921 but not revealed to the 

scientific community until 1926). In reality, a discussion of the history of the site should 

begin with the year 1903. Circumstances that occurred during this year initiated a long 

sequence of events leading to the scientific investigation of Zhoukoudian. 

Sometime around the turn of the century A. Haberer, a German physician, bought 

many fossils from a local apothecary in Beijing (Jia and Huang 1990). As the well-

known story goes, fossils had long been collected by local Chinese peasants and sold to 
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herbalists as "dragon bones" (longgu). These were considered to be of great medicinal 

value and were subsequently ground up for use in various treatments (particularly in the 

production of aphrodisiacs). Amateur fossil hunters, such as Haberer, seeing the potential 

of visiting these local shops, would inquire as to who the materials were bought from and 

where their original provenience may have been. 

Having brought back boxes of these store-bought fossils to Germany in 1903, 

Haberer presented them to Max Schlosser, a noted German palaeontologist, for 

identification. Upon investigation of the material, Schlosser discovered what seemed to 

be an upper molar belonging to an unidentified hominid species. Unfortunately, the 

provenience of the tooth was unknown, except that the apothecary from whom the tooth 

was bought was sure that it was from North China (Jia and Huang 1990). 

Period One (1918-1926) 

Aware of this and other finds of palaeontological interest, J.G. Andersson, of 

Sweden, arrived in China as a mining consultant in 1914. That same year the Jesuit 

father E. Licent also arrived in China. Both men, having a keen interest in the 

palaeontological potential of the Chinese mainland, played important roles at Zhoukoudian 

and other prehistoric sites. While Andersson's initial efforts were more restricted by his 

association with his mining duties, Licent was immediately active in surveying the 

Huanghe (Yellow) River valley and subsequently recovered many important faunal 

remains from sites representing various periods of time. 
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The first encounter with the area of Zhoukoudian came in February 1918 when J. 

McGregor Gibb, a chemistry teacher and friend of Andersson's, presented him with some 

fossils taken from what was locally known as "Jigushan" (Chicken Bone Hill). Andersson 

recognized them to be avian in origin (Jia and Huang 1990). That March, Andersson and 

his wife set out for the site, which turned out to be a "pillar" of red clay and bone left 

by limestone quarrying in the area (a key industry to the area and the main cause of the 

discovery of many "dragon bones" by local inhabitants). 

The pillar was considered to be the remains of what was once a karstic limestone 

cave, common (both the karst and caves) to the area of Zhoukoudian. The breccia-like 

mass of bone and clay were actually what was left once the outer limestone walls had 

been quarried and carried away (Andersson 1919). While there, Andersson identified the 

remains of rodents, birds, and a canine tooth. Based on these finds, he concluded that the 

cave was once the lair of predatory carnivores that consumed their prey within the cave 

(Andersson 1919). The fauna was considered to be of Pleistocene age, the red clay 

Pliocene (based on a comparison with early understandings of the loess sequence). 

Jigushan would eventually be designated Locality 6 of the Zhoukoudian site complex. 

The following year (1919) Andersson made many surveys of the Huanghe River 

valley as well as excavations in North China (Andersson 1922, 1923). The first 

identifiable predynastic (i.e. pre-Xia Dynasty, 3rd millennium BC) culture in China, 

uncovered in 1921 at Yangshao Village (Andersson 1934, 1943), came to be known as 

the Yangshao Culture (although the site is now known to be Miaodigou II Culture). 
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Spurred on by finds of "early humans" in China, Andersson set out to formally investigate 

Jigushan and the surrounding area of Zhoukoudian. For this he recruited Otto Zdansky, 

an Austrian palaeontologist. Zdansky arrived in China in 1921 and worked under 

Andersson for three years (Jia and Huang 1990). 

While working at Jigushan in 1921, Zdansky was visited by Andersson and Walter 

Granger (an American palaeontologist). Andersson, wishing to both check on the 

progress of the site and wanting to investigate it himself, proceeded (based on the 

recommendation of local quarrymen), to check on the larger cave deposits of what was 

locally called Longgushan (Dragon Bone Hill). Clues as to the potential of the site 

became evident when Granger recovered a mandible of a large extinct form of deer 

known as Megaloceros pachyosteus (thick-jawed deer). Additionally, Andersson found 

what looked to be chipped stone tools made from quartz (although the sigificance of this 

find was not realized until 1931). 

Following these finds, Zdansky redirected his energies to the area where 

Andersson and Granger had made their discoveries. Later that year the first in situ tooth 

was recovered from what would later be designated Locality 1 of the main deposits of 

Zhoukoudian. A second tooth from the same deposit was later discovered in matrix 

processed in the lab. As stated previously, both teeth were not formally reported until 

1926 (Zdansky 1927), although Zdansky did describe the faunal finds recovered from 

1921 and 1923 (Zdansky 1923). 

During 1924 and 1925 Andersson, now working with Canadian palaeontologist and 
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anatomist Davidson Black of the Peking Union Medical college, decided to initiate a 

Central Asiatic expedition in order to look for remains of early humans. At this time, 

Central Asia, primarily because of its diverse habitat, was considered to be the most likely 

place to look for early hominid remains, a theory argued for by both Black (1925) and 

Andersson (1922). The vast amount of work needed to organize such an expedition, 

difficulties in acquiring funds, and political problems concerning the unauthorized removal 

from China of antiquities by the proposed leader of the expedition, Dr. Sven Hedin, 

ultimately cancelled the project. 

Seeking to continue work at Zhoukoudian, Andersson took advantage of the arrival 

in China of the Crown Prince of Sweden during his world-wide tour, beginning in May 

of 1926. The Prince, later to become King Gustavus VI, was himself an amateur 

archaeologist. During a special meeting held for the Prince by the Peking Union Medical 

College in October of that year (1926) Andersson presented the two teeth that had been 

previously unearthed by Zdansky; concluding that they were from an early, as yet 

unidentified, hominid species (the reports concerning the teeth were finally published by 

Black (1926) and Zdansky (1927). 

Andersson's conclusions were not universally accepted. Among the early 

opponents was Teilhard de Chardin, who had come to China in 1923 at the request of his 

colleague E. Licent. In 1923 both men conducted an extensive survey of the Ordos 

region (in what is now the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region) and recovered the 

earliest human remains found at that time from Sjara-osso-gol (Teilhard de Chardin and 
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Licent 1924a-b; Licent and Teilhard de Chardin 1925; Teilhard de Chardin 1927). The 

debate was only settled after the find of the first hominid crania during the 1929 field 

season. Teilhard de Chardin, himself, eventually contributed to the investigation of the 

site in the late 1920s (Teilhard de Chardin and Young 1929). 

Period Two (1927-1937) 

The decade 1927-1937 marks the first and most productive phase of excavation 

at Zhoukoudian. With the demise of the Central Asiatic expedition in 1927, Andersson 

and Black devoted their efforts to the investigation of the site. With the newly acquired 

funding, provided from the Swedish crown and the Rockefeller Foundation, official 

excavation of the site began in 1927 (see Bohlin 1927 and Li 1927 for details of the 

opening of the site). Additionally, a multi-disciplinary team comprised of both Western 

and Chinese scholars was decided upon. A comprehensive overview of the personalities 

that worked during the early period of Zhoukoudian is provided by Jia and Huang (1990). 

During 1927 a third tooth was found, prompting Black to decide on a name for 

the new finds (Black 1927b, 1927c). The fossil hominid remains were to be called 

Sinanthropus pekinensis Black and Zdansky. The "Black and Zdansky" suffix was 

dropped by 1966 (Wu 1966) with the inclusion of the new hominid fossil material from 

Lantian (Sinanthropus lantienensis). As early as 1940 Weidenreich (1940a) had suggested 

including both the Javan (Pithecanthropus) and Chinese hominid remains into Homo 

erectus. This scheme was again proposed by Mayr (1951). The term Homo erectus did 
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not become commonly accepted until the 1960s, although the expression Sinanthropus has 

become an historical term and can be found sporadically in later, mostly Chinese 

publications (e.g., Chiu et al. 1973; Liu et al. 1977; Zhang 1984). 

It was also during the late 1920s that a recognition of the antiquity of the remains 

was made. Black (1927a) placed the fossils from either the Late Tertiary or Early 

Quaternary. While the Tertiary estimate would now be recognized as too old, the rough 

calculation, based on faunal association from the Nihewan Basin and the then poorly 

understood Loessic sequence, was fairly accurate for the time. Geological work by 

Teilhard de Chardin and Young (1929, Young=Yang Zhongjian) supported Black's 

conclusion. 

Although a complete discussion of the artifact finds during Period Two would be 

inappropriate, it should be recognized that nearly all the major finds of Homo erectus 

pekinensis at Zhoukoudian fall within this ten-year period. As such, the highlights of 

excavation work are described. A summary of most of the major hominid finds 

(excluding many of the 160 individual teeth) during this and subsequent periods is 

provided in Appendix II. 

Following the finds of two lower mandibles (Black 1929a), the next major 

discovery came in 1929 when a fairly complete skull of Homo erectus pekinensis was 

recovered from the main deposits by W.C. Pei (Black 1929b; Pei 1929). One other skull 

was found that year, although not "discovered" until 1930 in the lab. Such was the case 

for many finds at Zhoukoudian, since many of the fossils were deeply imbedded in 



| LOCALITY COMMON NAME LOCALITY TYPE HOMINIDS UTHICS BONE (CULT.) RRE FAUNAL DATE 
| 1 PEKING MAN SITE CAVE X X X?) X MIDDLE PLEI&+66£N2 

I 2 NONE FISSURE/DIKE X MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE 
3 NONE FISSURE X X MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE 

I 4 THE NEW CAVE CAVE X X X(?) X MIDDLE PLEISTOCENES) 
| 5 NONE FISSURE X MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE 

I 6 CHICKEN BONE HILL FISSURE/DIKE X MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE 
7 NONE FISSURE X MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE 
8 NONE FISSURE X MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE 
9 NONE RSSURE X MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE 
10 N/A N/A N/A 
11 N/A N/A N/A 
12 CYNOCEPHALUS PIT FISSURES X LOWER PLEISTOCENE 
13 NONE CAVE X(?) X(?) X MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE 
14 THE FISH POCKET FISSURE/DIKE X PLIOCENE 
15 NONE FISSURE/CAVE X X X X MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE 

| 16 N/A N/A N/A 
17 N/A N/A N/A 
18 NONE RSSURE X PUOCENE m 
19 NONE RSSURE X MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE f 
20 NONE RSSURE X MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE f 
21 NONE FISSURE X MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE j 
22 NONE RSSURE X X MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE 
23 N/A N/A MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE 
24 N/A N/A MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE 

UPPER CAVE SAME CAVE X X X X X UPPER PLEISTOCENE 
CAP TRAVERTINE SAME GEOL FEATURE PUOCENE 
GEZTTANG CAVE SAME CAVE X X X X X MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE 

Table 1.1. Descriptions of Zhoukoudian Localities Complex 

to 
cn 
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limestone breccia (dynamite being the favored way of extracting this material from the 

site). 

The 1930s saw the continuing discovery of fossil hominid material (four more 

skulls and other post-cranial remains of Homo erectus pekinensis, see Black 1930b, 

1931c, 193Id, 1934; Black et al. 1933; Weidenreich 1937a-c) as well as seven 

anatomically modern individuals (Homo sapiens sapiens) from the Upper Cave (see Pei 

1934a, 1934b; Teilhard de Chardin and Pei 1934), excavated in 1933/34. Further, the first 

evidence for the use of fire was recorded when workers hit what seemed to be a massive 

ash layer in the main deposits during the 1930 field season (Black 1931b). Last, the 

formal recognition of a lithic assemblage, in association with the hominid fossil localities, 

was made (Pei 1931c). 

Most of the Zhoukoudian localities, includng the Upper Cave, were located and 

at least tested during Period 2 (Table 1.1). The small fissure localities 19-24 (Sekino 

1953) were found following the initial investigations after WWII (beginning in 1949). 

Localities 1, 3, 4, 13, 15, and the Upper Cave, excavated during Period 2, were the only 

portions of the site to either produce human fossil remains or exhibit evidence of cultural 

activity. As is discussed later, Localities 1 and 4 produced the only remains of Homo 

erectus pekinensis (Locality 4 having a single, controversial tooth) while the Homo 

sapiens sapiens finds came from the Upper Cave. The remainder of the culture bearing 

localities (3, 13 and 15) have yet to produce hominid remains. Of these, Locality 13, the 

oldest deposit containing possible cultural layers, is still being debated as to its validity 
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with regard to hominid activity (Teilhard de Chardin and Pei 1941). 

It was during this later half of the Second Period that the significance of the site 

was beginning to be debated by the scientific community in general (Smith 1930, 1931a-

c; Breuil 1935). As a result, questions as to the validity of certain finds at the site were 

raised and debated by the world community of investigators concerned with early human 

history. 

Among the first of such debates surrounded the lithic industry of the localities 

bearing Homo erectus pekinensis fossils. When compared to the European and African 

lithic assemblages the Chinese finds seemed crude. Many of the lithics did not 

immediately exhibit cultural wear or use. Reports by Pei (1931c, 1932, 1937a) and 

Teilhard de Chardin and Pei (1932), as well as memoirs of Jia (Jia and Huang 1990) 

suggest that recognition of the importance of the lithic industry did not occur until the 

early 1930s. The culmination of this problem is seen in the cultural distinctions based 

on the lithic assemblages from East and West Asia in what was to become the 

"Handaxe/Chopper-Chopping Tool" regional demarcation of Movius (Movius 1944,1948). 

Additionally, it was not until Henri Breuil of France joined the debate (1931, 1932a-b) 

that the possibility for the presence of a modified bone and antler industry was proposed. 

Period 2 saw two important changes at the Zhoukoudian site. The first of these 

was a shift in personal. Davidson Black, born with a heart ailment, died in 1934. Before 

he died, much to his credit, he left behind two chronological works of Zhoukoudian up 

to 1933 (Black et al. 1933; Black 1934). The replacement for Black was Franz 
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Weidenreich, a German anatomist. Weidenreich took a directed interest in describing the 

new fossil finds in detail. His reports have remained of great importance since he was 

the last person to study the original finds prior to their loss in 1941. The second major 

occurance was the starting of what would eventually be the Pacific Theater of WWII. 

During 1937 the Japanese invaded China and the Beijing area, swiftly putting an end to 

a fruitful decade of work at Zhoukoudian. 

Period Three: The First Hiatus (1938-1948) 

From both fear of getting caught in the conflict and to protect Zhoukoudian from 

the invading Japanese troops (who had prior knowledge of the site), field work was 

suspended at the end of 1937 (Jia and Huang 1990). This marked the beginning of a ten-

year period in which Zhoukoudian would remain unexcavated. The only exception to this 

would be two apparently "clandestine" forays to the site by W.C. Pei in which stone 

tools and faunal remains were collected (Pei 1939). 

Franz Weidenreich was also able to work with materials from Zhoukoudian in 

Beijing during this period. Being in charge of the fossil material and collaborating with 

his colleague G.H.R. von Koenigswald (then working in Java), Weidenreich published a 

series of articles comparing the two finds (Weidenreich 1935, 1936a-c, 1936/37,1937a-c, 

1938a-c, 1939a-c, 1940a-c, 1941a, 1943; von Koenigswald and Weidenreich 1939). Two 

conclusions reached by Weidenreich, the possibility that Sinanthropus and 

Pithecanthropus may belong to the same genus and evidence for cannibalism among 
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Sinanthropus populations, would have a lasting impact on viewpoints concerning the 

fossil hominids from Zhoukoudian. 

With tensions rising between Japan and America in 1940 an attempt was made to 

have casts made of most of the fossil materials recovered from Zhoukoudian. As it 

would turn out, this decision proved to be critical, for the following year the fossils 

recovered from the 1921-1937 field seasons were lost. An attempt to relate the facts of 

this loss would be unnecessary as well being an exercise in futility. Many accounts of 

the famous occurance have been written, in some cases entire books (Shapiro 1974; Janus 

1975; Taschdjian 1977). Accounts range from the highly conjectural (Crawford 1954) to 

adequately objective treatments (Jia and Huang 1990). The list of options can be 

essentially broken down into the following: 

1.The materials were stolen; either by the Japanese military, the American 
military, the local populace, or perhaps (but unlikely) one of the foreign 
investigators at Zhoukoudian. 

2.The materials were lost; either due to the confusion caused by the 
American withdrawal or the housing of Japanese troops near the 
Zhoukoudian storage facilities (in which case they may have been simply 
thrown out). 

3.The materials were put on an American cargo ship that was subsequently 
torpedoed and sunk by a Japanese submarine. 

Unfortunately, the end of WWII did not bring about the immediate reinvestigation 

of Zhoukoudian. Following the withdrawal of the Japanese from China, the Communists, 

under Mao Zedong, and the Nationalists, under Jiang Jieshi (Chang Kaishek), came to 

blows over who would lead the country into the future. The conflict was not resolved 
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until 1949, when the Communists gained control of the mainland and the Nationalists fled 

to Taiwan. In the interval between the end of World War II (1945) and Chinese 

Liberation (1949), scientists who had worked at the site reorganized what was left of the 

fossil collection. Fortunately, most of the casts had survived and some of the fossil 

materials were recovered (Jia and Huang 1990). 

While work at Zhoukoudian was stalled during this period, a number works from 

Western scholars attempted to place the site within the perspective of world prehistory. 

Among the most notable of these works are those by Hallam L. Movius Jr. In 1944 and 

1948 Movius published chronological, environmental, and cultural outlines for most of 

East Asia. This included areas of India and Southeast Asia as well. For his discussions 

of North China, Movius relied almost exclusively on the work done at Zhoukoudian. The 

works provide a comprehensive framework of the site and are discussed throughout this 

paper. 

Period Four (1949-1966) 

The period between Liberation and the beginning of the Cultural Revolution marks 

the second major phase of work and discovery at Zhoukoudian. Although not as prolific 

as Period 2, Period 3 is the last period in which hominid fossils were recovered from 

Zhoukoudian. These can be quickly summarized as having been a various number of 

teeth (recovered throughout the 17 year interval), a tibia and humerus (1951), a nearly 

complete lower jaw (1958), and, lastly, two skull fragments (1966) that were "refitted" 
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to other pieces of a skull recovered in 1934 and 1936. All hominid fossils recovered 

during this time belong to Homo erectus pekinensis (see Wu and Jia 1954; Chao and Li 

1960; Chao and Tai 1961; Jia 1958, 1959a-b). 

Following Liberation in 1949, Zhoukoudian was excavated primarily by native 

Chinese scholars. Work was carried out in 1949 and 1951, during which hominid fossils 

were recovered. Unfortunately, monetary constraints, due to the prioritizing of 

governmental programs, stopped work at Zhoukoudian in 1952, work was not to resume 

again until 1958. An exhibition center was erected in 1953 (Jia and Huang 1990) and the 

first of four "Anniversary Conferences" was held (1954). No edited volumes seem to 

have been produced by these meetings until the third conference, held on the 50th 

anniversary of the discovery of the first "Peking Man" skull (IVPP 1979). 

Although neither multidisciplinary works nor summaries of the history concerning 

the site were produced during Period 4, this period can said to be the beginning of the 

application of what could be termed modern-day techniques to the many problems of the 

site. Revisions of Pleistocene chronology (Movius 1955a-b; Kahlke 1963) began to 

dispute the original age estimates of Lower Pleistocene for the Locality 1 and 13 finds. 

Instead, the finds were moved to an assignment of Middle Pleistocene (Movius 1944, 

1948, 1955), a temporal placement which has essentially lasted to date. No absolute 

dating techniques were applied to the Homo erectus pekinensis cultural layers until the 

latter half of the 1970s (Liu et al. 1977). Up to this time dating was based on the relative 

position of faunal complexes and geological profiles. Other studies that mark this period 
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are the nascent investigations done in the reconstruction of the palaeoenvironment of 

Zhoukoudian and its environs (Hsu 1965, 1966; Li et al. 1966; Sun 1965). 

With the advent of the Cultural Revolution in 1966 work at Zhoukoudian was once 

again stopped. Since the site had been investigated by many scholars from Europe and 

America it was seen by the Red Guard as a symbol of outside Western intrusion. The 

site did not, however, come to any harm during this period. Before the site closed down 

a final recovery of two skull fragments (a frontal and occipital bone) was made. These 

were part of the earlier skull that had been recovered in 1934 and 1936. With the close 

of the 1966 field season an era of archaeological discovery at the site ended. 

Period Five: The Second Hiatus (1967-1977) 

With the exception of a few publications (e.g., Jia 1975; Qiu et al. 1973; Liu 

1973), little was written on Zhoukoudian during the years 1967-1976. Evidently, due to 

the cultural revolution, writings concerned with the site were not published. What 

writings there were were either discussions of finds from the late 1950s and early 1960s 

or fossil materials uncovered from labwork (Liu 1973). This period also saw a decline 

in foreign scholarly interest at the site, since few publications can be found dealing with 

Zhoukoudian. Most often, at this time, the site was included in general surveys of Asia 

or discussions of general theories regarding Middle Pleistocene hominids. 

A reversal of this pattern is evident beginning with the year 1977. With the 

official banning of anti-intellectual activities by Mao Zedong, hopes for work at the site 
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were renewed. More publications (e.g., Chang 1977; Freeman 1977; Howells 1977; Liu 

1977) concerning the site's potential occur during this year than appear in the whole of 

the preceding ten years (1967-1976). Additionally, reports from this time (Freeman 

1977) talk of the prospects for future work at Zhoukoudian, indicating a renewed interest 

in the site's potential. 

Period Six (1978-Present) 

The hopes for work at Zhoukoudian were fulfilled when permission was given by 

the Chinese government to the IVPP to dig the site beginning in 1978. During this year 

and into 1980, what is called the "east slope" (Figure 1.1) was excavated. The 

excavations were part of a six year plan to investigate layers and sections of the site that 

had 3'et to be explored. According to Jia and Huang (1990) the questions to be addressed 

dealt with continued excavation of the Peking Man localities (1 and 13), geological 

studies of cave evolution and sediment analysis, dating, and palaeoenvironmental 

reconstruction. 

The results of the years 1978 and 1979 were published in the edited volume 

Conference Commemorating the 50th Anniversary of the Discovery of the First 

Sinanthropus Skull (IVPP 1979). The work is based on papers presented at the third 

anniversary conference and represents much of what may still be considered up to date 

work on Zhoukoudian. Unfortunately for the Western reader, it is in Chinese and is not 

easily acquired. 
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Accounts of excavations and work at the site from the early 1980s through the 

present appear to be few in number. According to Wu (1985), work at Zhoukoudian 

continued until 1984 wherein Locality 1 was excavated near to the top of where remains 

of Homo erectus pekinensis were originally found (Layer 10). Additionally, many studies 

of the surrounding area as well as the cave itself were conducted. Finally, modern dating 

techniques were applied to the many layers of Locality 1 and other areas of the site. 

These investigations imply that the original research design, drawn up in 1977, for the 

fieldwork through 1984 were followed, although actual excavations only occurred from 

1978-1980. From this fieldwork a large body of literature emerged during the first half 

of the 1980s dealing with many previously unsettled issues such as dating, 

palaeoenvironment and geomorphology (see Wu and Lin 1983; Wu and Dong 1985b; Wu 

and Olsen 1985). 

Since 1985, literature on Zhoukoudian has once again decreased as the future of 

the site is being decided upon. The most recent developments concerning coming 

excavations at Zhoukoudian have included research proposals by scholastic representatives 

of the United States, Europe, and various countries of East Asia (i.e., Japan and Korea). 

At present the only confirmed future work to be done on the site are smaller, specifically 

focused activities, such as the investigation of the ash layers by Steve Weiner and Ofer 

Bar-Yosef in the coming year (personal communication, 1995). 
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GEOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY AND CAVE EVOLUTION 

Introduction 

In this chapter a general overview of the geography, geology and cave evolution 

for Zhoukoudian is provided. An historical overview is utilized in order to demonstrate 

both theoretical and technological changes concerning the geomorphological interpretation 

of the site. Furthermore, it is contended that many of the concluions drawn from work 

accomplished during the 1929-1939 period have been only slightly modified. Modern 

interpretations, focusing on recent geomorphological and geological techniques, are 

discussed in the hope of providing a foundation for the following chapters dealing with 

dating (Chapter 3) and palaeoenvironmental reconstruction (Chapter 4) at Zhoukoudian. 

Although both chapters are closely linked, the amount of new information, resulting from 

a shift in research design at Zhoukoudian in the late 1970s towards climatic reconstruction 

and dating, necessitates their separate treatment. 

Geography 

The site of Zhoukoudian (approximately 60 km or 37 miles southwest of Beijing) 

is located at the southern extremity of the Xishan (Western) hills, where they intersect 

with the Hebei plain to the south (Figure 2.1). Geological interest in the area predates 

anthropological research at the site by some 50 years. During the late 1860s intensive 
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survey and geological reconstruction was carried out in the Western Hills by Richthofen 

(Yih 1920). During this time the primary geological placement of the Western Hills 

(Mesozoic) was established. 

Following the work of Richthofen, J.G. Andersson (1923) and L.F. Yih (1920) 

refined much of the original sequence established in the 19th century. Both Yih and 

Andersson were primarily concerned with the economic geology of the Western Hills 

since coal, abundantly found in this region, was sought and quarried as a fuel source. Yih 

(1920) describes the area of Zhoukoudian as one of the major coal and limestone sources 

of the southern Western Hills. 

The extensive geological time-frame, spanning a period from the Sinian 

(Precambrian) to present, represented by the Western Hills, was recognized early in the 

20th century. As a result, they were among the first geological features, along with those 

of the Nihewan Basin (Andersson 1923), to be investigated by both geologists and 

paleontologists. This lengthy record was initially divided according to rock types 

representing the various geological eras through time (Figure 2.2). By the early 20th 

century these were: 

Sinian (Precambrian)-Quartzites and siliceous limestones 
Cambrian-Shales 
Ordoviria/i-Limestones 
Carboniferous- Slates 
rnassic-Sandstones 
./wrasse-Conglomerates, slates, sandstones, andesite flows 

The quarrying of Carboniferous coals and Ordovician limestones were the major 

economic activities of the Western Hills. In the area of Zhoukoudian this was particularly 
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the case with the quarrying of limestone materials to be reduced in lime kilns. With the 

building of the Peking-Hankow (Beijing-Hangzhou) rail line in 1901 Zhoukoudian grew 

in both economic importance and size. Further, as a consequence of limestone quarrying, 

finds of palaeontological significance were quickly exposed to investigating scholars, such 

as J.G. Andersson, in the form of "dikes", caves and fissure deposits left behind by the 

removal of limestone deposits. 

The Western Hills themselves are considered to be the eastern margin of a deeply 

dissected Mesozoic platform. The massive area is generally peneplained, attaining 

altitudes of up to 1000 meters above sea-level (Black et al. 1933). The nature of the 

Cenozoic strata is discussed below, as these are directly related to the geology of the 

Zhoukoudian main cavities and associated fissures. 

Geology and Cave Evolution 

The site of Zhoukoudian itself is comprised of 25 "localities" (24 numbered, plus 

the Upper Cave, see Table 1.1). These are not confined to any one locus but are instead 

dispersed throughout a large area surrounding the town of Zhoukoudian. Some, for 

example Locality 18, are as far away as 15.5 kilometers from the site (Pei 1939e). All 

of the localities are comprised of Cenozoic deposits contained within fissures of 

Ordovician limestones. The main hill, "Dragon Bone Hill", is located west of the town 

and is approximately 60 meters high. It is here that the "Main Deposit" of the 

Zhoukoudian complex is found. The culturally important localities 1, 3, 4, 13, 15 and the 
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Upper Cave are all found within or near this main hill. 

An understanding of Cenozoic geology, dating to the Plio/Pleistocene boundary, 

has been, historically, an essential concern of Lower Palaeolithic studies in northern 

China. As it effects the understanding of Zhoukoudian and its geological structure, a 

brief overview is given, the subject will again be discussed in light of the dating of the 

Zhoukoudian deposits. 

Early divisions of Late Cenozoic geology of the Western Hills in general began 

with the identification of Hipparion (three-toed horse) species by Schlosser in the late 

19th century. Long considered to be indicative of Pliocene fauna, the locating of 

identifiable beds containing strata with and without Hipparion was considered essential 

to the understanding of the Plio/Pleistocene boundary. Additionally, once found, the 

geology of beds with and without Hipparion could be used to correlate similar deposits 

in other regions. Early work (by V.K. Ting, cf. Andersson 1923) in the Nihewan Basin, 

Hebei, set the paradigm around which these conclusions were based. Further, being just 

northwest of the site of Zhoukoudian proved fortuitous, since geological parallels could 

be drawn with some degree of confidence. 

Following the work at Nihewan, initial constructions of Late Cenozoic Geology 

(Yih 1920; Andersson 1923) divided the strata in this region into four distinct types, 

associated with particular faunas. These were: 

1) Clays/gravels interbedded with red clays. Associated with Pliocene 
fauna (e.g. Hipparion). 

2) "Old" loess stage. Fauna same as above but without Hipparion. 
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3) Valley terraces stage. Fauna same as number 2. 

4) Younger loess stage. Recent fauna and deposition. 

A sequence by Yih (1920) attempted to further narrow the geological framework 

Section A. Section B. 

8. Breccia of angular pieces of lime 9- The same as 8 in section A. 

stone without stratification. Con 8. 80 cm. red sand, stratified. 
tains landshells and bone-remains. 

80 cm. red sand, stratified. 

7- 16 cm. loam, top brown, bottom 
7- 8o cm. lightred, loamy sand with 

7-
yellow. 

intercalations of sandstone. Land-
yellow. 

shells. 
6. 15 cm. red sandstone. 

6. 33 cm. brown loam, with brown 5- 30 cm. red, stratified sand, partly 

bands. Boundary towards 7 not hardened. 

quite distinct. 4. 6 cm. light-yellow loam. 

5- 21 cm. dark-brown laminated loam. 3- Like A No. 3. 

4. 6.5 cm. light yellow loam. 2. 17 cm. light yellow, sandy loam 

3- 4.5 cm. dark-brown loam. with many bones. 

3. 15 cm. light yellow, sandy loam 1. Like A No. t. 

with plenty of bones. 

I. Yellowish sandstone. Thickness 

unknown. Contains many fossils, 

fragments of limestone and sta

lactites. 

Figure 2.3. Initial Stratigraphic Column from 
Zhoukoudian (after Andersson 1923) 

by suggesting that the loess sequence could be used to distinguish the Plio/Pleistocene 

boundary. In this scheme a "primary loess" (Pleistocene) was seen as lying on top of the 
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Hipparion clays (Pliocene). On top of this primary loess was a layer of "redeposited 

loess", marking a recent (chronologically undefined) context. 

By 1923, with the discovery of the palaeontological significance of the 

Zhoukoudian deposits, Andersson (1923) started to place the main deposits of the site into 

a regional context. An initial series of eight layers (Figure 2.3) was defined by 

Andersson. There was an early recognition on the part of Andersson that the sequence 

of fissure deposits represented a continuous cycle of events over a particular, as yet 

undefined, period of time. 

Following the initial geologic work at Zhoukoudian, Andersson went on to 

describe the stratigraphy of the Yellow River valley. Here was found deeply dissected 

deposits containing a fairly complete sequence of mollusc fossils. These came to be 

known as the San Men series (later called the Sanmenian). As a result of faunal analysis 

they were placed within a Middle Pleistocene context (their chronological placement 

would eventually be moved down to an Upper Pliocene context). 

These two new stages, those at Zhoukoudian and San Men, were placed within the 

original sequence put forward by Yih (1920). In between the Hipparion red clay horizon 

and the "primary Loess" stage were now placed the Zhoukoudian deposit and the San 

Men, respectively (Figure 2.4). Interestingly, the placement of the Zhoukoudian deposits 

on top of the Hipparion red clays caused Andersson to push down the red clay horizon 

age to the Lower Pliocene. By the 1930s this view would be changed back to the original 

notion of Hipparion representing a terminal Pliocene fauna (Black et al. 1933). 
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Figure 2.4. Late Cenozoic Deposits of North China (adapted from Andersson 1923) 
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The Site of Zhoukoudian 

Following the cursory descriptions of the main deposit by Zdansky (1923) formal 

excavation of the site began in 1927. The chief geologist at this time was Li Ji (Li Chi). 

Li (1927) provides the first comprehensive geological and structural study of the main 

deposits. Li is also credited with devising the "locality" scheme for sites situated within 

the Zhoukoudian complex. Among the first finds of Li was the discovery that the main 

deposits were essentially "sandwiched" between two walls of limestone, one northern (the 

back) and one southern (the front, Figure 2.5). 

Li worked within the eight 

layer framework established by 

Andersson and Zdansky. 

However, by this time the 

discovery of a hominid tooth had 

been announced. The first 

schematic stratigraphic column 

established for the main deposit is 

seen in Figure 2.6. Like his 

predecessors, Li considered the Figure 2.6. Geologic Cross-section 
of Locality 1(X=Hominid Tooth, 

main deposits to represent a fairly after Li 1927) 

continuous sequence with minor discontinuities between the 3rd and 4th layers. Li also 

recognized that some of the bottom deposits were fluvial in nature, evidenced by the 

ft lauer 

f f m .  



Anders son 1923 Teilhaid de Chardin and Pei 1931 Jia 1959a Liu 1982 
Laver 1-Yellow Sandstone Laver 1-Upper Breccia Laver 1-Hard Clavs/Breccia Layer 1-Breccia 
Laver 2-Yellow Sandv Loam \ Laver 2-UDoer T ravertine Laver 2-Sandv Clav Laver 2-Travertine/Breccia 
Laver 3-Dark-Brown Loam \ Laver 3-Collapsed Roof Layer 3-Breccia Laver 3-Breccia 
Laver 4-Uqht-Yellow Loam \ Laver 4-UDDer Ashv Laver Laver 4-Ashes Laver 4-AsMJmestone 
Layer 5-Laminated Loam \ Layer 5-Brecciated Clay Laver 5-Travertine Laver 5-Travertine 
Laver 6-Brown Loam \ Laver 6-Hard Breccia Laver 6-Breccia/Umestone Laver 6-Breccia 
Laver 7-Loamv Sand/Sandstone Laver 7-Sandv Laver Laver 7-Sands Laver 7-Fine Silt 
Laver 8-Breccia Layer 8-Breccia Layer 8-Breccia/Umestone/Ash Laver 8-T ravertine/Breccia 

Laver 9-Breccia Laver 9-Breccia/Limestone Laver 9-Breccia 
Layer 10-Breccia Laver 10-Reddish Clav Laver 10-Ash 
Laver 11-Red Sandv Clay Laver 11-Breccia Laver 11-Breccia 

Laver12-Sands ^ Laver 12-Sand/Silt 
Laver 13-Sand and Mud — Laver 13-Breccia 

Laver 14-Clav/Gravel 
Laver 15-Sand/Gravel 
Laver 16-Clav/Silt 
Layer 17-Sand/G ravel 

Table 2.1. Geological Reconstructions of Locality 1 and Possible 
Correlations 

CD 
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presence of granite and andalusite from surrounding deposits (Li 1927). This observation 

had interpretative significance when studies on the cave's evolution commenced in the 

early 1930s. 

Perhaps the most important geological study to come out of the initial period of 

work at Zhoukoudian was that of Teilhard de Chardin and Young (1929). Among the 

more interesting points made in this report was a tacit recognition that the size and 

complexity of the Zhoukoudian deposits had been grossly underestimated. It was 

originally assumed that one field season would be enough to excavate all the deposits at 

Locality 1! At the time of this report (1929) the main deposits were 35 meters long, 20 

in breadth and 34 in height. The Locality 1 deposits are, at present, more than 40 meters 

in height. 

Two more layers were added to the main deposits, making a total of ten (Figure 

2.7). Additionally, the "lower fissure" at the back wall of the cave was uncovered. This 

fissure continued down to Layer 7, where it becomes the "lower cave". A detailed 

description of the nature of the ten layers was given (see Table 2.1) (Teilhard de Chardin 

and Young 1929:178-182). However, what is of note at this point is that the first in a 

long series of theoretical "divisions" of the deposits was provided. Throughout the history 

of geological study at Zhoukoudian many attempts were made to divide the stratigraphic 

layers into event horizons, hopefully corresponding to cultural and fossil human finds. 

The three divisions proposed by Teilhard de Chardin and Young were an "upper breccia 

zone" (Layers 1-3), a "sandy phase" (Layer 4) and a "lower breccia zone" (Layers 5-9, 
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Figure 2.7. Front View Cross-section of Locality 1 and Gezitang Cave (After Breuil ^ 

1932) 
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containing the Sinanthropus) material. The sandy phase was described by Teilhard de 

Chardin as being "exceptionally sharp" (i.e., distinct) (Teilhard de Chardin and Young 

1929:183). The Sinanthropus material was found just beneath this layer, suggesting that 

human occupation occurred before some break or geological event. By this time, points 

within stratigraphic layers containing human fossil material were given a "locus" 

designation (e.g. Locus A, B, C, etc.). 

By the 1929 field season a total of eight localities had been identified and at least 

partially investigated. Unfortunately, not all of the 25 localities that were eventually 

located were written up as geological reports. An attempt was made to fmd stratigraphic 

profiles for all 25 localities. After extensive survey of the literature, however, it has 

become apparent that localities containing cultural and human remains were defined at 

the expense of the other localities. These cultural sites can be reduced to Localities 1, 

3, 4, 13, 15, and the Upper Cave. 

The remainder of localities (2, 5-12,14, 16-24) were either smaller fissure deposits 

or predated the cultural layers (i.e., Locality 14, the "fossil fish locality"). These localities 

did, however, all contain fossil vertebrates and where therefore important in helping 

define chronological and geological events at Zhoukoudian. With the exception of 

Locality 14, these deposits were comprised of vertebrate fossils interbedded with what by 

then had become the "Zhoukoudian Formation". This is the red clay that is found 

throughout the Western Hills (Young and Bien 1936), which is still utilized as a 

geochronological marker dating to the Matuyama/Brunhes boundary (Chang 1986). 
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Aside from the stratigraphy of the cave and fissure deposits, a great deal of work 

was put into understanding the geological history of Dragon Bone Hill itself. Throughout 

the literature there is mention of the "upper" and "lower" gravels. Without being able to 

place these deposits within a particular geological sequence, Teilhard de Chardin and 

Young were able to discern their relative positions. They constructed a tentative 

"historical outline" for the Zhoukoudian deposits consisting of four stages (oldest to 

yougest). These were: 

1) Upper gravels phase (Zhoukoudian Phase A) 
2) Intermediate period of dissection 
3) Lower gravels phase (Zhoukoudian Phase B) 
4) Loessic period 

The primary goal of creating this stage scheme was to attempt to understand the 

conditions and sequence associated with the formation of limestone fissures and cavities. 

Since their formation was believed to have occurred under submerged conditions, 

discernment of the history of surrounding fluvial conditions became essential. 

As is the historical process of all work concerned with Zhoukoudian, the 1930s 

can be seen as the apex of research at the site. Much of the geological interpretation 

done during this decade has been mostly improved in a quantitative manner (e.g., the 

addition more of more layers to Locality 1). This period also marks the most prolific 

decade of work, exhibited by the great amount of literature published. In terms of the 

geology, refinements of the relative positions of deposits, both in the various localities at 

Zhoukoudian and of the main hill (Dragon Bone Hill) itself, was made (Black et al. 1933; 

Black 1934; Teilhard de Chardin and Pei 1934; Pei 1939). By the early 1930s Locality 
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1 was divided into the "main deposit" the Gezitang Cave (Kotzetang) and the "lower 

fissure". The Gezitang cave was thought to have been opened by local quarrying activites 

in the late 19th century, resulting in the probable loss of important archaeological 

materials. 

Another significant find, occurring within the main deposit of Locality 1, was the 

"ashy layer" of Layer 4 (Black 1931b; Black et al. 1933). Although recognized in the 

late 1920s, confirmation in the form of empirical data was not generated until 1930, when 

Teilhard de Chardin, at the request of Davidson Black, brought samples back to Europe 

for geochemical analysis. This layer eventually marked the beginning of what was termed 

the "Cultural Zone A" (Black et al. 1933). The 10 layer sequence at Locality 1 (Figure 

2.8), established during this period 

of work, remained essentially 

intact until the 1950s when Layers 

11-13 were added (Jia 1959a, 

Figure 2.9). 

By the end of 1939 

Localities 12-18 had been added to 

the total number of fissure and 

cave deposits. These included the 

important localities of 13, 14, 15 

and the Upper Cave (located in the Figure 2 . 9 .  13 Layer Cross-section 
of Locality 1 (after Jia 1959a) 
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previous decade but not explored until the 1930s, cf. Pei 1934a). Localities 13, 15 and 

the Upper Cave were considered important sites, since they were recognized as a possible 

set of chronological "brackets" around the main deposit of Locality 1. The relative 

position of Localities 13 and 15 are still ambiguous, since neither site has been dated 

using absolute techniques. 

Locality 13 (Figure 2.10), about 1 km south of Locality 1, was another example 

of a "core dike" of deposits, having had the original limestone walls quarried away by the 

local industry (Pei 1934a). The dike was divided into two zones; an "upper", containing 

finely laminated red loam, and a "lower zone", which contained a mixture of stalagmitic 

floor overlain by limestone fragments embedded in hard red loam. Importantly, the 

"upper zone" contained fossils of Siphneus tingi (also referred to as Myospalax tingi), a 

small rodent in association with what appeared to be a chert implement. Since Siphneus 

tingi was considered to be a marker for the Plio/Pleistocene boundary, and was not found 

anywhere within the Locality 1 deposits, it was hypothesized that Locality 13 might be 

an even earlier cultural horizon (Pei 1934a). Unfortunately, no human fossils were ever 

recovered from this site, leading to much debate over the proceeding years as to its 

validity. 

A similar situation applies to Localities 14 and 15. Locality 14, the fossil fish 

locality, was clearly much older than the entire cultural complex at Zhoukoudian, 

containing species of fish representative of the Early Pliocene of China. As such this 

locality marked the "basement" of the Cenozoic fossiliferous deposits at Zhoukoudian. 
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Locality 15, just south of Locality 1, has not been as easily placed in stratigraphic 

context to the main deposits. Clearly cultural, due to the enormous amount of artifacts 

recovered (although with no human remains), the character of the deposits were very 

similar to that of Locality 1. Were it not for the absence of certain fauna (e.g. Rhinoceros 

mercki and Euryceros pachyosteus) the slightly younger age of the deposits in respect to 

Locality 1 might not have been determined. As it was, throughout proceeding literature, 

Locality 15 alternates from older to younger than Locality 1, according to the perspective 

of the particular author. Pei's (1939d) original conclusion, that Locality 15 was later than 

Locality 1, seems to have been accurate. 

Throughout the remainder of the 1930s and into the 1940s the Cenozoic deposits 

surrounding the Zhoukoudian area remained in the traditional three period scheme of an 

"upper gravel" Pliocene river bed overlying the Zhoukoudian Formation red clays of 

Pleistocene age with a younger loessic cycle representing the end of the geological 

sequence. However, unlike prior work, these three stages were tied into a sequence of 

cave evolution for the first time (Black et al. 1933). Particularly, the "upper gravels" 

were associated with the formation of what are known as the "old pockets". These were 

fissure-like deposits composed of the "upper gravels" interbedded with sand but 

containing no fossil materials. The fossiliferous deposits found within fissures containing 

fossil materials were placed in association with the Zhoukoudian Formation stage and as 

such were viewed as a continuous event cycle. 

Hypotheses for the evolution of cave formation are found in the early works of 
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Black et al. (1933) and, particularly, of Teilhard de Chardin (1941) and Hallum Movius 

in the 1940s (Movius 1944, 1948). The above-mentioned three periods were seen as the 

deposition phase of a three-cycle erosion/deposition framework (Black et al. 1933). 

Sequence of Fissure deposits at Zhoukoudian: (l)Locality 14, Fish Pocket-
Miocene!?), (2)Upper Gravel-Lower Pliocene, (3) Travertine Cap-Upper Pliocene 
(4)Locality 12, Cynocephalus Pit-Lower Pleistocene (5)Locality 13-Early 
Middle Pleistocene, (6)Locality 1, Sinanchropus Deposits (a)Upper Zone, 
(b)Lower Zone-Late Middle Pleistocene, (c)Stream Terrace-Same as Sinanchropus 
Deposits (?), (7)Locality 15-Early Upper Pleistocene, (8)Upper Cave-Late 
Upper Pleistocene 

Figure 2.11. Sequence of Fissure Deposits at Zhoukoudian 
(Dragon Bone Hill) (after Movius 1948) 

During the first cycle (Cycle A) Dragon Bone Hill is submerged under 70 meters of 

water, the stratigraphic position of the "upper gravels" (being the water line). Also at this 

time (the Lower Pliocene) solution cavities are formed. This cycle is associated with 

Locality 14 (Movius 1944). 

The next cycle (Cycle B) is seen as a period (Upper Pliocene) wherein the hill is 

partly emerged. It is during this interval that the travertine cap is formed. The last cycle 

(Cycle C), represented by the Pleistocene Epoch, is one in which the hill has completely 

emerged, except for the very bottom portions of Locality 1. Sedimentation is considered 
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sub-aerial. This period is associated with Locality 13. Once the mechanism of fissure 

formation was hypothesized, Movius (1944) proposed three main stages of deposition. 

These are the upper travertine, main cultural horizon and lower breccia stages. All are 

cultural horizons separated only by differences in the stratigraphic column. 

Regardless of these geologic differences, Movius saw these as part of one 

deposition cycle. As early as 1941, Teilhard de Chardin (1941) utilized the cycle scheme 

(from Black et al. 1933) to recreate a fissure sequence for the deposits and fissures 

located within Dragon Bone Hill (Figure 2.11). Utilizing both faunal and geologic 

evidence Teilhard de Chardin provided a comprehensive chronological survey (later 

modified by Movius 1948) of both fissure and depositional evolution at Zhoukoudian. 

The accuracy of his hypothesis, in light of modern views, is quite remarkable. With few 

modifications, the general conclusions reached by both Movius and Teilhard de Chardin 

(excepting the chronological placement of Locality 14) remain the present day framework 

within which Zhoukoudian is still studied today. 

Following the resuming of excavation at Zhoukoudian in the late 1940s and 1950s, 

three more layers at Locality 1 were added (Jia 1959a, Figure 2.9). The total number 

would eventually reach 17 layers (Young and Mou 1981; Liu 1983, 1985). These last 

four layers are part of a funnel-like deposit at the very base of Locality 1 (Figure 2.12). 

Throughout this period, and essentially up to the present, various new models have been 

proposed on how to split up the geological deposits of Locality 1. By the early 1960s 

Huang (1960b) proposed dividing the then 13 layers in to a six-layer model based on 
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lithology and preservation (Huang 1960b:46). This model was an attempt to divide the 

Early to Middle Pleistocene Period, the age recognized for the Zhoukoudian deposits by 

this time. These were: 

Layer I: The Basal gravels, Originally Layers 11-13, Early Pleistocene 

Layers 11-111: Lower and Middle Breccia, Originally Layers 8-10, Early 
Middle Pleistocene 

Layer IV-VI: Sand and Breccia, the Ash layer, the Upper Breccia, 
Originally Layers 1-7, Late Middle Pleistocene 

Other models consisted of Huang's depositional cycles (Huang 1960a), Jia's Groups 

A, B and C (Jia 1958), his later redivision (Jia 1983) and Binford and Ho's three member 

model (Binford and Ho 1985:419, Figure 2.13). All are viable schemes, although they 

are largely determined by prevailing cultural paradigms (concerning hominid behavior) 

under which the various scholars were operating. What seems to be most important is 

that the stratigraphic layers themselves have maintained their integrity through time. A 

comprehensive, modern treatment of the 17 Layer model is found in Liu (1985:146-147). 



Recent  e f fo r t s  

pe r ta in ing  to  cave  

evolution have also made 

improvements in the 

understanding of the 

g e o l o g i c a l  a n d  

geomorphological history 

of Zhoukoudian. A fairly 

detailed description of the 

opening and filling of the 

cave at Zhoukoudian is 

now available based both 

on geomorphic (Ren et al. 

1981; Ren and Liu 1985) and mineral composition studies (Shen et al. 1981). A 

summary is provided by Wu and Lin (1983). 

New studies show that the four main cultural caves (Localities 1,4, 15 and the 

Upper Cave) are of two types. These are the vertical and horizontal varieties. The cause 

of this stems from the recent observation that there are joints in the Ordovician limestones 

surrounding Zhoukoudian. Some of these are vertical while others are horizontal (Ren 

and Liu 1985). As the fissures widened along these joints, through solution action, they 

tended to expand either vertically (Locality 1) or horizontally (Localities 4, 15, and the 
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Upper Cave), depending on the nature of associated joints. 

The rare, deep sedimentary nature of Locality 1 has provided a basis for 

reconstructing evolutionary stages in its history, beyond those of when the hill and 

fissures may have emerged and opened (e.g. Teilhard de Chardin 1941; Movius 1944). 

The deposits, instead of being presented in terms of chronological events, are described 

as four generic types (Ren et al. 1981; Ren and Liu 1985). These are: 

1 .Collapsed and slide deposits: Consisting mostly of limestone breccias 
from collapsing roof events. 

2.Fluvial sediments brought in by the old Zhoukou River: Consisting of 
sand, silts and gravels. 

3.Deposits brought in by sheet flow: Consisting of red clays and gravels. 

4.Ash layers: The product of cultural activities in the cave. 

Lastly, the development of the cave itself is seen as consisting of five stages (Ren 

et al. 1981; Ren and Liu 1985). These are presented as: 

1.Stage of deep burial (ca. 1,000,000 BP): Karstification of vertical caves. 
Infant stage of Peking Man's Cave (Locality 1). 

2.Stage when the East entrance opened (ca.700,000 BP): Truncation of the 
eastern slope by the Zhoukou River, forming the first small cave entrance. 
Deposition of the 15-17 Layers by inflowing river. Non-cultural. 

3.Stage when Peking Man dwelled in the eastern part of the cave 
(ca.500,000 BP): Cave gradually fills with fluvial deposits, floor flattens 
out. After deposition of the 13th Layer human occupation occurs over 
extended period of time. Stone implements start from 13th Layer and ash 
from the 10th. Occupation restricted mainly to eastern part of cave. 
Possible presence of roof opening at western portion of cave, exhibited by 
the fact that 14th Layer is composed of "upper gravels". 
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4.Stage when eastern roof collapses and Peking Man inhabits western 
portion of cave (ca.300,000 BP): 6th Layer deposited. Roof collapse over 
Pigeon Hall (eastern part of cave). Western occupation evident by thick 
(up to 6 meters) deposits of ash in western part of cave. Deposits continue 
to 4th Layer. 

5.Stage of cave filling and subsequent abandonment bv Peking Man 
(ca.230,000 BP): 3rd -1st Layers deposited. Cave fills up, leading to 
abandonment. 

Summary 

The Zhoukoudian site complex is comprised of 25 distinct localities. All of these 

localities, except Locality 14, are composed of what is now called the Zhoukoudian 

Formation. This formation is characterized by red clays which are found throughout the 

Western Hills. Early research has shown that the "upper gravels" found overlying (and 

sometimes intruding upon) the stratigraphic column of Locality 1 and other fissure 

deposits represent a period (Lower Pliocene) when Dragon Bone Hill was completely 

submerged by the ancient Zhoukou River. Except for the Upper Cave (Upper 

Palaeolithic), all cultural Homo erectus (Sinanthropus) localities can be said to contain 

deposits representing a continuous period of accumulation (e.g., Locality 1), since these 

are dominated by the Zhoukoudian Formation. 

Cave evolutionary studies have supported the view that occupation may have been 

continuous over an extended period of time. Through the study of geomorphic processes, 

an initial eastern occupation of the cave is postulated, followed by a later roof collapse, 

causing occupation to move to the western side of the site. Subsequent filling of the cave 
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by approximately 230,000 BP led to the eventual abandonment of the habitation site by 

Homo erectus populations. 



CHAPTER 3 

66 

DATING 

Introduction 

Unlike other aspects of Zhoukoudian, such as hominid studies, cultural artifact 

significance, geology and geography, the dating and palaeoenvironmental reconstruction 

(Chapter 4) of the site have only recently (with respect to its long history of scientific 

investigation) come to the forefront of research. Although both concerns have been 

studied over the last eight decades, it has only been during the past 25 years that 

technological and methodological developments have made possible conclusions beyond 

the mere conjectural. 

Evidence of this trend is exhibited by the fact that few papers dealt with these 

areas as an exclusive problem until the beginning of the period of research following the 

Cultural Revolution (1966-1976). Prior to this period, both dating and environmental 

studies were generally dealt with as part of an "overall framework" proposed for the site. 

A review of the Zhoukoudian literature post-dating 1976, however, reveals increasing 

numbers of papers dealing solely with these problems. 

This pattern can be seen as the result of two main factors. First, the introduction 

of new analytical technologies into China following the Cultural Revolution, particularly 

in the area of absolute dating, revolutionized archaeological interpretation in China. The 

second major factor was a shift in research design during the 1978-1985 period of 
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investigation at Zhoukoudian. During this time the Institute of Vertebrate Paleontology 

and Paleoanthropology (IVPP), under Wu Rukang's direction, marked both dating and 

environmental concerns as primary goals of research for the seven year period of study. 

As a result, particularly during the first half of the 1980s, a great many papers reflecting 

progress in these areas were published. 

The history of dating at Zhoukoudian can be reduced to two generalized periods 

of research and development. The first of these include associated chronological studies 

of the surrounding Western Hills in the early 1920s (Yih 1920; Andersson 1923). Dating 

at the site of Zhoukoudian itself can be said to Imve begun in 1923 (Andersson 1922, 

1923). Starting at this point and continuing until the Cultural Revolution, virtually all 

dating at Zhoukoudian was carried out under palaeontological methodology, primarily 

in the form of the relative dating of faunal assemblages and geologic profiles with other 

sites in northeastern China (e.g. Nihewan). Since the first 50 years of investigation at 

Zhoukoudian is marked by the use of relatively few dating techniques, this period, prior 

to the late 1970s, is treated as a single subject of discussion. 

The second major period of research and development is associated with the 

introduction of absolute dating techniques into Chinese archaeological studies. Although 

having been in existence in China for some time prior to the 1970s, it was not until after 

the Cultural Revolution that the use of various absolute dating methods was widely 

accepted and utilized by the Chinese academic community. The reason for this primarily 

stemmed from an inaccessibility of these technologies (resulting from the isolationist 
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political climate of the period 1949-1976). Since that time, with the growing scientific 

interchange between the West, Japan and China, it can be said that nearly every absolute 

dating technique has been employed at Zhoukoudian. These include palaeomagnetism, 

14C, amino-acid racemization, uranium series, fission track and thermoluminescence (still 

in its beginning stages). 

Dating 

As discussed in the prior chapter, a major initial concern of dating in the area of 

Zhoukoudian was the establishment of the Pliocene/Pleistocene boundary. As stated by 

Yih (1920) this was generally considered to be represented by the presence (Pliocene) or 

absence (Pleistocene) of Hipparion sp. The most important of these localities were those 

represented in the Nihewan Basin sequence, just northwest of Zhoukoudian. Studied 

extensively by Andersson (1922), Zdansky (1925), Young (1927) and Teilhard de Chardin 

(Licent and Teilhard de Chardin 1925), the faunal sequence represented at Nihewan (later 

to be referred to as Sanmenian, derived from the type sequence of the Sanmen gorge 

areas of the Huanghe River valley) became the standard against which much of the early 

chronological research at Zhoukoudian would be compared. 

The Hipparion fossil horizon was later redifmed to represent the Lower/Upper 

Pliocene boundary (Andersson 1922, 1923; see Figure 2.4), due to the then newly 

discovered fossil deposits uncovered at Zhoukoudian in 1921. Recognizing that, while 

missing Hipparion sp., the morphology of faunal remains were very similar to those of 
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the Nihewan Basin (albeit slightly less "primitive"), Andersson saw the Zhoukoudian 

faunal assemblage as exhibiting Pliocene characteristics (such as Megalocerus pachyosteus 

and early forms of Equus sp.). He therefore referred to the Zhoukoudian fauna as a new 

representative of the Chinese Upper Pliocene. As a result of the work of Teilhard de 

Chardin and Young (1929), however, this idea never took hold and Hipparion sp. has 

remained the Plio/Pleistocene boundary marker to the present day. 

Aside from, but inextricably tied to, faunal evidence for the Plio/Pleistocene 

boundary were associated characteristic geological sequences. Early attempts at dating 

these layers identified two primary classes of geologic/faunal strata (Yih 1920). These 

were the red clays (containing Hipparion and other primitive forms; Pliocene) and the 

loess sequence which overlay them (containing more recent fauna; Pleistocene). Divisions 

within these two main categories were arranged into a sequence according to perceived 

cycles of sedimentation and erosion. These are: 

1.The Tang-hsien: Red clays and gravel depositional cycle, Hipparion, 
Pliocene. 

2.The Fen-ho: Loess erosional cycle, Early Pleistocene. 

3.The Ma-lan: Loess depositional cycle, Elephas, Middle Pleistocene. 

4.The Pan-chiao: Loess erosional cycle, Bos, Ovis and Cervus, Late 
Pleistocene. 

As shown, the above cycles alternate between depositional and erosional periods. 

At this time (the early 1920s) the erosional sequence was not yet as thoroughly 

investigated as the depositional cycles (Yih 1920; Andersson 1922, 1923). Although 
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increased in number (Black et al. 1933), only to be subsequently decreased for the North 

China region (Liu and Ding 1980), loess cycles are, at present, an important 

interpretational phenomena in China and play a significant role in both dating and 

palaeoclimatic reconstruction (as shall be dealt with below). 

It should be noted that the question of the absolute dating of the Plio/Pleistocene 

boundary has not yet been resolved. Among many Chinese and Western scholars there 

is still disagreement as to the precise chronological position of this boundary. While a 

date of 1.6 Mya (Harland et al. 1989) is the most widely accepted, some Chinese scholars 

(according to Yang 1986) favor a much older date of 2.7-3.0 Mya, based primarily on 

different interpretations of the palaeomagnetic sequence and its relation to geological 

events (Bradley 1985). Additionally, loessic studies have shown that the beginnings of 

global climatic change are better indicated at 2.4 Mya than at 1.6 Mya (where no 

evidence for major climatic deterioration is exhibited) (Kukla 1987). For the purposes 

of this paper, however, the 1.6 Mya date is utilized. 

Up to 1929, the question of whether Zhoukoudian Locality 1 (the "Sinanthropus" 

locality) was of Pliocene or Pleistocene age remained unresolved. This was rectified, 

however, by Teilhard de Chardin and Young (1929). Teilhard de Chardin, unwilling to 

place Hipparion in a Lower Pliocene context, concluded, on the basis of faunal analysis, 

that the Zhoukoudian formation should be considered Lower Pleistocene and not Upper 

Pliocene. From this time most of the literature published in the 1930s supported a Lower 

Pleistocene age for Locality 1 at Zhoukoudian (Osborn 1931; Black et al. 1933; Pei 
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1931b, 1939c). It should be remembered that at this time, and continuing into the 1940s 

(de Terra 1940a), the Pleistocene itself was considered to be no older than 600,000 years, 

this estimate having being based on the early work of Milankovitch in the 1920s dealing 

with the identification and prediction of solar insolation cycles throughout Earth's history 

(Milankovitch 1938, 1941). 

Sanmen Paote 

Cycle 
C.K.T 

Malan 
Tangshi 

Fenhi 

; LOESS 
Locally Never Warped Warped 

Figure 3.1. Five Physiographic Cycles of North 
China (after Black et al. 1933) 

By the early 1930s additional cycles had been added to the Red Clays/Loess 

erosional/depositional sequence, increasing the total number to five (Figure 3.1). Included 

now was the Zhoukoudian (CKT) depositional cycle (IV, Lower/Middle Pleistocene), 

during which the entire sequence of fissure and cave filling was thought to have occurred. 

Again, the separation in time of the Zhoukoudian period from that of the Sanmenian was 

primarily based on the relative "primitiveness" of the Sanmenian faunal forms in 

comparison to those of Zhoukoudian. The most commonly accepted chronlogical 

framework of Zhoukoudian by the end of the 1930s is shown in Figure 3.2 (Pei 1939c). 

The effect of the attempt to correlate the four-glacial European sequence to an 
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East Asian analog with the dating of early human cultures must not be overlooked. As 

is shown in Figure 3.2, Pei (1939c) attempts to tie in the Chinese early human record to 

the Gunz-Mindel-Riss-Wurm sequence (established by Penck and Bruckner in 1909) date 

back early in the history of research at Zhoukoudian. 

By 1940 (de Terra 1940a) an 

analogous four-stage glacial sequence 

had been established for the 

Himalayas and extrapolated to all 

areas west and south of that massif 

(Figure 3.3). Based on the presumed 

600,000 year span for the Pleistocene 

these four glaciations (1-4) were given 

estimated chronological ranges, based 

Erosion (T3) Solo Man 

Loess of Punjab (T2) 
Graval 

Erosion (Tl) 

Upper Karewa loess 

Fan graval 
Red Loam 

Erosion 

Sanmen 

Graval 
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Paleolithic 

Indian Early 
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Peking Man 

Java Man 

Column of Pleistocene T1-T5 FossilMan 
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Figure 3.3. Glacial Chronology 
on the observation of present snow- ^or East Asia (after de Terra 

1940a) 

line depressions and temperature 

curves, supposedly indicating periods of colder and warmer climate than present 

conditions. The Himalayan glacial sequence, like the Alpine, was thought to be 

associated with pluvial (glacial) and interpluvial (interglacial) periods in wanner, more 

tropical areas. Based on the association of Sus sp., Peking Man was associated with a 

pluvial, post-Villafranchian fauna, dating to between 400,000 and 500,000 years (Middle 

Pleistocene by de Terra's 1940a model). This seemingly very accurate chronological 
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placement by today's standards is most likely fortuitous, considering that if the Middle 

Pleistocene was thought to date to 500,000 years (de Terra 1940a: 122) and the whole of 

the Pleistocene 600,000, that the entire Lower Pleistocene was merely 100,000 years long 

(600-500,000 BP), a view clearly not supported by existing data. 

Although the means by which a new chronological placement of Middle 

Pleistocene age for Peking Man may have been based on erroneous assumptions, the fact 

remains that the early 1940s marked the end of a Lower Pleistocene assignment of human 

remains at Zhoukoudian. The new dating, however, was not applied to all cultural 

localities at Zhoukoudian. Locality 13, although containing no human remains, still held 

the possibility of being Lower Pleistocene in age (although at present it is seen as 

representing a Middle Pleistocene site). 

As in other areas of research at Zhoukoudian, the 1940s were dominated by the 

interpretations of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (1941) and Hallum Movius Jr. (1944, 1948), 

both of whose writings were based on data collected in the 1930s (due to the interruption 

of World War II and subsequent political struggles in China, culminating in the Liberation 

of 1949). While neither scholar was actually able to visit the site, both during and 

following the end of WWII, their writings throughout this period solidified the new 

chronology for Zhoukoudian (Middle Pleistocene). Subsequent improvements of the 

newly established sequence concerned the refinement of Middle Pleistocene chronology 

through the use of absolute dating techniques. 

The work of both Teilhard de Chardin and Movius, concerning the dating of 
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Zhoukoudian, can be summed up into two important changes in faunal studies in the 

1940s. The first of these (Teilhard de Chardin 1941) was the division of the Sanmenian 

(formally of Upper Pliocene age, cf. Pei 1939c) into two separate periods (I and II) which 

straddled the Plio/Pleistocene boundary (originally suggested by Teilhard de Chardin and 

Pei 1934). As noted in the preceding chapter, this division was based on the presence of 

what came to be known as the "Siphneus tingi (mole rat) beds." Originally considered 

to be an index fossil of the Plio/Pleistocene boundary, a distinctive stratigraphic horizon 

containing this taxon was noted at Nihewan and thus the basin deposits were split into 

Sanmen I (Upper Pliocene) and Sanmen II (containing Siphneus tingi Lower Pleistocene, 

Teilhard de Chardin 1941). Additionally, there was noted a disconformity between the 

Sanmenian I and II beds, evidently caused by tectonic uplift and a subsequent period of 

erosion (the so-called Huangshui Erosion Stage, Figure 3.4). 

At the time, the chronologically associated European fauna, the Villafranchian, was 

considered to be closer in composition to that of Sanmen I. There was a good deal of 

debate as to whether the Villafranchian should placed in the Upper Pliocene or Lower 

Pleistocene. Teilhard de Chardin (1941:41) approached this problem by "straddling" the 

Villafranchian over the boundary. The issue of the Villafranchian position was ultimately 

resolved by Hallum Movius (1944), who resurrected the original notions of Emile Haug 

(proposed in 1911), and stated that the Villafranchian should be viewed as a Lower 

Pleistocene complex. His conclusion was based on the idea that the introduction of Bos, 

Elephas and Equus (characteristic Villafranchian forms) marked a significant break in 
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time and thus designate the beginning of the Pleistocene. 

Since the Villafranchian was associated with the Sanmenian I fauna of northern 

China, Movius (1944, 1948) and Le Gros Clark (1946) moved the Samenian Periods I 

and II forward in time, with the effect that Sanmenian I was now Lower Pleistocene in 

time and Sanmenian II Middle Pleistocene (see Figure 3.4). These changes had a 

significant effect on the dating of Zhoukoudian and mark the second important change 

in views concerning faunal remains in East Asia. 

With the exception of Locality 13, all the localities bearing cultural assemblages 

did not contain Siphneus tingi remains. Additionally, the fauna from Locality 1 (the 

oldest locality producing human remains), although sharing forms with it, seemed less 

primitive than any of the fauna from the Nihewan beds (Teilhard de Chardin 1936, 1941; 

Pei 1931b, 1934c, 1936, 1939e). Locality 13, producing what seemed to be cultural 

remains (Pei 1934b), contained Siphneus tingi and was correlated to the Sanmenian II 

fauna. As a result, by the mid-1940s, all the cultural localities at Zhoukoudian (with the 

exception of the Upper Cave) were thought to fall within the Middle Pleistocene, a 

chronological status that has essentially been only refined since. 

As mentioned earlier, the principle problem with all chronological interpretations 

during the first few decades of investigation at Zhoukoudian was an inexact knowledge 

of the length of the Pleistocene, although Movius (1944:10) went so far as to suggest that 

the Pleistocene "might be as long as one million years". Until the introduction of 

absolute dating techniques (i.e., 14C), in the mid-1950s, the above examples must be 
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viewed as relative associations based on a somewhat arbitrary nomenclature. This 

inability to accurately date the lower limits of the Pleistocene led to a continuing view 

of a Lower Pleistocene age, mainly by Chinese scholars, for the cultural horizons at 

Zhoukoudian. 

Although Movius' interpretations eventually became the standard by which 

Locality 1 was temporally defined, the notion of a Lower Pleistocene age did not end 

until the introduction of absolute dating to China in the 1970s. An alternative to the 

Movius interpretation was Kurten's (1957) "Mammal migrations, Cenozoic stratigraphy, 

and the age of Peking Man and the Australopithecines". In this study, Kurten, a 

palaeontologist, assumed that unchecked mammal migration rates could be conservatively 

estimated at 1000 km per century. This rate was estimated from a modern analog based 

on the spread of Roe Deer (Capreolus capreolus) over a 100 year period (AD 1850-1945) 

of migration from Sweden to Norway (Kurten 1957:216-217). The unit of measure of 

migration was the place of birth of an individual compared to that of its parent. 

In Europe, as well as Asia, the replacement of Hyaena brevirostris by Crocuta 

crocuta (both Hyaenidae) was considered to be a Cromerian (Gunz-Mindel interglacial) 

occurance. This unchecked migration and replacement into Europe and Asia, evidently 

from Africa, was recorded at Zhoukoudian, Locality 1 (Pei 1934c). Consequently, the 

associated human remains were dated to this period, which was considered to be of Lower 

Pleistocene age. This supported Pei's (1939c) original notions regarding the age of 

Zhoukoudian (although Kurten would later change his dating estimates a Middle 
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Pleistocene context, based on his 1960 pollen study with Vasari). 

The problem, represented by the above-mentioned competing hypotheses 

concerning the age of Zhoukoudian (Pei: Lower Pleistocene/Movius: Middle Pleistocene), 

was not addressed and resolved until the 1970s. At this time, a general challenge was 

forwarded as to the validity of both drawing direct associations between the European 

Alpine glacial sequence and that of the Himalayas and their relationships to 

pluvial/interpluvial cycles. Additionally, as pointed out by Aigner (1972), little of what 

had been stated in the 1930s concerning the relative placement of Zhoukoudian within the 

Pleistocene had changed. Last, although absolute dating techniques had been well in 

place by the 1960s (primarily 14C in China), their use at Zhoukoudian didn't begin until 

the end of the 1970s, during the initiation of the 1978-1985 period of research at the site. 

The last in a long series of reports utilizing the relative dating of faunal 

assemblages at Zhoukoudian and nearby regions can be said to have come to an end in 

1972 (Aigner 1972, reiterated in Aigner 1981). In her report, Aigner points to the many 

unresolved issues dating back to the beginning of research at Zhoukoudian. These are 

particularly noted as the problem of the Pleistocene chronological lower boundary and 

sub-division definitions, as yet demarcated. Furthermore, new discoveries of Homo 

erectus in China (especially at Lantian, Wu 1964, 1966; Aigner and Laughlin 1973; An 

1989; An et al. 1990) caused a rethinking of the cultural deposits, such as those at 

Zhoukoudian, and pointed to the need to begin chronologically placing the growing 

number of Lower Palaeolithic sites with means other than the relative dating of faunal 
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assemblages. 

The use of absolute dating techniques in China coincides roughly with the 

introduction and application of the 180 record and palaeomagnetism in order to date 

climatic fluctuations occurring during the Pliocene and Pleistocene Epochs (Shakleton and 

Opdyke 1973, 1977). Appropriately, then, it was palaeomagnetism that was the first 

absolute dating technique to be applied to the Homo erectus layers at Zhoukoudian (Liu 

et al. 1977) and at Yuanmou (Cheng et al. 1977), a site possibly yielding human remains 

dating as far back as the Plio/Pleistocene boundary (seen by some Chinese and Western 

scholars as dating to 2.5 million years BP). 

It would be beyond the intent of this chapter to attempt to describe in detail the 

various dating activities carried out at Zhoukoudian during the period 1978-1985. 

Methods employed have included various radio-isotopic (Guo et al. 1980, Xia 1982; Chen 

et al. 1984, Liu et al. 1985, Zhao 1985a-b, Pei 1985, Li 1985, Yuan et al. 1986, Chen and 

Yuan 1988, Chen and Zhang 1991, Shen 1994), palaeomagnetic (Liu et al. 1977; Cheng 

et al. 1977, Qian et al. 1985, Zhu 1988) and chemical dating methods (Wu and Qian 

1991). Brief surveys are provided as well as some of the specific problems associated 

with the application of these methods to Zhoukoudian. Appendix HI provides a list of 

the different techniques and dates employed to Localities 1, 4 and the Upper Cave, the 

only localities with published absolute dates. 

The generally accepted conclusion regarding the absolute dating of the cultural 

layers of Locality 1 is that they are approximately 500 Kya (Layer 10) to 200 Kya (upper 
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layers 1-3, see Figure 3.5). Palaeomagnetic dates have shown that Layer 13 represents 

the boundary between the Matuyama Reversed and Brunhes Normal magneto-stratigraphic 

epochs (ca. 730 Kya). Locality 15 may be slightly younger then 200 Kya (Jia and Huang 

1990, based primarily on its geological association with Locality 4) and the "New Cave" 

(Locality 4) is between 175-135 Kya (Yuan et al. 1986). The Upper Palaeolithic "Upper 

Cave" has three groupings of dates at 40, 23 (Chen et al. 1984, Chen and Yuan 1988) and 

10 Kya (Liu 1983c). An overview of the absolute dating of localities 1, 4, and the Upper 

Cave is shown in Figure 3.6. 

As with any site from the Lower palaeolithic, the reliability of dating techniques 

is a central concern. Dating methods employed at Zhoukoudian have included radio

isotopic (uranium-series, thermoluminescence, fission-track and 14C), chemical (amino-acid 

racemization) and palaeomagnetic techniques. Radio-carbon dating has been applied to 

the Upper Cave deposits, since this locality falls chronologically within the limits of this 

method (approximately 40 Ky). All of these techniques have inherent problems and 

assumptions that affect their usability. In relation to Zhoukoudian these problems include 

a number of difficulties associated with the nature of the site and its deposits. 

Three essential problems exist at Zhoukoudian (Localities 1 and 4) concerning the 

applicability of absolute dating techniques. The first of these problems is that uranium-

series, fission-track and thermoluminescence begin to have wide margins of error after 

200,000 years (according to Aigner 1988). The second problem is the consideration as 

to whether or not the stratigraphic column has remained a "closed system" throughout its 
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long history, an important concern when dealing with both uranium-series and 

thermoluminescence dating techniques. Last, materials of a suitable nature for these 

techniques are rare and, as some scholars have asserted (e.g., Aigner 1988), essentially 

non-existent. 

Fission-track dating in China must be viewed as suspect because of the lack of 

volcanic deposits in the region. Most often fission-track dating is used as a method to 

check the potassium-argon dating of volcanic extrusive deposits. Consequently, this 

technique has had some success in Africa. However, in China there is no such "standard" 

against which to test fission-track dates. The other technique applied to Zhoukoudian of 

dubious validity is the amino-acid dating of bone. The conversion of L-amino acids 

(during life) to D-amino-acids (post-mortem) is dependent on an understanding of 

temperature, pH and moisture after death. For sites as old as Zhoukoudian the plausibility 

of the reconstruction of these variables is questionable. 

Uranium-series dating has, next to palaeomagnetic dating, been the most 

commonly applied technique to the deposits of Localities 1 and 4 at Zhoukoudian. While 

this technique has been successfully applied to corals, there have been difficulties with 

the dating of other calcium carbonate-utilizing organisms and materials which may take 

in uranium from external sources following deposition (Bradley 1985). In regards to 

Zhoukoudian, this technique has been applied to the bone, teeth and antler from Localities 

1 and 4. This has proven to be a problematic material since it is often altered after 

deposition by its high susceptibility to secondary uranium absorption. According to 
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Aigner (1988:165), small intakes of secondary uranium can lead to significant variations 

in calculated ages. Dates ranging from 400-94 Kya have been calculated for layers 

adjacent to each other (e.g., 8-9 and 7 at Locality 1) based on this technique (Xia 1982), 

showing that infiltration of the deposits by secondary uranium may be a factor. 

Thermoluminescence dating has made an important contribution to 

palaeoanthropological sites in the past decade. TL has been employed less frequently 

than uranium-series dating at Zhoukoudian (Pei and Sun 1979, Pei 1980, 1985). The 

method has been applied to the 10th (between 417 and 592 Kya) and 4th (ca. 300 Kya) 

layers at Locality 1. Additionally, the New Cave (ca. 250 Kya) and the Upper Cave 

(between 32 and 50 Kya) have been dated with TL (Pei 1985). Of all current dating 

techniques, TL may have the most promise at Zhoukoudian. Unfortunately, early 

applications of this method were plagued by difficulties in accounting for background 

radiation and an unstandardized basis for the rejection and acceptance of dates (Wintle 

and Huntley 1988). 

Both these problems were of concern in 1985, the date of the last publication of 

TL dates from Zhoukoudian (Pei 1985). Only in the beginning of the 1980s were TL 

dates being correlated to deposits of known age, such as the loesses of eastern Europe 

(Wintle and Huntley 1982). Therefore, while the TL dates from the late 1970s and early 

1980s may be valid, the increased efficiency and standardization of modern TL methods 

warrants a new round of application to Zhoukoudian. One continuing problem with TL 

dates, however, is the effect that ground water has on the radiation signal of the sample. 
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Ground water attenuates radiation, resulting 

in an artificially lower TL intensity and 

consequently incorrect age estimation 

(Bradley 1985:83). Assessing past 

groundwater infiltration at Zhoukoudian over 

time may be problematic at best. 

Recognizing the relative unsuitability 

of datable materials at Zhoukoudian early in 

the history of the application of absolute 

techniques, initial studies relied primarily on 

palaeomagnetic dating. Subsequent studies 

utilizing this method comprise the majority of 

literature concerning the absolute dating of 

Zhoukoudian. Unlike problems with other 

dating techniques at the site, the deposits of 

Locality 1 can be directly dated with this 

method. Of primary importance is the 

recognition that all deposits below Layer 13 

are part of the Matuyama Reversed Epoch, 

with those above being from the present 

Brunhes Normal. The boundary between 
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these two epochs is commonly accepted as being approximately 730 Kya. All deposits 

below Layer 13 are non-cultural, thus giving a "maximum" age for the presence of Homo 

erectus at Zhoukoudian. 

Attempts to refine the palaeomagnetic dating of the layers of Locality 1 through 

the discernment of palaeomagnetic "excursions" (Qian et al. 1980,1985) such as the Lake 

Biwa Event (ca. 380 Kya), have proven more controversial. These smaller events are 

usually not well represented in oceanic samples, much less terrestrial. According to 

Opdyke (1972) only 10 percent of deep-sea core samples (i.e., individual cores) exhibit 

these low-level occurrences. The claim for their occurance at Zhoukoudian needs to be 

further investigated in light of the ephemeral nature of these phenomenon. 

Last, and presented as a prelude to the forthcoming chapter concerning 

palaeoclimatic reconstruction at Zhoukoudian, is the correlation of the famous Yellow 

River valley loesses to the 180 record. Although the trend throughout earlier periods of 

loess sequence reconstruction was one of increasing additions to the erosion/sedimentation 

cycle (Barbour 1926, 1935; Black et al. 1933; Teilhard de Chardin 1941), by 1980 (Liu 

and Ding 1980) the loess sequence had been reduced to three stages representing the 

Lower, Middle and Upper Pleistocene (Figure 3.7). These are, respectively the Wucheng, 

Lishi and Malan (the latter having been recognized early at Zhoukoudian, Black et al. 

1933). 

Although the validity of considering the loess deposits of China as solely 

Pleistocene in origin has been questioned (Heller and Liu 1982) their use as a dating 
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correlate at Zhoukoudian, particularly in the past 15 years, has been a major focus of 

research. Two qualities of the loess sequence have made this possible. The first of these 

is the fact that loess can be both dated (by palaeomagnetic techniques) and correlated to 

deep sea sediments (Kukla 1970). Second, and more recently, is the correlation of loess 

deposits with the lsO stage sequence based on the Pacific Core V28-238 (Zheng 1985). 

The results of these studies are summarized in Figure 3.8. Liu (1983) has correlated 

Layer 13 to lsO stage 16 (see Figure 4.9), which places all cultural deposits at the Locality 

1 as younger than the Matuyama/Brunhes boundary (ca.730 Kya). This placement also 

coincides with the lower limit date of approximately 500 Kya for cultural layers. The 

subsequent study of loess has also had important implications for the palaeoclimatic 

record of Zhoukoudian. 

Summary 

Early concerns regarding dating at Zhoukoudian relied upon the study of 

morphological differentiation of faunas and their relative stratigraphic positions. Later, 

the construction of a Himalayan glacial sequence was added as a dating framework. Until 

the use of absolute dating techniques became possible in the 1970s, the principle debate 

over the age of Zhoukoudian was whether or not to assign a Lower or Middle Pleistocene 

antiquity to the site. This problem was eventually solved by various absolute dating 

techniques which assigned a range of dates for occupation from approximately 500-200 

Kya for Locality 1, 200 Kya for Locality 15, 175-135 Kya for the New Cave and 40-18 
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Kya for the Upper Cave. This framework has been supported by both the "O and loess 

records. 
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PALAEOENVIRONMENTAL RECONSTRUCTION 
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The history of palaeoenvironmental studies at Zhoukoudian can be divided into 

two distinct periods. These are 1920-1964 and 1965-present. The basis of this distinction 

rests on the observation that, up to 1964, a primary paradigm concerning climatic 

conditions at Zhoukoudian prevailed. Although embellished through the years, the model, 

established by early loessic studies (Yih 1920; Andersson 1922, 1923) of cycles of 

deposition and erosion remained the foundation upon which climatic interpretation was 

based. 

With the introduction in the early 1960s of more direct techniques of 

palaeoclimatic investigation (e.g. palynology), the use of broad, regionalized schemes for 

inferring local climatic conditions at Zhoukoudian came to an end. The year 1965 is 

chosen as the beginning of the second period of palaeoenvironmental study, as this is the 

date of the publication of the first direct systematic palaeoenvironmental study conducted 

at Locality 1 (Hsu 1965). 

Period One (1920-1964) 

While the present discussion begins with the year 1920, earlier work in northern 

China bears mentioning. This is due to the observation that initial climatic reconstruction 

in North China was based primarily on the widespread loess deposits of the Huanghe 
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(Yellow) River valley. Although studied since the middle 19th century, the nature of 

loess itself remained a problem well into the 1930s (Andersson 1922, 1923; Barbour 

1935). Of central concern was the method of deposition of loess sedimentation. Most 

early hypotheses favored fluvial deposition as a means by which such deposits were 

accumulated. The important work of von Richthofen in the late 1860s, however, 

supported an eolian mechanism for the transport of loess. 

The model proposed by Richthofen eventually came to be accepted not only by 

scholars working in China, but by the European community as well (Flint 1971). Early 

works by Yih (1920) and Andersson (1923) assumed that these deposits represented a dry 

climate, and as such constructed generalized models of Late Pliocene and Pleistocene 

climate. One problem initially discerned by Yih (1920), and later embellished by 

Andersson (1923, 1934), was associated with the usage of the term "loess". As defined 

by Richthofen (1860s), loess consisted of massively thick deposits (sometimes in excess 

of 1500 meters, Andersson 1923) overlaying, and including, many other types of soil. 

Both Yih and Andersson proposed that this definition was both too inclusive and caused 

confusion as to the nature of faunal superposition (since the loessic scheme itself was the 

defining medium for chronological interpretation and placement). 

The work of Andersson (1922, 1923), in describing the Pliocene red clays and 

associated Hipparion assemblage, pointed out the need to separate what constituted loess 

proper from other similar soil and lithological facies. To accomplish this distinction it 

was suggested that all loess deposits overlay the red dayjHipparion horizon (Late 
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Pliocene). As a result, the entire loess sequence for China was considered to be of 

Pleistocene age. This interpretation would remain unchallenged until magneto-

stratigraphic dating in the early 1980s established the presence of Pliocene loess deposits 

in China (Heller and Liu 1982). 

The combination of loessic interpretation with that of climatic assumptions, based 

on the faunal complexes of both Europe and China, led to the first ideas concerning the 

Pleistocene climate of the Western Hills and the nearby Hebei Plains region where 

Zhoukoudian is situated. The four original stratigraphic stages proposed by Yih (1920:74, 

later revised by Andersson 1923, see Chapter 2); Tang-hsien (Upper Pliocene), Fen-ho 

(Lower Pleistocene), Ma-lan (Middle Pleistocene) and Pan-chiao (Upper Pleistocene), 

were given their first climatic interpretation. This was: 

Tang-hsien-Depositional period (Red Clays and Gravels), steppe 
environment (Hipparion sp.) 

Fen-ho-Severe vertical erosion, period of increased moisture 

Ma-lan-Cvcle of loess deposition and presence of Elephas, climate cold 
and dry 

Pan-chiao-Period of dissection of primary loess deposits (Ma-lan), eventual 
formation of redeposited loess and associated Bos, Ovis, and Cervus sp., 
climate semi-arid with abundant summer rains 

The interpretations of Pleistocene climate, surrounding the erosion and deposition 

of gravel and loess deposits, dominated the palaeoclimatic record for many decades and 

had a great deal of significance for climatic reconstruction at Zhoukoudian. 

Two interpretations, derived from this generalized scheme for the Pleistocene of 
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North China, dominated climatic reconstruction at Zhoukoudian. The first of these was 

the placement of the Zhoukoudian Formation within this sequence. Of central concern 

was the relative relationship of the Zhoukoudian fissure deposits to the Hipparion clays 

of Nihewan and to the loess sequence established in the Huanghe River valley. The 

second major area of interpretation was the expansion, over time, of the sequence of 

erosion/deposition cycles becoming increasingly evident throughout the Pleistocene record. 

The four-stage scheme proposed by Yih (1920) was first modified by Andersson 

(1923). Following the discovery of the main deposits of Zhoukoudian, Andersson, based 

on faunal and geological evidence, thought the Zhoukoudian deposits younger than the 

Nihewan fauna but older than the loess deposits. This initial interpretation was supported 

by many later studies (Pei 1931b; Black et al. 1933; Teilhard de Chardin and Pei 1934). 

Also recognized early in the history of research at Zhoukoudian (Andersson 1923; 

Zdansky 1923; Li 1927) was the observation that the deposits of Locality 1 and associated 

fissure localities (excluding the Upper Cave) most likely represented a continuous period 

of sedimentation. 

These early observations led to the attempt to find where the Zhoukoudian 

"sedimentation sequence" fit into the overall climatological history of the Pleistocene and 

to understand the kind of climatic circumstances under which such a sequence had 

occurred. In order to place the Zhoukoudian sequence within a larger Pleistocene 

framework, early works (up to 1965) relied almost exclusively on the morphological 

characteristics of the sedimentary layers of Locality 1, associated faunal remains (cold vs. 
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warm species) and glacial chronology (both the Himalayan and Alpine sequences). The 

conclusion reached by the end of the 1920s (Teilhard and Young 1929) was that the 

Zhoukoudian deposits were laid down during a humid, mild period. Evidence of water 

infiltration and minor flooding, in the form of an intrusive occurance of the "Upper 

Gravels", provided the impetus for this inference. 

The belief that Zhoukoudian represented a continuous period of sedimentation 

meant that the site must be situated within the sedimentation portion of the 

erosion/sedimentation cycle established early in the 1920s. Along with the expansion of 

the cycle itself, Zhoukoudian was placed in the sedimentation segment of Cycle IV (Black 

et al. 1933), following the unnamed period of erosion cycle "Z" (Figure 3.1). 

By the early 1930s, the scheme of Yih (1920) had been expanded to include three 

previously unrecognized periods of sedimentation. Although Black et al. (1933; Black 

1934) postulated that the Zhoukoudian cycle might be associated with a glacial period 

(Late Mindel) they did not make the connection between this observation and the already 

existing notion of associated pluvial periods. Instead, the conclusion that the 

Zhoukoudian deposits were laid down during a period of mild, damp climatic conditions 

was based solely on the correlation of "swamp, river, forest species" (e.g., Bubalus) in the 

faunal assemblage with an existing modern analog (Black et al. 1933). 



The model presented by Black et al. 

(1933) comprises the central paradigm which 

dominated Period 1. Improvements on the 

model included an increased refinement of the 

relative chronological placement of the cycles 

(Figure 4.1) and additions to the scheme 

itself. Prominent works throughout this 

period (Period 1) of study include those of 

Barbour (1935), de Terra (1940b, 1941), 

Teilhard de Chardin (1941) and Movius Figure 4.1. Relationship of 
Erosion/Deposition cycles 

(1944, 1948). Relatively little progress or to North Chinese Faunal 
Assemblages (after Barbour 
1 9 3  5 )  palaeoclimatic reconstruction at Zhoukoudian 

was made during the 1950s and early 1960s (Hsu 1965, 1966). 

Problems arising from the initial work of Black et al. (1933) included the climatic 

interpretation of the Zhoukoudian Formation. Barbour (1935:64-65) relates this problem 

with respect to the lithological, faunal and geomorphological nature of the deposits. 

According to Barbour, the lithology and faunal composition of the Zhoukoudian deposits 

were similar to those of the Samenian II assemblage, supposedly that of a mild, damp 

climate. However, the geomorphological nature of the fossiliferous deposits, being 

restricted to cave fills incised into Sanmenian terraces, indicated that the deposits might 

be more closely related to the later Malan cycle. The substantial heterogeneity (both 
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geologically and faunally) in the Zhoukoudian deposits remained a problem throughout 

Period 1, as it called into question the validity of interpreting the cave and fissure 

deposits as both homogeneous and continuous. 

The remainder of Period 1 is marked by an increased usage of correlation of the 

Alpine glacial sequence with the newly described glacial sequence for the Qinling (Tsin-

lin) Range in Shaanxi Province and the Himalayan sequence (as proposed by de Terra 

1937). Unfortunately, this was also a time of great uncertainty and debate concerning the 

climatic conditions at Zhoukoudian. These varying opinions stemmed primarily from 

changing views concerning the chronological placement of Zhoukoudian (particularly 

Movius 1944 and 1948). 

A related issue concerned whether or not the Zhoukoudian cycle occurred during 

a pluvial or interpluvial period. Early reports (de Terra 1940b, 1940, 1941; Teilhard de 

Chardin 1941) favored a glacial association for the Zhoukoudian deposits (2nd or Poyang 

in the Himalayan sequence, see Figure 3.4). Attempts to correlate the Zhoukoudian 

deposits with the European glacial cycle are shown in Figure 4.2. As the figure indicates, 

the red loams of Zhoukoudian were associated approximately with the Mindel Glacial 

Stage, indicated by warm and wet pluvial conditions in the interior of China (Cycle HI 

in Figure 4.2). 
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The oversimplification of these relationships was belatedly realized and addressed 

(Movius 1944 and 1948). Based on the insight that the sequence at Zhoukoudian might 

span a much longer period than previously thought, Movius expanded the correlation (on 

faunal and lithological grounds) to a time-span of two glacial and one interglacial cycles 

(Figure 4.3). In his definition Movius approached the various views concerning the 

climate of Zhoukoudian (dry and cool vs. warm and moist) by regarding the cycle as 

including both climatic conditions spread over a longer span (more than one glacial 

interval), thus allowing for the apparent dichotomy in climatic evidence indicated by the 

nature of the site's deposits. The foresight of this conclusion would be substantiated 30 

years later. 
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Period Two (1965-Present) 

The publication of Hsu's "The climatic condition in North China during the time 

of Sinanthropus" (1965, reprinted in English 1966) marks the end of the sole use of broad 

climatic inferences, based on large-scale regional climate models, at Zhoukoudian. Hsu's 

study represents the first significant attempt to understand the environment of the site as 

a local phenomenon and not as a corollary to climatic conditions that may have existed 

many hundreds or even thousands of kilometers distant. The growing doubt as to the 

validity of correlating the Alpine sequence with distant regions, as well as the nature of 

the sequence itself (in light of new data coming from ocean cores) added to the need to 

reevaluate the reconstructions of palaeoclimatic conditions at Zhoukoudian. 

Further, the growing acceptance of plate tectonic theory revised previous notions 

of orogenic and epeirogenic movement in East Asia. The relative rapidity with which the 

Tibetan Plateau had uplifted from Late Miocene times was recognized (see Laporte and 

Zhilman 1983 for an historical overview). This recognition had broad-ranging 

consequences, particularly a better understanding of the origins of monsoonal weather 

patterns throughout the East Asian continent. Monsoonal "signals" were eventually 

recognized in sedimentary deposits, such as the paleosol horizons of the loessic sequence 

of the Huanghe River valley. These paleosols were important in the eventual correlation 

between the loesses of China and the lsO record (An et al. 1991). 

Early attempts (pre-1965) to utilize local data (aside from faunal remains) at 

Zhoukoudian to infer climatic conditions are few. Between the 1921 and 1964 only three 
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reports utilizing palaeoclimatic reconstructive techniques other than faunal and 

stratigraphic analysis can be cited. Two of these are from the 1930s (Chaney and 

Daugherty 1933; Chaney 1935a-b). Both reports were based on the macrofossil remains 

of Cercis blackii (Redbud) and Celtis barbouri (Hackberry). These species were 

considered representative of temperate, semi-arid environmental conditions (based on 

modern analogs in the Peking area and native North American populations, Chaney and 

Daugherty 1933). The Hackberry remains were interpreted as part of the supplementary 

diet of Sinanthropus populations at the time of habitation (Chaney 1935a). Both plant 

types were also found within the ashy layers ascribed to the use of fire by Sinanthropus. 

The third attempt at utilizing plant remains from Zhoukoudian did not come until 

some 25 years later. Primarily concerned with the problem of dating Locality 1, Kurten 

and Vasari (1960) obtained a pollen sample attached to a fossil specimen of Megaceros 

pachyosteus (thick-jawed deer) from the Uppsala Zhoukoudian collection in Sweden. The 

sample of 132 grains showed a low incidence of non-arboreal pollen (24 percent) and a 

high presence of Pinus (Pine), Betula (Birch) and Picea (Spruce). Consequently, 

Zhoukoudian was considered "near the border zone of the northern coniferous belt and 

the temperate steppe belt" (Kurten and Vasari 1960:8). Kurten, originally a proponent of 

an interglacial age and climate for Zhoukoudian (Kurten 1957), changed his view from 

the Cromerian (Gunz-Mindel) to an Elster II (Mindel II) assignment for the Locality 1 

deposits (ca. 360 Kya). 

In response to both the poor sample size and uncertain provenience of the Uppsala 
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specimen, the first systematic attempt to study the pollen profile at Zhoukoudian was 

made (Hsu 1965, 1966). Samples were taken from the entire profile (40 meters in height) 

at one-meter intervals. The low incidence of pollen and an inability to take samples from 

above the 9 meter mark resulted in a total of 27 samples. The pollen sequence (Figure 

4.4) revealed three distinct phases roughly correlating to the three-stage depositional 

model established by Wang and Jia (1952). The sequence was interpreted as: 

Stage I (Basal Gravels, 40-36 m): A significant presence of Botrychium 
lunaria, a plant restricted (presently) to altitudes above 2500 meters, 
climate much cooler than present (Glacial), basal gravels interpreted as 
possibly represented a morraine. 

Stage II (36-20.5 m): Dominance of non-arboreal pollen (shrubs and 
herbs), arboreal pollen shows trend from cold species (Abies and Betula) 
to warm temperature elements (Pinus, Quercus, Alnus, Salix, Celtis, 
Pistacea, Ulmus and Fraxinus), the end of this stage is marked by the 
appearance of the "thermophile" Symplocos, climate of rising temperature 
(interglacial), presence of H. erectus. 

Stage ITI (20.5-9.3):Early part of sequence represented warm temperature 
elements including Symplocus, now found 5 degrees south of Peking, 
period considered climatic optimum for H. erectus populations, end of 
sequence shows return of Betula, return of cooler conditions. 

Based on these results, Hsu (1965, 1966) reclassified the time of initial human 

occupation at Zhoukoudian to the Holstein (Mindel-Riss) interglacial. It was further 

concluded that the Uppsala specimen most likely came from the "basal gravels" of the 

geologic profile, since it represented a colder climate. 

While the conclusions reached by Hsu (1965, 1966) were based on an admittedly 

very small sample size, the pollen profile constructed at this time (Figure 4.4) has 

remained intact until the present. Although a number of palynological analyses have been 
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conducted in the vicinity, there seems to have been little or no further direct work on the 

Zhoukoudian deposits themselves. Although the limitations of this initial model were 

well known, its citation through to the present, by both Western and Chinese scholars 

(e.g., Aigner 1972, 1977, 1981; Liu et al. 1980; Liu 1985b; Liu et al. 1985), attests to the 

acceptance of its basic climatic and chronological implications. The reasons for the 

relatively minor changes in this view are twofold. The first of these, as discussed in 

Chapter 1, was the hiatus in investigations at the site during the Cultural Revolution 

(1966-1976). As a result, hypothetical models were based primarily on data gathered 

prior to 1966. The end of this trend is marked by the increase in new literature 

concerning Zhoukoudian in 1977. 

The second major cause for the delay in palaeoclimatic reconstruction at 

Zhoukoudian was a lag in the application of modern analytical techniques (including 

palynology) for such tasks. Not until the reorganization of research priorities under Wu 

Rukang, during the period 1978-1985, was the need for more sophisticated methods in 

climatic reconstruction fully recognized, resulting in major changes in pre-existing notions 

concerning the climatic sequence at Zhoukoudian. 

The most significant development during the 1970s, in relation to the 

palaeoclimatic reconstruction of Zhoukoudian, was the revision and expansion of the 

Chinese glacial sequence. The growing realization, during the latter half of the 1960s and 

early 1970s, that the four-glacial Alpine sequence might be overly simplistic, and that 

each period of glaciation exhibited dramatic temperature fluctuations, resulted in the 
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"regionalization" of glacial models in many areas geographically distant from the 

European sphere. In this regard China was no exception. 
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Figure 4.5. Quaternary Glaciations in China (after Sun et 
al. 1977) 

Recalling work initially carried out by Lee (1933, 1934, 1936) and Wissman 

(1937), new models of glaciation based on regional differentiation were proposed. This 

work was synthesized by Sun et al. (1977), wherein ten different regions of China have 

been provided with reconstructed glacial and interglacial sequences (Figure 4.5). Although 

the work is the result of new thinking concerning glaciation, it should be pointed out that 

the four-stage model was largely maintained. Further, the final statement made by the 
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authors that the North China sequence "...may be compared with the Gunz, Mindel, Riss, 

and Wurm" (Sun et al. 1977:8) indicates that many established concepts remained 

entrenched. Of further note is the observation that Zhoukoudian was by now firmly 

viewed within an interglacial framework of the North Chinese glacial sequence. The 

conceptual model presented by Figure 4.5 is, at present, the standard paradigm concerning 

glacial sequences for various regions of China. 

As stated, the period 1978-1985 (during actual investigation) represents a 

reinvigoration of interest in the research potential of Zhoukoudian. The vast majority of 

publications from 1978-1988 (1988 representing the terminus of publication resulting from 

the 1978-1985 field seasons) do not deal solely with issues of hominid evolution, material 

culture and geologic dating problems, but instead focus more on the application of 

modem analytical techniques to the reconstruction of palaeoenvironmental conditions and 

absolute dating of the site. Additionally, the use of then newly-introduced concepts, such 

as the Pacific lsO record for the Northern Hemisphere (Shackleton and Opdyke 1973) and 

a reinterpretation of the loessic sequence with its associated application to dating and 

environmental issues (Heller and Liu 1982, Liu et al. 1985) led to what is presently a 

somewhat revised and improved interpretive framework for Zhoukoudian. 

Modern palaeoenvironmental reconstructive techniques in China are dominated by 

two major fields. These are the oxygen-isotope marine record and the environmental 

implications of the loess terrestrial sequence. The two groups are distinguished due 

primarily to the amount of work done regarding each respective field. In reality, these 
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two major areas are often described in lieu of each other, as they are comparable at many 

levels of interpretation. This is particularly the case with correlations between the 180 

record and the loesses of North China. 

The following discussion summarizes developments in these fields of study. This 

is needed for three primary reasons. First, much work concerning these two areas of 

investigation has been accomplished. Second, little of this work has been synthesized in 

an overall interpretation of palaeoclimate. Last, much of the literature published on these 

various studies is redundant, being the result of a few scholars publishing in many 

journals over a short period of time (approximately five years of intense publication 1983-

1988). Consequently, an attempt is made to "collapse" these works into a short 

discussion with emphasis placed on results and implications for Zhoukoudian. 

One unfortunate observation that can be made is that there is a general lack of 

publication concerning other means of palaeoenvironmental reconstruction at 

Zhoukoudian. While many studies in North China have been completed concerning issues 

such as eustatic changes, microfaunal evidence, pedology and palaeolimnology, relatively 

little of this has been directly applied to Zhoukoudian. This includes palynological 

studies aimed directly at the Zhoukoudian deposits, which seem to have essentially 

stopped with Hsu's work in the 1960s. 

Studies concerning large-scale regional treatments of vegetational distribution 

based on palynological works are in evidence, however. The latest of these (Tong and 

Zhang 1991) provides evidence for the distribution of vegetational/climatic realms well 
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into the Tertiary. Figures 4.6-4.8 show the result of this work. The reconstruction of 

vegetational zones indicates a fluctuation, through time, of cold and warm conditions from 

2.4 million to 13 thousand years BP. Unfortunately, the period 800-500 Kya is not 

presented. However, the period 400-13 Kya (Maps D and E) does cover a substantial 

portion of the Zhoukoudian sequence. 

The results indicate that at about 400 Kya, Zhoukoudian was near the border of 

the conifer-broadleaf and evergreen broadleaf forest, indicating relatively temperate, 

milder conditions. By the time of the Upper Cave (40-18 Kya), however, the area 

surrounding Zhoukoudian grew colder, as regional studies indicate that it would have been 

situated nearer to the bush-steppe and taiga boundary. This trend towards increasing cold 

climatic conditions correlates with the glacial maximum, occurring around 18 Kya. 

The relation, over time, of Zhoukoudian to boundary regions (ecotones) may be 

one cause of the heterogeneity of the deposits, fauna and the history of interpretation at 

the site. From its very beginning, it has been recognized that a mix of warm and cold 

faunas has been identified at the site, sometimes in an interbedded relationship (Black et 

al. 1933; Kahlke 1963). The original interpretation of this phenomenon was that cold-

adapted species may have been "stragglers" from nearby steppe environments (Black et 

al. 1933). 

This problem of variation was also addressed by Hsu (1965,1966), who identified 

a somewhat confusing, mixed assemblage of tree and non-arboreal pollen interspersed in 

certain layers. One last problem, never adequately dealt with, is the hypothesis (based 
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Figure 4.6. Regional Quaternary Palynoflora Zones from 
2.48-2.2 Mya (top) and 1.9-1.5 Mya (bottom), see 
Fig.4.8 for Key (after Tong and Zhang 1991) 
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Figure 4.7. Regional Quaternary Palynoflora Zones from 
1.3-.8 Mya (top) and .4-.3 Mya (bottom), see Fig.4.8 
for Key (after Tong and Zhang 1991) 
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on palaeomagnetic studies) that the Earth was tilted at the time of occupation in such a 

way that Zhoukoudian was located at 35 degrees north latitude, south of its present 

position (near the 40 degree north mark, Liu et al. 1977). What implications this has for 

the reconstruction of vegetational zones has never been adequately discussed. It should 

be stated that an actual tilt of the Earth, as opposed to polar wandering, has not been 

supported by palaeomagnetic and plate tectonic studies of other regions of the globe. 

The lsO Record 

Perhaps the most significant development of the last 20 years concerning both 

dating and palaeoenvironmental reconstruction at the site of Zhoukoudian has been the 

publishing of the oxygen-isotope (180/160) record for the Northern Hemisphere, based on 

Pacific core sample V28-238 (Shackleton and Opdyke 1973). Stretching back some 

870,000 years, the reconstruction of highs and lows of ice volumes encompasses the 

whole of the Zhoukoudian sequence. The primary consequence of this work was the 

notice of a previously unrecognized complexity of glacial advance and retreat over the 

Pleistocene Epoch. 

Three important parameters comprise the construction of the lsO record. The first 

of these is the relation of lsO concentrations to certain foraminifera. The higher the 

temperature, at death, the lower the concentration of 180 in the skeletal remains of these 

sea organisms. More positive values should be interpreted as being "less negative" in 180 

content. These represent colder periods wherein the organism retained more of the I80 
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isotope at death. Consequently, this translates into even-numbered stages being periods 

of relative cold and odd-numbered stages (e.g., the present) as periods of warmer trends 

in temperature (see Figure 4.9). 
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Correlated to this first parameter, are relative abundances of 180 to 160 in marine 

sediments during periods of glacial advance and retreat (i.e., ice volume). The higher 

evaporation rate of the stable isotope 160 results in an 180 "enrichment" in the marine 

sedimentary record during periods of increased ice-volume (glaciation). This is enhanced 

by a sinking trend of l80 during colder oceanic temperatures and the fact that 1S0 will 

condensate out more readily than l60. Therefore, positive values of 180 correlate not only 

to cold climate induced patterning in organisms but are also a reflection of relative ice-

volume percentages during glacial periods (Figure 4.10). 

Third, and most important to archaeological inquiry, is the ability to date these 

stages by various means, thus creating both a chronological and palaeoclimatological 

record against which to compare Palaeolithic sites. The primary method by which this 
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has been accomplished has been the independent palaeomagnetic dating of ocean 

sediments. In this technique the location of the Matuyama/Brunhes boundary is first 

identified (ca. 730,000 BP). A sequence of sedimentary horizons through time is then 

constructed and further dated (by radio-isotopic means where applicable). These 

sedimentation horizons (based on a fixed rate of deposition) are then analyzed for their 

isotopic signal. Once determined, it can be correlated with the palaeomagnetic dating 

sequence (Figure 4.9). 
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At Zhoukoudian, the notion of the "homogeneity" of climate during the time of 

Sinanthropus came under substantial doubt by the early 1980s (Liu 1982). The 

application of the 180 chronology to Chinese Palaeolithic archaeology, for the purpose of 

creating a higher resolution of the palaeoclimatic sequence, did not come until some ten 

years after the publication of Shackleton and Opdyke's work (Liu 1982, 1983a-b, 1985). 

At this time, attention turned toward a reevaluation of the geology of Locality 1. The 

original, simple scheme of brecciated vs. non-brecciated layers (Teilhard de Chardin and 

Young 1929) was revitalized, however, it was now investigated climatologically in 

relation to the lsO record. 
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The work of Liu Zechun has set the standard for the correlation of the Locality 

1 deposits with the I80 sequence (1983a-b, 1985). The connections between the two 

(Figure 4.11) are based on the dating of both the Zhoukoudian deposits and Pacific Core 

V28-238. The application of isotopic and palaeomagnetic dating in the late 1970s and 

early 1980s established that the 13th layer of Locality 1 (below which no cultural remains 

are found) dated approximately to the Matuyama/Brunhes boundary (ca.700 Kya) while 

Layer 1 was found to be in the 200 Kya age. This period of time covered Stages 16-6 

in the 180 record. 
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The Loess/Paleosol Sequence 

The primary importance of loess in the interpretation of palaeoenvironment had 

been recognized since the inception of work at Zhoukoudian in 1921 (cf. Andersson 

1923). However, these earlier works were confined to viewing the presence of loess as 

a dry climate/erosional period indicator (based on an hypothesis of exclusively eolian 

genesis). The expanding potential for loess was later realized in works dating from the 

early 1970s (e.g. Kukla 1970, later expanded specifically for China in Kukla 1987). Its 

application to problems of dating and climate increased throughout this decade and 

resulted in a reorganization of the loessic sequence in China. 

The earlier scheme of loess (as described by Black et al. 1933) for the Huanghe 

River valley was eventually replaced by work done on the Luochuan loess section of 

Shaanxi Province (Liu and Ding 1980). The original model throughout the period prior 

to the 1970s was displaced by a three-stage (Wuchen, Lishi and Malan) model (see Figure 

3.7, also Lu 1981). Further, thirteen climatic cycles and twenty-one sub-cycles were 

distinguished (Liu et al. 1980). Later dating of this deposit suggests that the loess 

sequence may not have been confined to just the Pleistocene but may extend back into 

the Pliocene as well (Heller and Liu 1982). 

Like the 180 record, the loesses of the Huanghe River valley exhibit discernable 

cyclic variation through time. These cycles are represented by alternating periods of loess 

(L cycles) and soil deposition/formation (S cycles, Figure 3.7). The alternating 

loess/paleosol sequence can be correlated to weather patterns, where soil formation is 
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greatest during warm/humid phases, represented by more intense monsoonal periods (An 
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Figure 4.12. Magnetic Susceptibility of Three Loess 
Sequences Compared to SPECMAP 180 Record (after An et al. 
1993) 

et al. 1991). Conversely, the loess horizons represent intervals when the climate was 

cooler and drier. During periods of loess deposition weather patterns may have been 

governed by the "dry winter monsoons", in which dust storms predominated (An et al. 

1991:30). 

These soil and loess horizons also display variation in their magnetic signal. This 

signal is weaker in the loess horizons and greater in the soil layers. The greater signal 

in the soil horizons is due both to the increased deposition of magnetite (presumably of 

eolian nature) during periods of soil formation and the in situ formation of this mineral 

during pedogenesis. This palaeomagnetic susceptibility pattern matches closely the 180 
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sequence (Figure 4.12). Further, this signal can be dated by palaeomagnetic techniques. 

Thermoluminescence and 14C dating may also be applied to the loess sequence. 

Utilizing a combination of palaeomagnetic dating, soil morphology and pedogenic 

processes, the Luochuan loess sequence was correlated with the cave deposits of 

Zhoukoudian (Figure 4.13). As shown, the whole of the Zhoukoudian sequence is 

contained within nine loessic layers and seven paleosol horizons. Aside from supporting 

the 180/cave deposit correlation, the climatic implications of the loessic profile 

complement those of the 180 record, since they not only provide data for periods of cold 

and warm but also for relative intervals of wetness and dryness in the sequence. 
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soil layers exhibited a "positive linear relationship to each other and decrease as 

pedogenic processes get stronger" (Lu 1981:131). Figure 4.14 shows this relationship 

wherein fossil soil horizons correspond closely to low values of CaC03. 

The curve represented by Figure 4.14 also corresponds to the lsO curve of Pacific 

core V28-238 (Figure 4.15) where cycles of low percentages of CaC03 correlate to odd-

numbered (warm) 180 stages. The addition of 

the loess profile added a moisture dimension to 

the palaeoenvironmental record with lower 

values of CaC03 being not only warmer but 

more moist (Figure 4.15). Figure 4.15 shows 

that cold and warm cycles represented by the 

loess profile also coincide with relative 

percentages of certain snail populations, average 

precipitation, and pollen evidence for 

steppe/forest conditions in the Luochuan area. 

The integration of palaeoenvironmental 

factors derived from the study of loess with that 

of the depositional sequence at Zhoukoudian has 

resulted in a much higher resolution of climatic 

change at the site then previously attained. The 
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4.16) that a fluctuation of glacial/interglacial environments at Zhoukoudian occurs nearly 

at the layer interval (Liu 1982). It has thus become clear that the earlier notion (see 

Black et al. 1933) of occupation at Zhoukoudian occurring during a single period of 

optimum (i.e. temperate) climatic conditions, is in question. Instead, a continuous 

occupation through shifting climatic conditions may favor resourcefulness in adaptation 

techniques by Homo erectus populations. This contrasts with the alternative possibility 

that Homo erectus populations were at Zhoukoudian only because the climate allowed for 

migration into more northerly latitudes. 

While the notion of a temperate weather-based occupation of Zhoukoudian has 

been challenged, Aigner (1986, 1988), has shown that climatic evidence for fluctuation, 

combined with problems associated with the absolute dating of Zhoukoudian, indicate that 

the model for continual occupation over a long span of time at the site may also need to 

be revised. Aigner has questioned the long-held view that Zhoukoudian was inhabited 

continually over a span of approximately 250,000 years (see Wu and Lin 1983). 

According to floral and fauna analysis, the stratigraphic layers of Locality 1 do not 

suggest periods of glacial and interglacial magnitude (Aigner 1986, 1988). Aigner instead 

argues for a dominance of temperate conditions evident throughout the stratigraphic 

column at Locality 1, and that layers 4-11 represent a single, continuous cycle of 

temperate climatic conditions (Aigner 1986:171). The difference between Aigner's 

proposals and earlier notions (e.g., Black et al. 1933) is the conclusion that the actual 

period of occupation may be much shorter than previously supposed, thus accounting for 
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the dominance of temperate climatic conditions during the occupation of the site by Homo 

erectus populations. 

The correlation of these climatic factors relies on the accuracy of dating and other 

palaeoenvironmental techniques. As shown by Aigner (1986, 1988), dating at 

Zhoukoudian has not been consistent, nor has the hypotheses concerning the relationships 

among pollen, faunas and stratigraphy been generally agreed upon. Aigner has proposed 

(1988), based on problems associated with the use of uranium-series and 

thermoluminescence at Zhoukoudian, that layers 4-11 may not represent a period of more 

than 100,000 years. This hypothesis has been supported by new uranium-series dating 

of stalagmitic deposits (evidently less susceptible to secondary uranium absorption), which 

suggest an upper age limit of 420 Kya for the upper layers of Locality 1 (Shen 1994). 

Unfortunately, this date is problematic, since it is well beyond the reliable age limits of 

this technique. Consequently, we must view the abundant associated evidence presented 

above with some discretion. For example, are we viewing actual periods of glaciation 

and interglacation at or near Zhoukoudian (Figures 4.11 and 4.16), or oscillations within 

a generally temperate period of climate? The issue of magnitude has been generally 

omitted from discussions of fluctuation and change. 

Additional problems at a site as old as Zhoukoudian include the resolution of 

geological units and an agreed upon scheme for dividing up stratigraphic columns 

(particularly at Locality 1). Further, if Zhoukoudian was occupied only during a 

temperate climatic phase, why are fossil hominids found in 9 of the 13 cultural layers of 
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Locality 1 (all except 7 and 11-13), including those that are brecciated, supposedly 

representative of colder climatic conditions (Aigner 1981)? Last, low-level climatic 

variation at Zhoukoudian has not been investigated. Correlations with higher magnitude 

events, such as the loess sequence and 180 record, although more accurate than previous 

phenomena, are regionally broad in their implications and presently dominate the 

interpretation of the site. Therefore, more modern, direct studies of the Zhoukoudian 

deposits, such as that of Hsu (1965, 1966), need to be done. 

Summary 

The history of climatic interpretation at Zhoukoudian can be viewed as divisible 

into two periods. Period 1 (1920-1964) was distinguished by the reliance on faunal 

evidence, geological morphology and, most importantly, reconstructed cycles of loess 

deposition as basic data for palaeoclimatic reconstruction. The dominating paradigm 

constructed by Black et al. (1933) went essentially unchallenged until the mid-1960s. In 

this model, the entire sequence at Zhoukoudian was seen as comprising a single 

depositional sequence which occurred during a warm humid climatic interval. The 

correlation of Zhoukoudian with either the Gunz-Mindel or Mindel-Riss interglacial (with 

few exceptions, e.g. Kurten and Vasari 1960) was a consequence of this view. 

Period 2 (1965-present) may be seen as an eventual abandonment of both the idea 

of a single climatic regime for Zhoukoudian and the notion of the "homogeneity" of the 

site and it deposits. This change was the result of the regionalization of climatic studies 
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in the 1960s and 1970s. The introduction of modern analytical techniques, particularly 

the 180 record and new models of loess deposition, have shown that the climatic history 

of Zhoukoudian has been in flux since its occupation, a hypothesis originally forwarded 

by Movius (1944, 1949). This conclusion is also supported by the regional reconstruction 

of vegetational zones, which exhibit southward and northward migration patterns for 

thermophile species throughout the Zhoukoudian sequence. 

The new interpretations of palaeoclimatic conditions has caused a reevaluation of 

the long-held view that Zhoukoudian was continuously occupied by human ancestors. A 

related assumption to this alternative model further states that during colder cycles the 

cave may have been abandoned. Unfortunately, the resolution of these studies casts doubt 

on our ability to answer such questions fully. Concerning palaeoclimate, future research 

should be directed towards solving issues the of magnitude of climatic change recorded 

in the deposits at Zhoukoudian and more localized, low-level studies of environmental 

change near the site itself. 
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HOMINID AND CULTURAL REMAINS 

Introduction 

Hominid and associated cultural remains at Zhoukoudian have, understandably, 

dominated the direction of work and publication over the past seven decades. 

Consequently, the treatment of this subject demands a judicious selection of what has 

proven relevant over the many years of investigation at Zhoukoudian. For purposes of 

both convenience and clarity, fossil hominid and associated cultural remains are described 

separately. Since these two major topical areas are somewhat mutually inclusive, a 

clarification of what may be considered under each is given. 

Under the topic of hominid fossil remains are included issues of both the finds 

themselves and behavioral hypotheses inferred solely from these remains. Additionally, 

within this section, are included the taxonomic problems of the species Homo erectus (as 

found at Zhoukoudian) and its relation to other fossil hominid localities from East Asia 

and Europe. Therefore, under this topical area are included matters of Homo erectus 

morphology, the relationship of Sinanthropus to other Homo erectus as well as to Homo 

sapiens and, lastly, the importance of Sinanthropus to issues concerned with the nature 

of human evolution through time. 

Cultural remains are considered not only the material artifacts of Sinanthropus but 

behavioral hypotheses that are derived from their study. An example of this relationship 
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is seen in the log-standing debate (initiated by Hallum Movius 1944, 1948 and 1955a-b) 

concerning the implications of what has been described as the chopper/chopping tool vs. 

hand-axe industry distinction between Eastern and Western Asia. Other cultural concerns 

drawn from material remains include inferences based on changes through time, in the 

lithic and (possible) bone industries of Sinanthropus, dietary evidence, the use of fire and 

the controversial evidence of cannibalism among Sinanthropus populations. Last, the 

debate over whether or not early hominids, such as Sinanthropus, were predominately 

hunters or scavengers is discussed in light of the Zhoukoudian evidence. 

As has been evident throughout this paper, the author's bias towards the earlier 

localities (associated with Sinanthropus) is evident. The lesser treatment of the Upper 

Palaeolithic sequence, represented in the Upper Cave at Zhoukoudian, stems primarily 

from two causes. The first of these is the greater amount of work done in the 

Sinanthropus localities compared to that of the Upper Cave. The second reason, possibly 

related to the first cause, is that the Upper Cave population is clearly comprised of 

modern Homo sapiens sapiens and, as such, has had less bearing on problems of early 

human evolution and migration in East Asia. In the author's opinion, the more minor role 

of the Upper Cave population to issues concerning the Homo erectuslArchaic Homo 

sapiens transition (be it along the lines of gradation or replacement) has been amplified 

by the fact that there is a substantial chronological gap between the Lower and Upper 

Palaeolithic at Zhoukoudian. 
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Fossil Hominid Remains 

At least 45 (maybe as many as 100 according to Aigner 1981) individuals have 

been recovered from Zhoukoudian through the years 1923-1966. Sex and age 

determination have been worked out for 43 specimens (Figure 5.1). Since 1966, as a 

result of both the Cultural Revolution and a shifting focus of research at the site, no more 

fossil human remains have been recovered. The fossil finds (for Sinanthropus 

populations, see Appendix II) are dominated by cranial evidence in the form of skullcaps 

(of which six are complete, Figure 5.2), mandibles and many teeth (n=160), a pattern 

exhibited by many other Homo erectus finds throughout the Old World. Only 13 (6%) 

of the total 208 fossil hominid remains at Locality 1 are postcranial, resulting in a 

predominance of studies focusing on cranial, mandibular and dental morphology. 

Male Female Indeterminate Totals 

Immatuie 3 3 7 13 
(20.2%) 

Mature 7 8 10 25 
(58.1%) 

Indeterminate 1 4 5 
(11.6%) 

Totals 11 
(25.6%) 

11 
(25.6%) 

21 
(48.8%) 

43 

Figure 5.1. Age and Sex Distribution of 
Zhoukoudian Fossil Hominid Sample (after Mann 
1976) 

The majority of fossil hominid discoveries at Zhoukoudian were made between 

the years 1927-1937 (see Chapter 1). It was during this time that all the nearly complete 

crania were discovered, beginning with the first specimen found in 1929. Additionally, 
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C L 

Figure 5.3. Morphometric Comparisons between Sinanthropus 
(solid line)and Pithecanthropus (dotted line) (after Black 
et al. 1933) 
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most of the facial bones, mandibles, teeth and post-cranial evidence were recovered 

during this decade. Finds post-dating 1937 are described in Chapter 1 (section on Period 

4). 

As a result of the 1891 discovery of Pithecanthropus (Homo erectus) in Java by 

Eugene Dubois, expectations for the recovery of early man in China were high throughout 

the early part of the 20th century. An East Asian origin for hominid ancestry was 

postulated as early as the 1920s by Davidson Black, who saw the ecological diversity of 

western China as an ideal place for the development of the human species (Black 

1925:159). Much of this view was based on finds of Miocene (Sivapithecus) and 

Pliocene (Gigantopithecus) primate species discovered in the early 20th century. 

The formal announcement, in 1927, of the recovery of two hominid-like teeth from 

Zhoukoudian (actually excavated in 1921) brought about a gradual change in Black's 

hypothesis. With the abandonment of the Central Asiatic Expedition (to have been headed 

by Black and Andersson) and the subsequent growing number of hominid fossil remains 

recovered in 1928 and 1929, focus shifted away from matters of origin to those of 

taxonomy and morphology for the then termed Sinanthropus (Black 1927b) finds at 

Zhoukoudian. The three major initial taxonomic and morphologic concerns were 1) was 

Sinanthropus closer to man or ape? 2) what was the relationship between Sinanthropus 

and Pithecanthropus? and 3) if Sinanthropus was indeed in the human ancestral line, what 

was its position with respect to the, then, rapidly expanding European taxonomic 

paradigm for human evolution. 
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Although the assignment of the name Sinanthropus ("Chinese man") to the 

Zhoukoudian finds by Black (1927b) indicates an early recognition of a taxonomic 

relationship with Pithecanthropus (based on the suffix "anthropus" or man), the 

establishment of the evolutionary proximity of these finds to modern humans was clearly 

in doubt. The problem of the human status of Sinanthropus was initially addressed by 

Davidson Black from the earliest discovery of teeth in 1921 through to the time of his 

death in 1934. By the early 1930s Black (Black et al. 1933; Black 1934) had carried out 

extensive examinations of the human fossil material recovered from Locality 1. 

As a result of Darwinian theory, early 20th century thought considered the dual 

attributes of a large cranial capacity combined with a generalized morphology to be the 

hallmark of human evolution. The pervasiveness of this view is shown by the (at that 

time widely accepted) example of the Piltdown cranium (Eoanthropus), which seemed to 

confirm that a large cranial capacity was shown to precede other physical developments. 

Black recognized that, while being primitive, the teeth, mandibles and skull of 

Sinanthropus were generalized (as opposed to specialized) and tended towards the 

"direction" of modern human morphology (Black et al. 1933). 

More importantly, studies of endocranial casts led Black to the conclusion that, 

not only was the brain of Sinanthropus human in appearance (with a size of 

approximately 1000 cc), but that they were right-handed (based on asymmetries of the 

right and left hemispheres of the brain) and had the nervous system development for 

articulate speech (based on the "development" of Broca's area, Black et al. 1933:108)! 
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While neither conclusion is accepted by most modern-day scholars, both assertions, in 

respect to all pre-Homo sapiens sapiens hominids, have yet to be conclusively disproved. 

Black (Black et al. 1933; Black 1934) also speculated that post-cranial remains (at least 

of the upper extremity of Sinanthropus) exhibited morphological characteristics similar 

to modern-day populations (see also Wu 1960), an observation now supported by other, 

later Homo erectus finds, such the Nariokotome ID skeleton from West Turkana, Africa 

(Leakey and Walker 1985). 
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G.H.R. von Koenigswald and Franz Weidenreich (von Koenigswald 1937; von 

Koenigswald and Weidenreich 1939). Conclusions were based on a comparison of skull 

size, shape and tooth morphology. Comparisons of cranial capacity, vaulting height and 

the longitudinal cross-section (Figure 5.3), indicated that Pithecanthropus crania were 

smaller in all respects. Tooth morphology, particularly of molar teeth, was seen as 

separating Sinanthropus and Pithecanthropus. The molars of Pithecanthropus were more 

robust in both the crown area and root size. Additionally, the canine teeth were flatter 

and wider (Figure 5.4). Both these observations led to the conclusion that 

Pithecanthropus exhibited more "specialized" features and was thus more "primitive" than 

Sinanthropus (Black et al. 1933, 1934). 

While recognized as a more primitive form, Black was not willing to place the 

Javanese material in an ancestral position to that of Zhoukoudian. This viewpoint is 

evident in the statement that: 

(In relation to the teeth of Sinanthropus and Pithecanthropus there exists) 
...a contrast quite as great, though of very different nature, as that observed 
between the specialized molars of a Neanderthal and those of modern man. 
By no possible effort of the imagination could one derive a generalized 
upper molar tooth such as that of Sinanthropus from the highly specialized 
Pithecanthropus type (Black et al. 1933:72, emphasis mine). 

Black's opinion was based on two preexisting concepts concerning hominid 

evolution and distribution. The first of these was the idea (derived from earlier works 

such as Black 1925) that the origin of hominid evolution was located somewhere in 

western China (possibly the Tibetan Plateau). As such, migration and distribution from 

a southern route would be less likely than a northerly one. Second, the faunal assemblage 
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at Zhoukoudian, as seen by Black, suggested a corridor of interchange with southern 

species (e.g. Bubalus and Macaca) but did not indicate a progressional relationship from 

south to north of hominid evolution (Black et al. 1933:62). 

Not all scholars were in agreement with Black's conclusions however. G. Elliot 

Smith (1930, 1931a-c) saw the Sinanthropus material as preceding Pithecanthropus. His 

opinion was based on the idea that the generalized form (Sinanthropus) should precede 

a specialized type, represented by Pithecanthropus. This model fit the notion of a 

southward migration of hominid speciation. Unfortunately, many of Smith's 

morphological studies were based on comparison's with the fraudulent Piltdown 

(Eoanthropus) skull. 

With the death of Davidson Black (1934), and the filling of his position in the 

Zhoukoudian research group by Franz Weidenreich (1935), a different set of notions 

concerning the place of Sinanthropus become apparent. Weidenreich, an anatomist, 

focused particularly on morphological and evolutionary relationships between 

Sinanthropus and Pithecanthropus, publishing numerous papers from 1935 through 1948. 

Having seen and worked with the Javan materials, Weidenreich had a first-hand 

knowledge of these fossils. Additionally, Weidenreich was familiar with G.H.R von 

Koenigswald, who would discover a new suite of Javan hominids during the 1930's. 

Weidenreich's early position on the place of Sinanthropus was more along the 

lines of Smith's notion of a preceding placement of Sinanthropus to Pithecanthropus 

(Weidenreich 1937b-c). His conclusion was based on the observation of a pronounced 
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supraorbital ridge in Sinanthropus populations creating a large furrow (the supratoral 

sulcus) between this ridge and the forehead. The Java material did not have this deep 

furrow; instead the brow ridge seemed to gradually flow into the forehead. This led 

Weidenreich to consider Sinanthropus the more primitive form (Weidenreich 1937b-c). 

Some problems, however, are evident throughout the 1930s and 1940s. The first 

of these was the notion of sexual dimorphism among Sinanthropus and Pithecanthropus 

populations leading to debates as to whether or not the difference between the two groups 

might be related to the mix of male and female remains in the sample (Mann 1976). The 

second, and more pressing problem was an inability to absolutely date the specimens in 

relation to each other. Last, the issue as to whether or not both populations even 

belonged in the human ancestral line was still unsettled. This last issue is reflected in the 

heated taxonomic debate over the application of the term Homo to early hominids which 

raged through into the early 1950s. 

One important contribution by Weidenreich was the idea that, while primitive, the 

Sinanthropus and Pithecanthropus fossils should be grouped together. Thus a debate 

over the taxonomy of Sinanthropus was begun. In terms of the overall taxonomic 

position of the East Asian materials (in relation to the European materials) most scholars 

throughout the 1930s (Zuckerman 1933; Boule 1937; Weidenreich 1937b-c; von 

Koenigswald and Weidenreich 1939) were reluctant to follow through on Black's notion 

that Sinanthropus was an undoubted ancestor in the line of human evolution (Black et al. 

1933, Black 1934). Instead, many scholars chose to include the East Asian materials in 
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a "pre-hominid" stage under a general term of Palaeanthropidae (Zuckerman 1933). 

This classification followed two hypothetical trajectories. The first of these 

(Zuckerman 1933, Boule 1937) was that everything prior to modern man should be put 

into a pre-hominid class. This included the Neanderthals of Europe. The second 

trajectory was similar to the first, except that Neanderthals were placed within the human 

ancestral line (Weidenreich 1937b-c; von Koenigswald and Weidenreich 1937). The 

comparison of East Asian fossil hominid populations with the classic Neanderthals and 

the Piltdown skull of Europe is symbolic of the kinds of problems created by poor 

chronological control and fixed notions of hominid evolutionary process at this time . 

While Weidenreich and von Koenigswald clearly argued for a pre-hominid status 

of Sinanthropus and Pithecanthropus, by 1940 there seems to have been some confusion 

as to the taxonomic status of both groups. The ambiguity stemmed from the discovery 

(1931-1933) of what became Homo soloensis in Java. Early classifications placed this 

hominid with the Neanderthals of Europe (although they would later be subsumed under 

"Early or Archaic Homo sapiens"). However, it became apparent that the crania of this 

hominid shared much in common with Pithecanthropus populations (heavy brow-ridge, 

receding frontals and thick cranial walls) (von Koenigswald 1939). 

Weidenreich (1940), in a rather far-sighted suggestion, proposed that, since 

Pithecanthropus was most likely ancestral to Homo soloensis populations, it should be 

collapsed, along with Sinanthropus, into a single generic and specific classification, Homo 

erectus pithecanthropus and Homo erectus sinanthropus; the "erectus" having been the 
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species designation for Dubois' early classification of Pithecanthropus (Dubois 1894). 

Unfortunately, the name was not adopted until a decade later (Mayr 1951). 

The pervasiveness of "racial" studies (Zuckerman 1933; Weidenreich 1935; von 

Koeningswald 1939), indicating that both Sinanthropus and Pithecanthropus exhibited 

distinctly "Mongoloid" characteristics, further argued for the inclusion of both populations 

in the human line of ancestry. Studies based on tooth morphology, like the "shovel-

shaped" incisors of Sinanthropus and Pithecanthropus, a trait commonly found among 

present-day Asian populations, is one such example. While today, morphological traits 

such as the shovel-shaped incisor should not be employed to argue for modern racial 

affinities with Middle Pleistocene hominids, the seemingly specialized evolutionary line 

of Asia was seen as evidence for the notion of a polygenetic origin for modern Homo 

sapiens sapiens, a notion espoused by proponents of the multi-regional evolutionary 

model (see Wolpoff et al. 1985; Wolpoff 1992). Since Homo erectus were not found in 

Africa until 1949 (at Swartkrans) the idea had, at that time, a certain validity. 

The eventual reduction of the Asian fossil hominids into a single genus/species 

came in the early 1950s, when Mayr (1951) proposed that Pithecanthropus and 

Sinanthropus be put into the species Homo erectus. His conclusions, drawn from a 

biological foundation, were based on the notion that, up to that point, nomenclature for 

early human populations was based on an artificial association of actual taxonomic 

systematics used in the biological sciences. He suggested that there was no proof that 

more than one species of hominid had existed at one time. Further, the ecological 
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versatility of humanity was such that speciation, at least through geographical isolation 

mechanisms, was not a feasible notion since hominids were probably not isolated long 

enough from each other to actually speciate (Mayr 1951:117). 

The acceptance of this view is seen gradually throughout the 1950s and 1960s and 

was strongly supported by Le Gros Clark (1945, 1955, 1964) who, as early as 1945, 

proposed that Sinanthropus be subsumed under Pithecanthropus. Eventually, by the early 

1960s, with the growing body of evidence from Africa, he further suggested that Mayr's 

original classificatory scheme be adopted (Le Gros Clark 1964). Since that time the 

usage of the term Homo erectus has remained in place. The term was also adopted in 

Chinese academic circles in the 1960s. 

Since the adoption of the term Homo erectus, many localities containing this 

species (or at least dating to the Middle Pleistocene) have been uncovered in both North 

(cf. Wu and Dong 1985b) and South (cf. Olsen and Miller-Antonio 1992) China. Few 

of these sites contain actual Homo erectus remains. Those that do indicate that -the 

Zhoukoudian forms may be an "intermediate" form of East Asian Homo erectus when 

compared to older localities such as Yuanmou or Lantien (Lantian) and younger sites such 

as Hexian (Hou 1989). Most of these conclusions have been based on the relative 

presence of "primitive" features (Figure 5.5) and may actually be accounted for by 

geographic morphological variation within the species Homo erectus. Further, the 

absolute dating of these localities has been controversial (particularly Yuanmou), resulting 

in an ambiguity as to how far spaced in time the sites and associated hominid fossils are 
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from each other. 

Absolute dating, instead of clearing up the relationships of Homo erectus in China, 

has actually somewhat clouded the issue. Differences of opinion tend to follow along 

national boundaries (although not absolutely) with many Chinese archaeologists 

suggesting ages as old as 1.7 Mya (Yuanmou, cf. Jia 1989c), a date not accepted by many 

western Scholars, who suggest that all hominid fossil remains in Asia post-date 1 Mya 

(e.g., Pope 1983, 1984). The popular notion of Homo erectus moving out of Africa at 

approximately 1 Mya has been recently challenged by new 40AR/39AR laser-incremental 

dating of hornblend from the pumice associated with Javan Homo erectus remains. These 

dates place the Java materials at 1.8-1.6 Mya (Swisher et al. 1994). 

These new Javan dates may have an important bearing on the development of the 

Acheulean hand-axe industry and its apparent absence from East Asia (Movius 1944). 

If Homo erectus in Java predates the development of the Acheulean in Africa at circa 1.4 

Mya, it may explain the apparent difference in lithic industries. It could be argued that 

since the Javan Homo erectus developed both morphologically and technologically in a 

denser jungle region, such as Java, that the need for the production of hand-axes, 

traditionally associated with open savannah conditions, was not as important or necessary, 

since an abundance of hardwoods and bamboo may have better served as raw materials 

for the production of tools. Further, if the Asian Homo erectus did radiate from this area 

(Southeast Asia) northward, it might explain the apparent prevalence of flake-based lithic 

industries. While both these suppositions are conjectural, they are also within the 
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confines of archaeological evidence to date. 

Whether or not Homo erectus radiated out of Africa at 1.8 or 1 Mya, studies have 

shown that it was a fairly "conservative" species (Rightmire 1981). This applies to both 

the fossil and the archaeological record of this species. Additionally, it has been 

suggested that the Homo erectus "hypodigm" (i.e., applicable to all occurrences of this 

morphological variant across wide geographic ranges) may be applied with a fair degree 

of certainty in both Africa and East Asia throughout the Middle Pleistocene (Rightmire 

1986a-b). Comparisons of the Zhoukoudian hominids with Olduvai Homo erectus has 

shown that although the two variants are essentially similar (based on cranial and 

mandibular morphology) the East Asian materials might be better referred to as "Chinese 

Homo erectus" (Rightmire 1990:164). 

The relationship of the Zhoukoudian Homo erectus population to later forms of 

Homo sp. has been of great importance to the argument surrounding trends in human 

evolution. Of central concern is the problem of replacement versus gradation in the 

evolutionary record of hominid species. Proponents of a gradualist multi-regional view 

of human evolution have often cited Zhoukoudian and other Homo erectus of China as 

not only showing grades into each other but also with Archaic Homo sapiens such as the 

Dali specimen (Huang 1981; Wolpoff et al. 1985; Pope 1988a; Ostland 1988; Ho 1989, 

Thorne and Wolpoff 1992). 

The replacement model, often termed the "Eve Hypothesis" states that 

Neanderthals and other early Homo sapiens were replaced, either by being out-competed 
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or through interbreeding, by a monocentric transitional population of modern Homo 

sapiens sapiens evolving in Africa some 200 Kya (Wilson and Cann 1992). For Europe 

and the Levant this hypothesis has had some, though arguable, validity. However, East 

Asia presents a problem for this model, since a nearly complete trajectory of human 

evolution may be found there. 

Brauer (1984) has proposed a "hybridization and replacement model", 

circumventing this problem by proposing that Archaic Homo sapiens of East Asia were 

replaced by a new variant of Homo sapiens from Africa, but that the transition was less 

pronounced than that of the replacement of the Neanderthals because the Asian Archaic 

hominids had less obvious morphological differences than those of the European and 

Levantine populations. Brauer (1984:161), however, states that the Zhoukoudian Upper 

Cave population presents a problem for his model as they are considerably more robust 

than modern day Mongoloid populations, perhaps indicating a closer affinity to ancestral 

populations of Chinese Archaic Homo sapiens. This is opposed to the view of earlier 

scholars (Weidenreich 1939a; Wu 1961a-b) who proposed that the Upper Cave population 

had distinct Mongoloid, Melanesoid and Eskimoid racial characteristics. 

A precise determination of the East Asian hominid evolutionary trajectory will 

ultimately rely on the ability to discern the chronological relationship of various hominid 

sites to one another. Like many areas of the Old World, substantial gaps apparently exist 

at crucial junctures of evolutionary grades. It is said to be "apparent" because these 

potential gaps may themselves be a reflection of our inability to accurately date sites of 
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the Lower and Middle Palaeolithic. 

Site Name Hominid Age(ka) 
Zhoukoudian Loc.l Homo erectus 460-220 
Jingniushan Homo sapiens 300-230 
Dali Homo sapiens 230-180 
Dingcun Homo sapiens 210-160 
Chaohu Homo sapiens 200-160 
Hexian Homo erectus 190-150 
Changyang Homo sapiens 215-175 
New Cave Homo sapiens 175-135 
Maba Homo sapiens 140-120 

Figure 5.6. Age range of fossil hominid sites in China (adapted from Chen and Zhang 
1991). 

Chen and Zhang (1991; see also Chen and Yuan 1988) have shown that if the 

minimum dates of sites such as Zhoukoudian (ca. 220 Kya) and Hexian (ca. 190-150 Kya) 

are placed in relative context to Archaic Homo sapiens localities (Figure 5.6) that a 

potential overlap between Homo erectus and Homo sapiens is possible. The argument is 

somewhat circular, however, since the initial concern of dating, the very crux of the 

problem, is overlooked. What seems to hold the most promise is the fact that TL dates 

will see an increase of implementation in China (Chen and Zhang 1991). As in Europe 

and the Levant, these dates may prove crucial to our understanding of the relationship 

between Lower and Middle Palaeolithic populations in China. 

Material Cultural Record 

The material cultural record at Zhoukoudian (Middle Pleistocene localities) 

includes a large lithic assemblage (described below) and possible culturally modified bone 
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(processed for food or modified as tools). Additionally, evidence for diet and fire are 

examined. Finally, the relevance of this material record is examined in terms of hominid 

behavior, including claims for cannibalism and the debate over hunting vs. scavenging. 

In relation to these final issues, the controversies generated by the work of Binford and 

Ho (1985) and Binford and Stone (1986) are also discussed. 

Lithics 

The largest cultural component at Zhoukoudian is, by far, the lithic assemblage 

found throughout the site. Of the 18 Middle Pleistocene localities at Zhoukoudian six 

have produced stone tools (see Table 1.1). No count seems to have been made of the 

total number of lithic artifacts excavated, but estimates range up to approximately 100,000 

pieces. The majority of these finds have come from Localities 1 (including the Gezitang 

Cave), 15, and the Upper Cave. The assemblage has been described as representing a 

flake-based industry (Chang 1962; Pei and Zhang 1985). Additionally, the bipolar 

technique is found among the Zhoukoudian Lower Palaeolithic assemblage (Black et al. 

1933; Pei and Zhang 1985). 

The history of lithic studies has been divided by Pei Wenzhong and Zhang Senshui 

(1985) into three stages of development. These are: 

1) 1921-1931: Stage 1 

2) 1932-1954: Stage 2 

3) 1954-present: Stage 3 
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These stages are based on historical observations; being the stage of discovery (Stage 1), 

the stage of primitive (i.e., nascent) systematic study (Stage 2) and the stage of deep or 

modern systematic study (Stage 3). 

Although (according to Jia and Huang 1990) Andersson recognized what seemed 

to be oddly angular pieces of quartz at Locality 1 as early as 1921, the connection 

between these artifacts and the hominid remains was not made until the 1930s (Pei 

1931c). The reasons for this derive from various causes. According to Black (Black et 

al. 1993:110) this was due to the fact that culturally rich deposits were not reached until 

1931. Additionally, many of the lithic artifacts were made from vein quartz, a material 

which does not exhibit the classic conchoidal fracture pattern found in other, more 

homogenous materials. An additional observation is that the recognition of stone tools 

in East Asia was not formally made until the survey and excavation of Sjara-osso-gol in 

Inner Mongolia by Teilhard de Chardin and Licent (1924). Prior to this period, evidence 

for Pleistocene humans had not been convincingly substantiated. 

According to Pei (1931c), by 1929, the year of the first discovery of a hominid 

skull at Zhoukoudian, it had become evident that some of the Sinanthropus loci were in 

direct association with what seemed to be flaked lithic material. During the 1931 field 

season Pei found the first Quartz Horizon (number 1) in Locality 1 while cleaning off the 

previous year's loose excavation remains. That same year the excavation of the Gezitang 

(Kotzetang) "Cave" (part of Locality 1) produced a second quartz horizon (number 2) 

imbedded in the floor of the locality. 
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Thus the year 1931 marks the end of the first stage, as it was with the 

investigation of these quartz horizons that undoubted evidence of stone tools in 

association with Sinanthropus was found. The importance of this association was 

twofold. First, the Zhoukoudian industry represented the first recognition of a truly 

Pleistocene industry in East Asia. Second, and more importantly, this association 

disproved the notion that Sinanthropus was closer to the apes and therefore not capable 

of tool production (e.g., Smith 1931a). 

The discovery of other flaked materials, such as quartzites and "green sandstones", 

aided in the final identification of a lithic assemblage at Locality 1. Quartzite, being a 

finer-grained material, shows more obvious signs of artificial breakage since conchoidal 

fracture and associated features, such as a bulb of percussion and striking platform (or 

butt), are more pronounced than that of vein quartz, which has a tendency to fracture in 

an angular, irregular pattern. 

The initial analysis of more than 

2000 lithic artifacts led Pei (1931c) to a 

three-fold division of morphological types. 

These were categorized along three basic 

morphological categories of pebbles 

(including possible hammer stones), flakes 

and nuclei (cores). The "great majority" 

(Pei 1931c: 122) of this assemblage was comprised of flakes, with pebbles (n<40) and 

Figure 5.7. Early Quartz Flake 
Specimen from Locality 1 
(after Pei 1931c) 
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cores (unspecified) being few in number. Pei, in anticipation of criticism, picked out the 

best specimens for illustration. Specimen 2 (Figure 5.7) is a particularly well-drawn 

example, showing that at least some of the material recovered in 1931 had been 

artificially fractured. 

The beginning of Stage 2 (1932-1954) is marked by a very important paper by 

Teilhard de Chardin and Pei (1932) entitled "The Lithic Industry of the Sinanthropus 

Deposits in Choukoutien". The paradigm established in this paper is the framework under 

which lithic studies at Zhoukoudian were based until 1985 (e.g., Aigner 1981). In this 

work, the authors proposed that the culture-bearing deposits be broken into three "Zones" 

(A, B and C, Figure 5.8). Cultural Zone A was further divided into Aa, Ab and Ac. The 

zones were based on stratigraphic divisions in the Locality 1 profile. There description 

and relation to the Quartz Horizons is as follows: 

Cultural Zone A(a.b and c): The top 7 meters of the deposit, containing 
much ash. Both Quartz Horizon 3 (Aa) and 1 (Ac) are contained in this 
zone. 

Cultural Zone B: Positioned 8 meters below the level of Zone Ac, and is 
comprised of about 1 meter of deposit. Produced sporadic lithic artifacts. 

Cultural Zone C: The lowermost Cultural Horizon, being correlated to 
Layer 10. Contains Sinanthropus materials, many faunal representatives as 
well as Quartz Horizon 2. 

The lithic assemblages contained within these Cultural Zones were divided into 

three classes based on both interpreted functional morphology (i.e., the implements use) 

and technological categories (modes of production). The three groups included flaked 

boulders, quartz cores and six types of scrapers (Figure 5.9). This last category actually 
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contained a class of pointed implements and chipped limestone (possibly anvils or 

hammer stones) as well. As Figure 5.9 indicates, the first recognition of a "chopper" tool 

was established by Teilhard de Chardin and Pei (1932, Figure 5.10). This class of 

artifacts, first described at Zhoukoudian, played a significant role in the debate over 

Movius' Hand-axe vs. Chopper/Chopping tool distinction. 

Two types of cores were distinguished. The first of these was the "discoidal" core 

(Figure 5.1 la) in which flakes were struck centripetally, creating a flattened, ovate shaped 

core. The other core was of the "conical" variety and is likened to what may be called 

a uni-directionally flaked core, creating a cone-like shape (Figure 5.1 lb). The four types 

of scrapers (Figure 5.12a-d) were based on the shape of the "utilized" edge. These were 

linear, concave, convex and complex (a class used to describe amorphously shaped 

scrapers) (Teilhard and Pei 1931). Black et al. (1933) state that there was no retouch of 

these scrapers. However, as Figure 5.12a-f shows, illustrations seem to exhibit indications 

of being unifacially retouched along working edges. Whether this is simply a product of 

the illustration is not clear, although later studies confirmed the presence of retouching 

(Movius 1944; Pei and Zhang 1985). Furthermore, "pointed implements" (5.12e) may 

have more likely been convergent scrapers. 

Another important find by Black et al. (1933) was the use of a bipolar technique 

in the production of flakes. Bipolar flakes were recognized by their unique double scar 

pattern on the proximal and distal ends of each specimen (Figure 5.12f). Additionally, 

a high incidence of these scars was reported for the "tool" class of linear scrapers. It 
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was suggested that the application of this technique was the result of working with 

difficult materials, such as vein quartz. No replication experiment regarding this, or any, 

aspect of the Zhoukoudian assemblage has, however, been published. 

The distribution of these lithic types was said to be similar in both Culture Zones 

A and C , Zone B produced only a few lithic artifacts (Black et al. 1933). Distinctions 

between A, B and C were determined by differences in raw material usage, with the 

materials in A being more "flinty" in nature than that of the lower horizons of B and C 

(Black et al. 1933:129). Consequently, the flakes from Zone A, with higher percentages 

of chert, seemed more elongated and regular than those of B and C. Additionally, eight 

observations (Black et al. 1933:131-133) were made based on the study of these artifacts: 

1. There were no bifaces. 

2. Artifacts were essentially utilized flakes or pebble tools. 

3. Flake production was not done by platform preparation but instead was 
predominated by the bipolar technique. 

4. There was no intentional retouch, edge scars having been produced by 
use. 

5. The lack of recognizable tool forms in Zones B and C was most likely 
the result of poor raw materials. 

6. Although there seemed to be continuity throughout the deposit of 
Locality 1, Zone A artifacts exhibited an "advance" in both raw material 
selection and the shaping of flakes. 

7. The asymmetry of the scrapers indicated a predominance of right-
handedness. 

8. Although the Sinanthropus lithics showed some affinity with the 
Mousterian of Europe, this was likely fortuitous. The assemblage was 
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Terminology. Material. 

I.—Flaked Boulders— 
A. Squared blocks and truncated boulders. 
B. Choppers. 

(Typologically—crude, large-sized 
" scrapers.") 

(a) Crude choppers. 
(b) Choppers with prepared " heel." 
(c) Choppers with edge possibly prepared. 

(Derived from stream bed boulders). 

(1) Mostly of moderately hard, easily weathered 
green sandstone (Jurassic sediment). 

(2) A few of vein quartz—Quartz derived from 
pegmatite veins of adjacent granitic massif, or 
from intrusive seams in the Carboniferous series, 

. exceptionally, from veins intrusive in the Ordo-
vician limestone itself where latter approaches 
contact with Carboniferous (e.g.,  east of Locality 
8)-

(3) Exceptionally of quartzite, probably from 
boulders of Carboniferous conglomerates, or of 
quartz porphyric rocks. 

(4) Very exceptionally of a coarse chert probably 
from Jurassic conglomerates. 

(Derived from stream bed boulders). 

(1) Mostly of moderately hard, easily weathered 
green sandstone (Jurassic sediment). 

(2) A few of vein quartz—Quartz derived from 
pegmatite veins of adjacent granitic massif, or 
from intrusive seams in the Carboniferous series, 

. exceptionally, from veins intrusive in the Ordo-
vician limestone itself where latter approaches 
contact with Carboniferous (e.g.,  east of Locality 
8)-

(3) Exceptionally of quartzite, probably from 
boulders of Carboniferous conglomerates, or of 
quartz porphyric rocks. 

(4) Very exceptionally of a coarse chert probably 
from Jurassic conglomerates. 

II.—Cores—. 
A. Discoidal and conical vein quartz cores. 
B. Flakes and chips of vein quartz. 
C. Limestone artifacts. 

A and B derived as noted above. 
C.—From Sinian or Ordovician partly metamor

phosed limestone. 

III.—Simple Scrapers or Scratchers— 
(Typologically—refined, small-sized " choppers.") 

A. Elongated or linear forms. 
B. Discoidal or rectangular forms. 

Artifacts of Groups III and IV are fashioned :— 
(1) Mostly from vein quartz. 
(2) Also of unrolled quartz crystals, evidently 

purposefully collected from the granitic 
massif. 

(3) A few are from quartzite. 
(4) Exceptionally from a coarse chert. 

IV.—Complex Scrapers'or Scratchers— 
(Typologically distinct.) 

A. Pointed artifacts. 
B. Rostrate artifacts. 

Artifacts of Groups III and IV are fashioned :— 
(1) Mostly from vein quartz. 
(2) Also of unrolled quartz crystals, evidently 

purposefully collected from the granitic 
massif. 

(3) A few are from quartzite. 
(4) Exceptionally from a coarse chert. 

V.—Incised and Scratched Bone. — 

Figure 5.9. Original Typology for Stone Tool Assemblage 
from Locality 1 (after Black 1934) 



P 1 2 3 4 cm. 

Figure 5.10. Typical Choppers from Locality 1 
(after Teilhard de Chardin and Pei 1931) 



Figure 5.11. Discoidal (A) and Conical (B) Cores from Locality 1 (after Teilhard m 

de Chardin and Pei 1931) ui 



Figure 5.12. Scraper Types from Locality 1; A=Linear; B=Concave; C=Convex; h 

D=Complex; E=Pointed; F=Bipolar (after Teilhard de Chardin and Pei 1931) 
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therefore seen as having no analog in either East or West Asia. 

Except for observations seven and eight, this framework, both in terms of its 

typological and interpretational construction, survived essentially intact well into the early 

1980s. 

Three other important sites to produce lithic materials at Zhoukoudian are 

Localities 13, 15 and the Upper Cave. The Upper Cave industry is not discussed in this 

thesis due to its complexity and close affiliation (in terms of sophistication of tool 

production, formal tools, polished and worked bone, beads, etc.) with the Upper 

Palaeolithic cultures of Europe. Localities 13 and 15, investigated in the latter half of the 

1930s (Pei 1934b Loc.13, 1939d Loc.15), 

while not producing hominid remains, have ^ 

yielded important flaked stone assemblages. 

This importance lies in the possibility that 
o 

both sites chronologically straddle Locality 
Figure 5.13. Chert 

1, with Locality 13 being older and Locality Implement from Locality 13 
(after Pei 1934b) 

15 younger. 

Locality 13, considered to be the oldest of the Zhoukoudian Middle Pleistocene 

deposits (based the presence of Siphneus tingi), produced one chert, alternately flaked 

implement (Pei 1934b, Figure 5.13). If the artifact is in situ, an as yet unresolved issue, 

it would be the oldest lithic artifact at Zhoukoudian. Locality 15 (Pei 1939d), unlike 

Locality 13, has produced a substantial amount (>10,000) of flaked stone artifacts (being 



9 ! ? 3 ACm. 

Figure 5.14. Burins (A) and Points (B) from Localitv 15 
(after Pei 1939d) 
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second only to Locality 1). 

The assemblage from Locality 15 is similar to that of Locality 1 with some 

important exceptions. The first of these is the common occurance of the removal of 

flakes from striking a flat platform. Additionally, the bipolar technique is not common 

at Locality 15. Furthermore, flaked implements have more obvious indications of having 

Locality 15 Locality 1 

A. Material Used 

Vein quartz Abundantly used; from river Abundantly used, chiefly mined 

pebbles or its native place. from its native place. 

Crystal quartz Rarely used; obtained as above. Rarely used; obtained as above. 

Flint Rare Very rare 

Chert Common Rare 

Chalcedony Rare Rare 

Jasper Not present Rare 

Quartzite Often used, colleaed as cobbles Same as Locality 15 

only 

Sandstones Abundantly used, colleaed as Same as Locality 15 

cobbles only 

Volcanic rocks As above As above 

, Techniques Used 
Free-hand flaking Stone and wooden hammer Same 

Bipolar flaking Dubious examples Very common 

Free-hand chipping Common Common 

Flat chipping Rare Very rare 

Vertical retouch Very rare Not present 

. "Types" of Implements 

"Scrapers" Abundant Abundant 

Pointed tools Abundant Abundant 

"Discoid tools" Abundant Abundant 

Small tools (flakes) Common Rare 

Pebble choppers Common Common 

Small tools (pebbles) Common Rare 

Figure 5.15. Comparison of Lithic Assemblages from 
Localities 1 and 15 (after Aigner 1981) 

been retouched. Typological variation increased at this time with the appearance burins 
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CRANIAL 
CAPACITY TOOLS LAYERS 

Figure 5.16. Association of Stone Tool Change and 
Cranial Evolution at Locality 1 (After Wu and Lin 
1983) 
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and points (Figure 5.14a-b). One supposed blank from Locality 15 (Figure 5.14c) is 

remarkably similar to what are called pseudo-Levallois points in the Mousterian tradition 

of Europe and the Levant. Other observations of differentiation are provided in Figure 

5.15. With the publishing of Pei and Zhang (1985), indicating new tool types at Locality 

1, many of these differences are no longer so apparent (although Pei and Zhang 1985:276 

still suggested that the Locality 15 assemblage is more advanced than Locality 1). 

While both assemblages are only slightly dissimilar, Locality 15 is considered 

younger (on faunalistic grounds) than Locality 1 (see Chapter 3). The issue, then, is 

whether we are observing a refinement of techniques employed by Homo erectus or a new 

occupation, possibly by a new grade or species of hominid. Unfortunately, Locality 15 

has never been absolutely dated. The site is still presently dated on the relative relation 

of fauna and geology with Localities 1 and 4. Based on these observations, two 

chronological placements for the site have been proposed. These are late Middle 

Pleistocene (Aigner 1981) and early Upper Pleistocene (Qiu 1985). Both scholars argue 

on faunalistic grounds for their position on the chronological placement of Locality 15. 

Qiu, however, cites the presence of gravers (burins) at Locality 15 as clearly representing 

an early Upper Pleistocene age for the site. The problem with this interpretation is that 

Pei and Zhang (1985) have also identified these tool types at Locality 1. 

In the intermediate period between the work of the 1930s and the 1980s 

concerning the implication of the Lower Palaeolithic assemblage of Zhoukoudian, the start 

of one of the longest standing arguments in Old World archaeological circles was 
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generated. Hallum Movius' two great synthetic works (1944 and 1948) not only dealt 

with issues of geology, climatology and dating, but, also as a central concern, with a 

comparison of Lower Palaeolithic assemblages from Java (the Patjitanian), Northwest 

India (the Soan), Upper Burma (the Anyathian) and Northern China (the Choukoutienian). 

Movius reached two important conclusions. The first of these was that no 

"proper" hand-axes were found East of Northwest India (i.e., East Asia). The second 

inference was that this absence was in large part due to a lack of good lithic raw 

materials in East Asia compared to Europe and the Levant. However, realizing that this 

could not be the sole cause of variation, Movius further proposed that the East Asian 

hominids represented a distinct population with a different "cognitive process" than that 

of Western Europe. Movius went on to term this complex the Chopper/Chopping Tool 

tradition, as opposed to the Hand-axe tradition of Western Asia. Contrary to popular 

notion, Movius never went so far as to actually state that Asian hominids couldn't produce 

bifacial hand-axes, only that they did not seem to have done so. 

Surprisingly, this hypothesis, according to Yi and Clark (1983), went relatively 

unchallenged into the 1980s (although an adequate but poorly translated critique is 

provided by Larichev 1976). Yi and Clark claim that such broad geographic 

classifications of stone tool complexes, such as the Chopper/Chopping Tool tradition, 

essentially reinforce the notion that, when compared to West Asia, East Asia is a rather 

dull monolith of technological development. The sparse literature dealing solely with 

lithic technologies from the early 1940s through to the 1980s is testament to the 
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pervasiveness of this view. The reported finds of hand-axes at Chon-Gok-Ni, Korea and 

the increasing discovery of Lower Palaeolithic East Asian sites may soon show that the 

notion of an independent and isolated chopper/chopping tool tradition is not a tenable 

concept. 

To avoid the problem of dismissing out-of-hand the observations of Movius, we 

must recognize that there does seem to be a certain lack of Lower Palaeolithic bifacially 

flaked stone tools in East Asia. Further, instead of concentrating solely on the 

identification of examples to refute Movius' hypothesis, we should try and explain why 

the patterns of lithic development are as they appear. After all, there have now been over 

70 years of investigation in East Asia, which indicates that the phenomena pointed out 

by Movius has some empirical validity. 

The most promising model to explain the geographical variation in stone tool 

industries between Eastern and Western Asia is that of the ecological paradigm. 

Forwarded by Hutterer (1977) and subsequently embellished by Watanabe (1985) and 

Pope (1988) this model proposes that Homo erectus of East Asia may have been among 

the first to penetrate and live in permanently forested conditions. Consequently, the need 

for large lithic tools was superseded by readily available hard woods and bamboo (Pope 

1988). As such, a flake and burin-like industry, similar to that of Zhoukoudian, may 

have been the result of the production of tools used for the working of wood and not as 

"primary implements" in themselves (such as the notion implied in the term "hand-axe"). 

One problem with this notion is the likelihood that, during the time of Peking 
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Man, Zhoukoudian was situated in a colder climate than that of contemporaneous 

Southeast Asia. However, this does not preclude the possibility that the flake-based 

industry of Zhoukoudian was not employed for the purpose of working wood into food-

gathering implements. This problem will be addressed again in light of the debate over 

the alleged hunting and scavenging behaviors of early hominids. 

The activities concerning lithic studies during Stage 3 (1954-present) indicate a 

growing need for a more modern systematic study of the Zhoukoudian assemblage. The 

beginning of this period is mostly reflected in small reports from the 1958-1960 

excavations. Of interest was Jia's (1960) report "The stone artifacts of Sinanthropus and 

its relation with the contemporary cultures in North China", in which he described flakes 

(both reexamined and new) with platform angles of 100 and greater degrees. Although 

Jia did not elaborate, this technique may be responsible for the presence of "bolas" at the 

site and may show a technological affinity with the Olduwan spheroid production of 

Africa. 

The most important study, prior to the early 1980s, to come out of this period of 

time was Chang (1962) in which he examined 5897 lithics from Sinanthropus Locality. 

The study was done in response to the growing debate (started in the 1950s), primarily 

between Pei Wenzhong (1961, 1962) and Jia Lanpo (1961, 1962), as to whether or not 

the seemingly "progressive" nature of the Zhoukoudian assemblage (i.e., the high 

percentage of scraper-like implements) meant that they could not have been the oldest 

stone tools in East Asia. This was the view of Jia. Pei, however, disagreed and 
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forwarded that any lithic found in a context prior to that of Zhoukoudian was accidental 

in nature (i.e., an eolith). 

From Chang's (Zhang's) study, three major points were made supporting Pei's 

position. The first of these was that three different flake reduction techniques were 

employed at the site. These were the free-hand, bipolar and anvil (i.e., block-on-block) 

techniques. Unlike earlier reports (e.g., Black et al. 1933), Chang did not see a 

predominance of any one technique but instead an even distribution throughout the 

assemblage. Second, he considered the industry to belong to the earliest part of the 

Lower Palaeolithic. This conclusion was based primarily on the hypothesis that these 

tools did not exhibit "restricted" types but were instead multi-functional in nature (Chang 

1962:279). The third, and last proposal was the division of the Sinanthropus lithic 

assemblage (from Locality 1) into an early (Layers 8-11) and late stage (Layers 1,3,4 and 

6). Layer 7 was considered the transitional lithic horizon. The transition from early to 

later is marked, according to Chang, by increased skill levels and the introduction of new 

flake "forms" (not tool types), being disc scrapers, stone awls and engraving tools 

(although the difference is unclear). Chang's typology is shown in Table 5.1. 

The debate over whether or not the lithic assemblage at Zhoukoudian was the 

oldest was not settled by debate but instead by new discoveries at earlier Lower 

Palaeolithic sites such as Lantian, which contained hominid remains (Homo erectus) in 

association, albeit a tenuous one, with stone tools. The tools at this site were more 

"robust" and did not show as great a diversity of forms as those at Zhoukoudian, being 
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Convex Points STONE SPHERES BiDolar AWLS 
Comdex Burins STONE HAMMERS Chipped Lona 
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ChiDDed Limestone Discoidal SCRAPERS GRAVERS (BURINS) 
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Double-sided Complex 

Multi-sided CHOPPERS 
Discoid Sinale 

Round Ended Fnd 
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SHEROIDS Pointed 

DEBITAGE Comdex 

Discoidal 

Table 5.1. Historical Overview of Constructed Typologies for Locality 
1 Lithic Assemblage 
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restricted to types such as heavy pointed implements and large choppers. Additionally, 

the absence of the bipolar technique was noted at the site. Although these observations 

may be explained by many factors other than a relative "primitiveness" of traits, their 

discovery effectively ended the debate between Jia and Pei. 

Few publications concerning the Zhoukoudian lithic assemblage appeared during 

the 1970s. According to Pei and Zhang, (1985) after the Cultural Revolution ended in 

1976, a systematic study of the Locality 1 lithic artifacts was made. Much of this work 

was a continuation of Pei's unpublished studies of the 1960s. The results of this analysis 

were not published until 1985 (Pei and Zhang 1985; Zhang 1985). Between the years 

1966 and 1985 the only major summary of lithic studies and analysis was made by 

Aigner (1981), whose synthesis ended with the works of the early 1960s. Additionally, 

the primary results of Pei and Zhang's lithic stage model (1985) were published by Wu 

and Lin (1983, see Figure 5.16). 

RAW MATERIAL PERCENT FLAKING TECHNIQUE PERCENT UTILIZED ARTIFACTS* PERCENT 
QUARTZ 88.4 BIPOLAR 2 BROKEN FLAKES 71.3 

ROCK CRYSTAL 4.7 HARDHAMMER ? CHUNKS OF STONE BELOW 
SANDSTONE 2.6 ANVIL <1 PEBBLES BELOW 

FLINT(CHERT) 2.4 EXHAUSTED CORES BELOW 
OTHER 1.9 28.7 
TOTAL 100 ? 100 

TOTAL ARTIFACTS=17091 'UNRETOUCHED 

Table 5.2. Primary Breakdown of Locality 1 Lithic Assemblage 
(based on Pei and Zhang 1985) 

The particulars of Pei and Zhang's study are shown in Table 5.2 and 5.3. These 

show the breakdown of techniques, raw materials, blank forms and unretouched and 



SCRAPERS (75.2%) POINTS (13.7%) | AWLS(1.5%) 

FIRST GROUP (SINGLE-EDGED) STRAIGHT POINTS GROUP ISLENDER POINT 
LINEAR 
CONVEX 
CONCAVE 

LINEAR 
THICK 
SHORT 
BLUNT 

SHORT POINT 

SECOND GROUP (DOUBLE-EDGED) 

LINEAR 
THICK 
SHORT 
BLUNT 

SHORT POINT 

DOUBLE-EDGED 
SIDE/TRANSVERSE 

DOUBLE-EDGED GROUP 

SHORT POINT 

DOUBLE-EDGED 
SIDE/TRANSVERSE ANGLE POINTED GROUP 

SHORT POINT 

THIRD GROUP (MULTIPLE-EDGED) COMPLEX POINTED IMPLEMENTS 

SHORT POINT 

COMPLEX 
DISCOIDAL 

SHORT POINT 

FOURTH GROUP (END SCRAPERS) 

SHORT POINT 

GRAVERS (BURINS, 4.2%) CHOPPERS (5.4%) BOLAS(<1%) 

STRAIGHT-EDGED 
CONVEX 
DOUBLE-EDGED 

SINGLE-EDGED 
END 
AXE-LIKE 
POINTED 
MULTIPLE-EDGED 
DISCOIDAL 

TOTAL TOOLS=2962 

Table 5.3. Tool Type Percentages and Sub-classes for Locality 1 Lithic 
Assemblage (based on Pei and Zhang 1985) 
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Cores Flakes Hammer Stones Anvil 
\ Bipolar Direct Direct Anvil Bipolar Direct Anvil Direct 

Stones LAYER\ NUMBER Cores Percussion (I) Percussion (II) Cores Flakes Percussion Flakes Bipolar Percussion Stones 
L3 7 3 1 153 22 6 4 10 
1-3 44 7 5 556 191 8 5 3 2 
4-5 168 11 40 1 2313 638 4 5 6 
6 16 2 6 179 60 1 
7 22 11 
Qlf 6 8 11 127 85 2 

8-9 5 13 28 6 108 117 21 25 
10 6 11 35 36 5 1 

11 2 10 1 3 2 1 1 

Unclear 16 3 6 394 71 3 4 

Sub-total 264 . 55 118 6 3890 1231 39 17 44 19 
Total 465 5160 61 19 

* 
Scrapers Pointed Implements 

Single-edge Single-edge Single-edge Doii}ie MultJ Round Stralgh Straight Narrow Doubte-edg 

Straight Convex Concave .Sided Sided Discoid Ended Ended Unear Thick Long Shoi Blun Sword-Like Anglefl Beaket Compte) 
57 53 27 43 15 10 2 26 2 4 4 12 6 1 
84 93 66 33 .15 17 15 26 22 8 5 3 3 6 6 2 
333 279 168 117 44 57 36 33 95 25 9 8 6 7 25 11 13 
48 18 18 23 8 14 6 4 7 1 3 1 1 1 3 
3 2 1 
29 12 12 13 10 6 2 4 9 1 7 
30 14 13 12 6 11 3 1 1 3 
25 12 11 3 9 1 4 3 
3 2 2 1 

81 46 29 32 17 7 5 29 4 5 5 5 
693 529 346 278 125 107 76 74 195 41 9 21 20 11 62 31 16 

2228 406 

* 
Awls Burins(Gravers) Choppers 

Spheroid Debitage Total Long Short Flutec Angle Buskec Complex 

Single 

Sided Ended 

Axe 

Like Pointed Complex Discoid Spheroid Debitage Total 
2 2 13 4 4 4 88 585 
3 10 12 3 2 7 6 6 3 2 2205 3484 
12 9 28 8 7 5 19 11 2 1 2097 6651 

5 1 2 z 1 612 1045 
1 119 159 

1 1 5 3 2 2 1 1 884 1204 
2 18 9 5 4 16 11 4 850 1336 

4 2 5 2 268 443 
2 1 31 

9 8 5 4 3 2 1360 2153 
17 30 69 22 17 5 65 33 7 7 31 17 8 8444 17091 

47 113 160 8 8444 17091 

Table 5.4. Tool Type, Number, and Percent of Locality 1 Lithic 
Assemblage by Layer, Table reads continuously (after Pei and 
Zhang 1985) 



Figure 5.17. Hammer (A) and Anvil (B) Stones from Locality 1 (after Pei and 
Zhang 1985) 
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retouched tool types from the study of 17,091 lithic artifacts from Locality 1. Their study 

showed that, contrary to the original notions of Black et al. (1993), flakes were reworked 

by some form of edge retouch. These "scrapers" comprised 75.2 percent of the total 

"tool" industry (n=2962). The remainder of the flake assemblage (an unspecified number) 

was unretouched but exhibited a 10 percent presence of utilization (based on observed 

edge damage). Aside from the various tool types, both hammer (n=17) and anvil stones 

(n=19) were reported (Figure 5.17a-b). Additionally, ten conclusions regarding the 

assemblage were forwarded: 

1. Flakes were produced by the anvil, direct hard hammer and bipolar 
technique. 

2. Unretouched flakes (10%) were used either as scrapers or choppers. 

3. 70 percent of the tools were made on flakes, the remainder on pebbles 
and exhausted cores 

4. Six types of tools can be discerned with scraper being the dominant 
class. 

5. No bifaces have been found. 

6. Small tools (less than 40 mm) make up a large proportion of the 
retouched assemblage. 

7. Single-edged, "left-sided" implements dominate. 

8. Tools retouched primarily by hard hammer technique. 

9. Tools were classified according to weight, function and edge 
morphology. 

10. Tools types were highly diverse and showed indications of "advanced" 
Late Palaeolithic techniques, such as blades, micro-blades and awls. 
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Based on the distribution of tool types throughout the stratigraphic column of 

Locality 1 (Table 5.4), Pei and Zhang discerned three trends of lithic development 

through early (Layers 10-8), middle (Layers 7-6) and late (Layers 5-1). They suggested 

that the lithics followed a pattern of decreasing size, an increase in retouched forms and 

a more refined skill level (Figure 5.16). As the figure indicates, these trends were also 

compared to supposed increases in cranial capacity of associated Homo erectus crania. 

This small survey of Pei and Zhang's work exhibits many typological and 

statistical problems common to the analysis of Early Palaeolithic assemblages. 

Additionally, some of the assumptions built into the model are questionable. Of central 

concern is the lack of primary data dealing with sampling technique. Was the technique 

random or were only clearly definable cultural artifacts selected? This issue is important 

since lithic materials were not evenly distributed throughout the stratigraphic column. 

Further, in light of Binford's critique that there is no "structured arrangement" of lithics 

at Locality 1, the sampling of artifacts from the stratigraphic column needs to be 

described. 

Typologically, an important inference (contrary to the original views of Pei and 

Zhang) was made. This was the observation that the industry associated with 

Sinanthropus is diverse and exhibits functionally definable tool forms (such as points, 

awls and burins) that, in later stages, may be likened to a blade and "microblade-like" 

industry. While the study does show a trend toward smaller retouched tool forms, we 

must question the validity of these classifications and their associated behavioral 
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inferences, such as being the product of increased cranial capacity and consequent manual 

and/or conceptual dexterity in tool production. 

As indicated by Figure 5.16, cranial capacity is shown to increase by increments 

from the early (from Layers 8 and below) to late stage (from Layer 3) of hominid remains 

at Locality 1. It is not certain which specimens were employed, but if, as the figure 

displays, the specimen from Layer 10 is Skull m (based on Aigner's 1981 description), 

then this lower value may be related to the observation that individual was a juvenile 

male. Further, the small change in cranial capacity exhibited by the other two specimens 

may be easily accounted for by morphological variation synchronous within a species. 

That the small increase in cranial capacity is responsible for a related sophistication of 

tool manufacture is unsubstantiated. 

In conclusion, while Pei and Zhang's (1985) study has filled the long-awaited need 

for a descriptive overview of the Locality 1 lithic industry at Zhoukoudian, farther work 

must be carried out to investigate and assess their functionally and technologically 

oriented typology. Further, links between cranial capacity and tool making ability (Wu 

and Lin 1983) produce an "uncomfortable" association among most Western 

archaeologists. The unclear relationship between hominid speciation and associated tool 

industries is a volatile subject and one that is far from resolution. 

The functional classification of items such as awls, points and burins must be 

questioned in light of the controversial nature of the supposed "worked" bone implements 

associated with Zhoukoudian Sinanthropus. Last, taphonomic processes do not seem to 
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have been taken into account. This would have significant bearing on the identification 

of utilized flakes through the observation of "edge damage". It is quite possible that this 

damage accrued over the several hundred thousand year period of burial within the 

Locality 1 deposits. 

Bone "Implements", Fire, and Cannibalism 

The presence of worked bone and bone implements, evidence for fire and 

suggestions of cannibalism have posed much greater problems and generated more debate 

than the Zhoukoudian lithic industry. Similar to the history of recovery of the lithic 

artifacts at the site, the possibility of culturally modified bone (both dietary and 

artifactual) and evidence for the controlled use of fire was not substantiated until the 1931 

field season (Black et al. 1933). These three phenomena are presented together as they 

represent three relatively poorly studied issues concerning the material record at 

Zhoukoudian. Additionally, all three are an integral part of the Binford debates of the 

mid-1980s. 

Modified Bone 

The observation that some of the bone and antler remains excavated from Locality 

1 exhibited signs of scratching, incision, fragmentation and burning (first described by Pei 

1931c) led to the invitation of Henri Breuil to Zhoukoudian. Breuil was a specialist in 

bone and antler industries of Upper Palaeolithic Europe and had also examined many of 
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the Mousterian sites of the Charente, France (Breuil 1938). 

Breuil (1932a-b), after investigating the site, claimed that Zhoukoudian 

unequivocally contained a bone and antler industry. Initial specimens were described by 

Pei (1932, Figure 5.18). Pei noted that many of the faunal remains from Locality 1 fit 

the description of Breuil's bone and antler industry but that: 

"Having no preconceived ideas upon the subject, and lacking the prolonged 
experience of an archaeologist such as Professor Breuil, I here confine 
myself to the recording of certain features which could hardly be explained 
otherwise than by invoking the agency of Sinanthropus "(Pei 1932:108). 

This view toward the interpretations of Breuil persisted throughout the 1930s. By 

the end of the decade Breuil published a large account (Breuil 1939) on his findings from 

the investigation of the Zhoukoudian faunal assemblage. In 'this report he discussed 

various modifications of bone from Localities 1, 9 and 13. He observed what he believed 

to be the modification of antler, skulls, jaws, teeth, various body and leg bones and what 

were described as "flaked pieces" (this last term was employed not to suggest flaking as 

in stone technologies, but that the anatomical origin of the piece in question was 

indeterminate). The use of antler as a possible hammer tool was also noted in the original 

proposals of Black et al. (1933). 

Reservations about the nature of the bone industry began with Black and his 

colleagues (Black et al. 1933), who noted that two important steps needed to be taken 

before a confirmation of the validity of the bone assemblage could be made. These were 

1) a systematic study of an ancient bone assemblage wherein no evidence of breakage by 

human origins was noted and 2) that a new sample from the site needed to be taken from 
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Figure 5.18. Possibly Modified Bone from Locality 
1 (after Black et al. 1933) 
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cultural levels in order to specifically address this problem. This second point was 

proposed in order to avoid secondary or modern scratching due to the excavation and 

preparation of faunal materials. 

Both these suggestions seem particularly far-sighted in terms of modern day 

taphonomic concerns and anticipate problems pointed out by Binford and others (Binford 

and Ho 1985; Binford and Stone 1986) by some 50 years. Unfortunately, neither of the 

suggestions seems to have been actually executed, resulting in an "ad hoc" acceptance of 

claims for the "undeniable" existence of a bone and antler industry at Zhoukoudian. 

The arguments ensuing over the "primitiveness" of the Zhoukoudian industries 

between Pei and Jia in the late 1950s and early 1960s was not confined solely to lithic 

material but was also substantially based on the bone implements described by Breuil. 

Pei (1960a), along the lines of his argument for the primitiveness of the Sinanthropus 

industry, reevaluated the supposed bone industry as being non-cultural; the result of roof 

fall and animal activities. Pei did recognize, however, that some of the bone may have 

been broken by Sinanthropus, but not worked. Jia (1959b), while recognizing that some 

of Pei's assertions were valid, could not accept this explanation for all the supposed 

worked bone at the site, particularly with regard to what he called "sharpened" bone 

implements. 

The issue was not addressed again until the mid-1980s when Lewis Binford, 

addressing issues of taphonomy, visited the site of Zhoukoudian. In two reports (Binford 

and Ho 1985; Binford and Stone 1986) Binford and his colleagues critiqued prior 
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interpretations of hominid activity and behavior on a number of accounts. One of these 

was that the faunal assemblage had not been dealt with in a taphonomic manner and that 

the presence of a bone industry could not be verified. Based on taphonomic studies, 

published in the early 1980s (e.g., Vrba 1980; Brain 1981; Maguire et al. 1980), they 

proposed that the majority of supposed "cut marks" and breakage of the bone in Locality 

1 was due to carnivore activity. 

On the point of bone tools, Binford and his colleagues were incorrect in creating 

a picture of an "unswerving" acceptance of a bone and antler industry at Zhoukoudian. 

As early as 1933 (Black et al. 1993, see above) questions were raised as to the possibility 

of carnivore activity at Locality 1. Additionally, the debates between Jia and Pei also 

dealt with what might be considered nascent taphonomic discussions. Binford's ideas, 

therefore, were not revelatory in any sense of the word. His observations were, however, 

valid and suggest that a thorough investigation of the archaeological nature of the faunal 

assemblage at Zhoukoudian be done. Such a work is now being completed and will soon 

be available. 

In a recent study of 2000 faunal elements from Zhoukoudian, Dong (n.d.) has 

proposed that the majority of bones from Locality 1 are most likely non-cultural. His 

research indicates that no clearly discernible stone tool cut marks can be found on the 

2000 specimens. Additionally, the same observation is made for the presence of 

carnivore tooth markings. Dong has therefore proposed that the majority of scrapings on 

bone specimens are the result of what he calls "sediment abrasion". Further, there is 
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evidence that some of the bone was exposed to weathering before its deposition into the 

stratigraphic column at Locality 1. Last, Dong has suggested that some of the animals 

fell into the cave from a cavity in the roof, similar to some of the cave sites in South 

Africa. 

Controlled Fire 

The possible presence of fire at Locality 1 was noted by investigators as early as 

1929. However, it was not until 1931 that Black had specimens sent to Europe to be 

chemically analyzed (Black 1931b). The specimens were shown to be the result of fire 

(based on the removal of phosphates and carbonates by boiling in nitric and hydrochloric 

acid). Whether they were related to the actions of Sinanthropus was not discerned until 

bone, antler and Celtis berries (a possible indication of diet) were recovered from what 

seemed to be an ash deposit. This association led Black (1931b) to the tentative 

conclusion that an association was possible between fire and the early hominids living in 

the area of Zhoukoudian. The news made the site quite famous; Zhoukoudian is still seen 

as having the oldest, best substantiated evidence for the controlled use of fire in the 

world. 

The issue of fire remained unquestioned until Binford and Ho (1985) suggested 

that a majority of the ash deposits are mineralized owl and raptor droppings. They further 

asserted that none of the ash deposits represent hearths and that the fires in the cave need 

not be related to hominid activity. For this conclusion they stated that animal droppings 
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in large quantities are highly combustible, and cited this as the cause for the massiveness 

of some of the ash layers (up to 6 meters). Further, Binford and Ho thought that the fires 

were located too deep within the cave, a place where hominids would not likely inhabit. 

Last, Binford and Stone (1986) admit to a small quantity of bone showing evidence of 

having been burned, but state that these were charred by fires unrelated to their 

deposition. 

Like debates surrounding evidence for a bone industry at Zhoukoudian, the ideas 

set forth by Binford have potential validity. Unfortunately (as pointed out in a rejoinder 

by Olsen, Binford and Stone 1986:470-471), Binford was not at the site for very long 

and did very little first-hand examination of the assemblage. The material record from 

Zhoukoudian is quite large and has been examined for decades. Four days of work, the 

time spent on Zhoukoudian by Binford and Stone, is certainly not enough to state a 

hypothesis with the kind of certainty with which Binford and his colleagues claim to have 

solved issues that have been under investigation since the early 1930s. In defense of 

these claims, however, it seems that a systematic restudy of the geochemical nature of the 

ash layers would solve this problem, something that, if done, has yet to be published. 

Such a systematic analysis will be done by Weiner and Bar-Yosef in 1996, the results of 

which will post-date this document. 

Cannibalism 

The last in this suite of controversial issues is the claim for evidence of 
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cannibalism at Zhoukoudian. Although often traced to his 1939 lectures, (Weidenreich 

1939b) Weidenreich commented on this phenomena in his first paper concerning 

Zhoukoudian (Weidenreich 1935), when he made the observation that the predominance 

of cranial remains suggested a "decapitated" population at the site. 

In later papers (Weidenreich 1939b, 1943) Weidenreich elaborated on the 

phenomenon by pointing out that, not only were postcranial remains nearly absent from 

the hominid remains, but that the skulls themselves showed signs of having been both 

bashed in or split with a cleaver-like object. Last, basicrania seemed to have been broken 

away near the foramen magnum, leading Weidenreich to infer that they had been opened 

for the extraction of their brain. 

The conclusions made by Weidenreich have persisted through time (e.g., Chang 

1986) and remain an unsettled issue. As early as 1972, Jacob pointed to the need to 

seriously reconsider this stance (Jacob 1972). The issue of cannibalism was also one of 

the central issues discussed by Binford and his colleagues in the mid-1980s (Binford and 

Ho 1985; Binford and Stone 1986). Again, citing taphonomic concerns, these authors 

suggested that all of the cut marks and apparent fractures were due to either the activity 

of carnivores (an idea suggested by Aigner in 1981) or to the collapse of the cave's 

limestone roof. Some of the hominid bone was described as being burned (Weidenreich 

1939b), however, Binford and his colleagues saw this as mineral staining. 

Most Western scholars seem to agree with Binford and his colleagues, although 

some Chinese scholars (e.g., Jia 1989a:202) are still firmly convinced that the cranial 
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evidence, at least, suggests that some form of cannibalism occurred at Zhoukoudian. The 

issue will be hard to resolve since most of the original specimens have been lost since 

World War II. The notion, put forth by Jia (1989a), that the predominance of skulls is 

clear proof of cannibalistic behavior, does not agree with the fact that most hominid finds, 

particularly those of Homo erectus, are represented by a low incidence of post-cranial 

remains and high percentages of cranial material, resulting primarily from taphonomic 

processes (Klein 1989). 

Scavenging vs. Hunting 

One assumption made throughout the history of interpretation of hominid behavior 

at Zhoukoudian was the idea that Sinanthropus was a hunter. Early finds of large 

implements, such as choppers, in association with vast amounts of thick-jawed deer 

(Megalocerus pachyosteus) remains (2000 individual elements according to Aigner 1981), 

led early scholars to the conclusion that Sinanthropus must have hunted these deer as a 

primary source of food. The remains of Celtis (Hackberry) were interpreted as evidence 

of supplemental dietary intake (Chaney 1935b). 

This idea was reinforced by notions such as the "Killer Ape" of Raymond Dart 

and other finds from Africa. Modifications of this idea, in the late 1970s, with the model 

of a food sharing, cooperative hominid proposed by Glynn Isaac (1978), still suggested 

that food was ultimately obtained by hunting. None of this literature made its way into 

Chinese or Western publications concerning Zhoukoudian. In fact, the food procuring 
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behavior of Zhoukoudian Homo erectus does not seem to have been a major concern until 

the 1980s. 

The shift in the perception of a hunting hominid toward that of a scavenger (Vrba 

1980; Brain 1981; Maguire et al. 1980) eventually had an impact on long-held notions of 

Zhoukoudian hominid behavior. In a study of the fauna of Locality 1, Binford and Stone 

(1986) proposed that patterns associated with what they called "denning" carnivores (i.e., 

animals that bring their prey to a safe location for consumption) were predominate among 

the faunal assemblage. They noted that the presence of carnivore gnawing marks 

"...greatly exceeds that of tool-inflicted marks referable to hominid species in all the 

species studied" (Binford and Stone 1986:467). The conclusion of this study was that 

Sinanthropus both brought in their own scavenged food or scavenged carcasses already 

in the cave which had been initially "accessed" by other carnivores, such as hyaena. 

Blumenschine and Cavallo (1992) support the view that early hominids may have 

filled a unique scavenging "niche" in their respective environments. They cite the 

relatively small size of early hominids and lack of "weapon-like tools" as indicating that 

scavenging may have initially been a more successful means of obtaining meat than 

hunting. Additionally, humans have the ability to observe the hunting behaviors of other 

carnivores and may have been able to predict the location of kill or food-storage sites 

(e.g., the tendency of leopards to store their kills in trees). With greater predictive 

abilities and an effective means of reducing a carcass (stone tools), early hominids may 

have been able to out-compete other scavengers, such as the hyena (a common Middle 
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Pleistocene species at Zhoukoudian). 

In light of the Zhoukoudian evidence, a scavenging model is plausible. Should 

hominids, like Sinanthropus, have taken notice that carnivores brought their kills into the 

cave to eat, they may have been able to wait and either drive them off or eat whatever 

was left of the carcass. While suppositions such as this are a possibility, they remain 

speculative. In their conclusion, Binford and Stone (1986) state that there are "no positive 

indicators" to suggest hunting behaviors at Zhoukoudian. While this may be true, the it 

can also be said that there are "no negative indicators to suggest that Homo erectus did 

not hunt". The answer to this problem awaits further faunal studies and is probably, in 

reality, not a binary issue. 

Summary 

Studies conducted over the last 75 years at Zhoukoudian have been instrumental 

in illuminating a number of issues concerned with hominid evolution. Initial attention 

focusing on the antiquity of humanity and its relation to other primate species has been 

an integral part of the history of hominid studies at Zhoukoudian. The presence of over 

45 individuals of Homo erectus at a single locality is unparalleled anywhere else in the 

world (depending on how the Atapuerca hominid fossils are viewed). 

While it seems that Homo erectus of Java may be earlier than Homo erectus 

populations at Zhoukoudian, the two population are most likely related. The nature of 

this relationship may need to be reexamined in light of the new dating of the Javan 
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material to 1.8 Mya (Swischer et al. 1994). This dating has questioned notions of the 

dispersal of Homo erectus from Africa 1 million years ago, as well as explanations for 

the apparent absence of hand-axe industries in East Asia. 

The hominid fossil remains at Zhoukoudian seem to represent a single grade of 

Homo erectus and may be associated with other Homo erectus from Africa (Rightmire 

1990). This conclusion parallels Aigner's (1988) supposition that occupation at 

Zhoukoudian may have been an "event", and not spread out over a span of 230,000 years. 

In relation to proposals that the stratigraphy of Locality 1 (Binford and Ho 1985) may not 

represent discrete geologic units but instead have been disturbed by taphonomic processes, 

an alternative hypothesis for brief habitation at the site may be indicated. However, the 

morphologically conservative nature of Homo erectus may argue for a long period of 

habitation since anatomical changes over long periods of time are not discernible. 

The Homo erectus of Zhoukoudian fit an important "middle position" in relation 

to earlier Homo erectus and later Archaic Homo sapiens populations in China. The 

possible coexistence of the Zhoukoudian hominids with Archaic Homo sapiens (Chen and 

Zhang 1991) has been proposed, although this is dependent on the accuracy of dating 

methods employed at Lower Palaeolithic sites in East Asia. The use of new dating 

techniques in China, such as TL and ESR, will prove important in discerning trends in 

human evolution and may help solve the issue of "replacement from Africa vs. regional 

evolution". 

Studies of archaeological materials at Zhoukoudian have been mostly concerned 
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with the study of the lithic industry of Locality 1. These studies have shown that the 

industry is primarily composed of flakes, both retouched as "tools" and utilized 

(unmodified). Three kinds of reduction techniques; anvil, bipolar and direct hard 

hammer; have been noted. Later studies (Pei and Zhang 1985) have shown a gradual 

increase in tool diversity and a decrease in size. This has been correlated (Wu and Lin 

1983) with increases in cranial capacity. These later Locality 1 assemblages have been 

described as a "blade-like" industry. Both these observations are contrary to commonly 

held views concerning the sequence of lithic technologies in western Europe, where blade 

manufacture is considered to be a Middle and Upper Palaeolithic phenomenon. 

Evidence for a bone industry, the controlled use of fire and cannibalism are all 

controversial issues in the continuing analysis of Zhoukoudian sites. Prior to the 1980s, 

there was little debate over these issues. The publications of Lewis Binford and his 

colleagues first questioned these long-held assumptions in stating that all three phenomena 

are the result of taphonomic processes and that human agency, while not completely 

absent, should be relegated to a much lower causal status. Although many of the 

observations of Binford and his colleagues are not new, they have generated a great deal 

of healthy debate. New studies addressing these issues will hopefully contribute to a 

better understanding of these problems. 

The diet of Sinanthropus most likely consisted of both plant matter and meat. It 

has been assumed, based on the frequent occurrence of deer at the site, that this was the 

main food of the Zhoukoudian population. It has been additionally assumed that these 
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animals were actively hunted. With the changing paradigm of early hominid subsistence 

behaviors, from that of primary hunting to scavenging, the nature of the faunal 

assemblage has been questioned. It is possible that the assemblage may be the result of 

carnivore activity with Sinanthropus scavenging these remains in the cave or bringing in 

their own scavenged carcasses. This is a highly conjectural hypothesis that awaits further 

investigation. 
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This synthetic survey of the history of research at Zhoukoudian proposes that the 

dominant trend of investigation at the site has been one of a strong reliance on past 

models. With regard to the study of geology, palaeoenvironment, dating, fossil remains 

and the archaeological record, theoretical frameworks constructed prior to the 1950s have 

determined much of the direction of hypothetical modeling and research design of the 

many localities that comprise the site complex of Zhoukoudian. The slow process of 

moving away from these older models, through the application of modern analytical 

techniques, can be traced to the post-Cultural Revolution fieldwork seasons lasting from 

1978 through 1985. 

While it is necessary to begin to utilize new methodologies at Zhoukoudian, there 

should also be a recognition that many of these earlier models reached valid conclusions. 

This can be said particularly of the work of Davidson Black, who proposed that many of 

the more difficult phenomena at Zhoukoudian (e.g., the "bone industry" and evidence for 

fire) be systematically investigated before being published. His forethought in the areas 

of what are presently called taphonomic studies precedes that of much of the work done 

in this field during the late 1970s and 1980s. Additionally, Black utilized scientific 

methodologies wherever possible. His having the ash from Layer 4 geochemically tested 

before drawing the conclusion that these layers represented artificial fire is indicative of 

his methodologies. 
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Other Western researchers who have indelibly shaped the way Zhoukoudian has 

been viewed are Teilhard de Chardin and Hallum Movius Jr. These scholars have been 

instrumental in both the dating of the site and in postulating its relative position to other 

Palaeolithic complexes in China and other parts of East Asia. While much of these 

earlier views have since been questioned (particularly in the case of Movius) the 

placement of the site within a Middle Pleistocene context has been supported by modern 

absolute dating techniques. Additionally, their works throughout the 1940s fill what 

would otherwise have been a vacuum of publication concerning Zhoukoudian. 

Chinese scholars, such as Pei Wenzhong, C.K. Li and Jia Lanpo are, unfortunately, 

rarely given credit for their relative contributions to the investigation of Zhoukoudian. 

This has primarily been a function of the fact that, after WWII, they published mostly in 

Chinese and therefore their work was inaccessible to Western archaeologists interested 

in Zhoukoudian. This problem was compounded by the political climate up to the end 

of the Cultural Revolution (1976), prohibiting the visitation of the site by foreign scholars. 

The principal result of these trends has been that much of the important work done in the 

1950s and 1960s has been overlooked by the Western archaeological community. 

In compiling this thesis, this problem exhibited itself in the enormous amount of 

confusion as to the dates of events and discoveries, where precisely were artifacts and 

fossils located and, last, by the reworking of models from secondary sources of literature. 

The cause of this confusion stems from the fact that there has never been (in English) a 

primary source dealing with a year to year description of investigation at Zhoukoudian. 
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What is sorely needed, even at present, is a concise "laundry-list" style report describing 

exactly what was found where and when. 

An attempt was made to approach this problem in this thesis. However, it was 

found to be very difficult to accomplish this. Even what should have been the simple 

reconstruction of all 25 localities, their geographical position, geological profile and 

precise inventory of associated fossils and artifacts proved elusive. A similar problem 

seems to have been encountered by Aigner (1981), who had to state from time to time 

that information on some of the localities was simply unavailable. Even her 

reconstruction of the stratigraphic position of hominid remains at Locality 1 is marked by 

question marks at some of the layers (Aigner 1981:113). 

The reworking of many of the notions concerning Zhoukoudian has been the result 

of inaccesibilty to the site and the difficulty in obtaining, and reading, the sporadic 

literature that has been published since the late 1970s. Many articles written before and 

after this time, particularly by Western scholars generally rehashed what had already been 

stated many times before. As this thesis has shown, there has been a somewhat 

lopsidedness towards earlier investigations of the main topics of discussion. This has 

been a reflection of trends in literature over the last 75 years. If one were to devise a 

curve based on frequency of publication from 1921-1995 there would be an initial 

ascending curve which would peak in the 1930s, decrease rapidly in the 1940s, increase 

only slightly in the 1950s and early 1960s, be almost non-existent from 1966-1976, 

increase to a second peak (but not nearly as high as that of the 1930s) into the mid-1980s 
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and finally drop off again to minor occurrences into the present. 

This descriptive example is given to show that the cause for the persistence of 

older frameworks has not been a function of their usefulness as much as it is that they 

are, in many cases, all that presently exists. Both conceptions surrounding fire use and 

food procurement at Zhoukoudian are primary examples of this phenomenon. While the 

works of Binford and his colleagues have proved to be controversial, the fact remains 

that, had he not brought attention to these issues, they may have gone unaddressed for 

some time. The notion that Homo erectus at Zhoukoudian was undeniably a great hunter 

is one such example that persisted well into the 1980s (e.g., Wu and Lin 1983:94). 

Prior to the publication of Binford and Ho (1985) one article concerned primarily 

with fire had been published (Black 1931b). Additionally, no articles have ever singly 

proposed the possibility that the bone assemblage might not be associated with hunting 

activities of Homo erectus populations at Zhoukoudian (although concerns were raised by 

both Black et al. 1933 and Breuil 1939). Partially as a result of these debates, new 

studies will soon be executed (Weiner and Bar-Yosef) or published (Dong) dealing with 

these very problems. 

The promise of new studies at Zhoukoudian will hopefully shed light on many of 

the unresolved problems presented in this thesis. While many important studies of dating, 

palaeoenvironment and archaeological remains came out of the 1978-1985 period of 

investigation at Zhoukoudian, they were also just the beginning of the employment of 

modem analytical techniques to the site. The flurry of dating at Zhoukoudian's Localities 
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1, 4 and the Upper Cave in the early 1980s have helped finally verify the site's Middle 

Pleistocene age. However, as pointed out by later studies (Aigner 1988) the use of some 

dating techniques, like uranium-series and amino-acid racemization, need to be 

reconsidered in light of the nature of the deposits. Further, techniques such as TL have 

greatly improved over the last ten years, warranting a restudy of the site by this important 

dating method. 

In the area of palaeoenvironmental reconstruction, both the 180 and loessic 

sequence have set the stage for low-level, local studies to be conducted at Zhoukoudian. 

The single pollen study conducted by Hsu (1965, 1966) should now be updated with new 

palynological studies. Further, other techniques in palaeolimnology, regional monsoonal 

variation and a refined glacial sequence for the area surrounding Zhoukoudian are needed 

in order to better understand the magnitude of local palaeoenvironmental change during 

the time of the occupation of the site. The Chinese academic community has done a great 

deal of high quality work in these areas over the last decade (Zhang and Shao 1991), 

however, little of it has been directly applied to solving local palaeoenvironmental 

concerns at Zhoukoudian. 

The disastrous loss of the original complete crania of Zhoukoudian during WWII 

will forever have negative consequences for the study of Homo erectus remains in East 

Asia. Fortunately, the loss of this valuable material has not stopped scholars from 

utilizing it (albeit in the form of casts) to investigate the nature of human evolution in 

East Asia and in the Old World in general. With the recent proposal of the "out-of-
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Africa" hypothesis challenging the older multi-regional evolution model, the relationship 

of the Zhoukoudian hominids to other earlier and later Homo sp. has become important. 

The hominid population from Zhoukoudian comprises an important block of time, 

possibly representing a continuum between older sites, such as Lantian, and the 

"appearance" of Archaic Homo sapiens, such as the Dali cranium. A better control on 

the absolute dating of these localities, however, must be the first priority before 

postulating such notions concerning hominid evolution in East Asia. 

The lithic assemblages from Localities 1 and 15, although studied over the last 45 

years, have many taxonomic problems. The use of terms like burins, points and blade

like implements for Lower Palaeolithic assemblages may cause confusion to the Western 

reader, who would most likely associate these terms with the Upper Palaeolithic of 

Western Europe. In this particular example, the problem of communication between 

lithicists from China and those from the USA and Europe is a central cause for concern. 

All of the lithic studies proceeding the earlier reports of the 1930s have been in Chinese. 

It has not always been clear whether or not the taxonomical classifications of the 

Zhoukoudian assemblages were morphologically, functionally or technologically 

constructed. Often (e.g., Pei and Zhang 1985) all three seem to be employed in the same 

study. Further, the use of certain terms (e.g., "anvil technique") need further clarification. 

While a lack of standardization of lithic terminology has been a long-standing problem 

between lithicists studying West Asian and the American assemblages, it is even more 

so between Chinese scholars and these investigators. Last, lithic studies at Zhoukoudian 
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have not been clear on sampling strategy and provenience of associated artifacts. This 

has been somewhat rectified by Pei and Zhang (1985) for Locality 1 (although one must 

know Chinese to read it). 

Although not addressed in this thesis, a final point is made concerning the state 

of the site itself. With the relaxing of scholarly interchange over the last five years, the 

prospects for the resuming of multi-national investigation at Zhoukoudian may be realized 

for the first time since the period prior to WWII. This exciting possibility is 

overshadowed, however, by the fact that the site is unprotected. Further, an assessment 

of the remaining deposits for conservation does not seem to have been made. With the 

availability of modem day sonar and magnetometer technologies, it would be important 

to estimate the amount of remaining deposits, such as those of Locality 1, for 

conservation purposes. The amount of remaining deposits at this, and other localities, is 

vital in order to preserve these important archaeological sites for future, perhaps more 

non-intrusive, investigative techniques. 
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CHRONOLOGY OF ZHOUKOUDIAN 
AND INVENTORY OF Homo erectus REMAINS 

1891 
-Java Homo erectus discoveries by E. Dubois. 

1900 
-A. Haberer buys large quantity of fossils from local Chinese apothecary. 

1903 
-A. Haberer gives many fossil specimens to Max Schlosser, an important 
palaeontologist in Germany. 
-Schlosser finds one tooth (3rd upper molar) that seems to belong to a hominid 
species. Provenience and origin of tooth unknown. 

1914 
-J.G. Andersson (Sweden) arrives in China as mining consultant. Andersson has prior 
knowledge of tooth from Schlosser. 
-Jesuit Father E. Licent arrives in China. 

1918 
-Andersson meets J. McGregor Gibb. Gibb informs Andersson of a site near 
Zhoukoudian called "Jigushan (Chicken Bone Hill)". Andersson sets off to investigate 
site (to eventually become Locality 6). 

1919 
-Andersson uncovers first Yang Shao sites. Marks beginning of search for absolute 
age of antiquity of humans in North China. 

1921 
-Otto Zdansky (German palaeontologist) arrives in China. Is sent by Andersson to 
investigate Jigushan and nearby area of Zhoukoudian. Site yields many avian fossils 
and peaks Andersson's curiosity concerning the area. 
-W. Granger (American palaeontologist) and Andersson visit Zdansky. While there 
Granger uncovers fossil deer mandible (Megalocerus pachyosteus) from Zhoukoudian. 
Andersson finds stone tools made from quartz. 
*-Later that season Zdansky unearths first in situ hominid tooth (Locality 1). Another 
tooth, found that same season was later identified by Zdansky in the lab (1926). Both 
teeth not discussed until 1927. 
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1923 
-Zhoukoudian revisited by Zdansky. 
-Initial 8 layers established by Andersson. 
-P. Teilhard de Chardin arrives in China at request of E. Licent. 
-Licent and Teilhard de Chardin conduct large survey of Ordos region, during which 
the "Sjara-osso-gol" site is investigated. 

1924/25 
-Andersson and D. Black (Canadian palaeontologist) discuss plans for Central Asiatic 
expedition. Result of view, at this time, that western China most likely place for early 
human finds. 

1926 
-Crown Prince of Sweden arrives in China as part of world-wide tour. Is himself an 
amateur archaeologist and is interested in seeing the prehistoric sites of China. While 
in China he attends a special meeting held by the Union Medical College in October 
At meeting Andersson announces the find of the two teeth and concludes that they are 
indeed hominid. Draws much attention, as well as criticism. 
-Zhoukoudian becomes official proposal (i.e., funded). 

1927 
-Formal excavation of Zhoukoudian begins. 
-A.B. Bohlin (Swedish palaeontologist) and Li Ji (Chinese geologist) added to ZKD 
(Zhoukoudian) team. 
-Third tooth found. 
-Formal proposal of new species of hominid made by Black Sinanthropus pekinensis 
Black and Zdansky. 
-Hopes for Central Asiatic Expedition abandoned due to political problems concerning 
Dr. Sven Hedin, who was to head the expedition. 

1928 
-C.C. Young and W.C.Pei join team. 
-Excavations interrupted by local warfare but are resumed later that same field season. 
*-Two lower mandibles found, one with three teeth still in place. 

1929 
-W.C. Pei runs site becomes primary site director. 
-Cenozoic Research Laboratory of the Geological Survey of China established. 
Precursor to the Institute of Vertebrate Paleontology and Paleoanthropolgy (IVPP). 
-Zhoukoudian becomes part of inclusive proposal set forth by Black and Andersson to 
investigate a large portion of China. To be supported in large part by the Rockefeller 
Foundation. 
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-10 layer sequence of ZKD (Locality 1) established by Teilhard de Chardin and C.C. 
Young. 
-First chronological placement of hominid-bearing locality (No.l) suggested as being 
Pleistocene in age. Placed between the older Sanmenian, Nihewan Basin, and younger 
Loessic faunas. Based on faunal comparisons. 
-More teeth found. 
*-First skull retrieved (Dec.2, 1929) by Pei. 
-Another skull found that season but not identified until 1930 lab work. 

1930 
-Evidence of the use of controlled fire discovered at ZKD. 

1931 
-Jia Lan-Po and Bian Meinian come to site. 
-Recognition of stone tool industry from ZKD. 
-Henri Breuil (France) visits sites, confirms stone industry 
-"Pigeon Hall" cave excavated. 

1932 
-Locality 15 discovered. 
-Locality 4 exploration begun. 
-Trenching techniques implemented at ZKD for first time at the East Slope. 

1933/34 
-Davidson Black dies. 
-Locality 13 exploration begins, likely oldest at the site. 
-Upper Cave explored, remains of seven individuals (Homo sapiens) found (as well as 
teeth possibly belonging to others). 
-Major phase of excavations at ZKD begun by Pei, Jia and Bian; to last until 1937. 
-Locality 3 exploration begun. 
-Locality 12 exploration begun. 
-Locality 14 excavation begins, bearing remains of many fossil fish, determined to be 
Early Pliocene in age. 
-Middle section of Locality 1 excavations begun. 

1935 
-F. Weidenreich (German anatomist) replaces Black at ZKD. 
-Excavations at Locality 15 begin. 

1936 
-Two Teeth and fragmentary skullcap recovered from Locality 1. 
-Lower left mandible of H. erectus pekinensis recovered. 
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-Three skullcaps of H. erectus pekinensis recovered. 
-More H. erectus finds in Java by G.H.R von Koeningswald. 

1937 
-Locality 18 exploration begun. 
-Six teeth, two skull fragments, one skullcap, two fragmented mandibles, one left 
maxilla and supra-orbital torus (belonging to previously recovered skullcap) of H. 
erectus pekinensis recovered. 

1937-1949 
-Work at ZKD suspended until 1949 due to Sino-Japanese war (WWII) and political 
reorganization of China following the war. 
-Weidenreich and von Koeningswald (1939) compare Java and Chinese finds. 
Recognition of similarities among the two anatomists. 
-Weidenreich (1940) suggests possibility of cannibalism among H. erectus populations 
at ZKD. 
-Weidenreich (1940) proposes collapsing Sinanthropus (China) and Pithecanthropus 
(Java) into one subspecies of H. erectus. 

1941 
-Jia Lanpo rescues many drawings and pictures from the Cenozoic Laboratory, now 
under the control of Japanese troops. These would prove invaluable following the later 
disappearance of fossil material. 
-All human fossil materials copied as casts. Originals intended for shipment out of 
China with F. Weidenreich. 
-Fossil material lost or stolen. Most have not been recovered and the search for them 
continues to the present. 

1947/48 
-Resorting and reorganizing of site carried out. 
-Much of the casted material recovered. 

1949 
-Site reopened following liberation, second major phase of exploration at ZKD (1949-
1966). 
-Three teeth of H. erectus pekinensis recovered. 

1951 
-Locality 14 excavated. 
-Humerus and tibia of H. erectus recovered. 
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1952 
-Excavation at ZKD suspended until 1958. 

1953 
-Exhibition center erected. 

1954 
-First (25th) of three anniversary conferences held on ZKD. 

1958 
-Site reopened, main deposit and Pigeon Hall site excavated. 

1959 
-Nearly complete lower jaw of H. erectus recovered. 
-Second (30th year) anniversary conference held on ZKD. 

1960 
-Pigeon Hall excavations completed. 
-Excavation suspended until 1966. 

1961/62 
-Question of antiquity of H. erectus in China debated among Chinese scholars. 
Started by re-dating of Nihewan cultural strata to Villafranchian (Early Pleistocene) 
stage. Issue as to whether H. erectus is earliest hominid in China. Debate based 
primarily on studies of stone and bone artifacts. Debate over dating of Early 
Pleistocene sites still major problem among Chinese archaeologists, many of whom 
feel that the earliest H. erectus site can be dated as far back as 1.8 million years BP. 

1966 
-Main deposit excavated. 
-One frontal, one occipital and one tooth of H. erectus recovered. Skull fragments fit 
earlier skull fragment finds from 1934 and 1936. Refitted skull appears more 
"advanced" in its morphological features. Last of hominid remains found. 
-Work suspended as result of Cultural Revolution (1966-1976). 

1978 
-Work resumed at Zhoukoudian as part of six-year plan (1978-84). 
-East slope excavation begun. Continued until 1980. 

1979 
-Third (50th year) anniversary conference held. 
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1980-85 
-Beginning of application of advanced dating and palaeo-environmental reconstruction 
techniques. Focus of attention shifts away from excavation of site and towards 
solving problems previously unapproachable due to lack of adequate technology (e.g., 
problems concerning the formation of karstic caves, new dating, etc.). 
-Publications on site peak up to 1985. 

1986-89 
-Drop in work and subsequent publications concerning the site. 
-Future direction of work at site uncertain. 

1990-Present 
-Zhoukoudian International Research Center founded (1992). 
-Future of site in negotiation with various foreign scholastic interests. 

Zhoukoudian Homo erectus finds to Dresent* 
Skullcaps (6 complete) and fragments 14 
Facial Bones (Mostly Fragmented) 6 
Mandibles (One nearly complete) 15 
Teeth:Single 122 

Rooted 38 
Humeri (Mostly fragmented) 3 
Clavicle (Incomplete) 1 
Lunate 1 
Femurs 7 
Tibia (Fragmented) 1 
Total Individuals 45+ 

* Adapted from Jia and Huang 1990 
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APPENDIX m 

ABSOLUTE DATING 
fflSTORY AT ZHOUKOUDIAN 

REFERENCE LOCALITY LAYER(S) TECHNIQUE DATE SAMPLE 
Zhaoetal. 1980 1 1-3 Uranium-series 230 Kya Mammal Dentine 
Zhaoetal. 1980 1 1-3 Uranium-series 256 Kya Deer Antler 
Xia 1982 1 1-3 Uranium-series 230 Kva Bone 
Chen and Yuan 1988 1 1-3 Uranium-series 290-220 Kva Deer Antler 
Yuan etal. 1982 1 1-3 Uranium-series 290-220 Deer Antier 
Li and Lin 1979 1 3 A-A Racemization 370 Kva Bone 
Pei and Sun 1979 1 4 TL 300 Kva Quartz 
Pei 1985 1 4 TL 310-290 ? 

Xia 1982 1 6-7 Uranium-series 350 Kya Bone 
Qianetal. 1980 1 7 Palaeomaanetic 380 Kva Soils 
Qian 1985 1 7 Palaeomaqnetic 400-370 Soils 
Xia 1982 1 8-9 Uranium-series >400 Kva Bone 
Li and Lin 1979 1 8-9 A-A Racemization 390 Kya Bone 
Zhaoetal. 1980 1 8-9 Uranium-series 420 Kva Mammal Dentine 
Guoetal. 1980 1 10 Fission-track 462 Kva Aspidelite 
Pei and Sun 1979 1 10 TL 610 Kva Quartz 
Pei 1980 1 10 TL 520 Kva Calcareous Soil 
Gueetal. 1980 1 10 Fission-track 462 Kva ? 
Liu etal. 1985 1 10 Fission-track 462 Kva ? 

Pei 1985 1 10 TL 592-417 ? 
Liu and Dina 1980 1 11 TL 520-610 Kva Ash 
Xia 1982 1 12 Uranium-series >500 Kva Bone 
Liu etal. 1977 1 13 Palaeomaanetic <690 Kva Soils 
Qian 1985 1 11-13 Palaeomaqnetic <730 Kya Soils 
Chen et al 1988 4 6-7 Uranium-series 175-135 Kva Mammal Dentine 
Chen etal. 1984 4 3-7 Uranium-series 175-135 Kva Mammal Dentine 
Pei 1985 4 Bottom TL 257 Kva ? 

Chen etal. 1988 Upper Cave Uranium-series 21-19 Kva ? 
Chen etal. 1984 Upper Cave Uranium-series 23-18 Kva ? 
CAS.S. Upper Cave Carbon-14 18.865 Deer Bone 
CAS.S. Upper Cave Caition-14 18.340 Deer Bone 
CAS.S. Upper Cave Carbon-14 10,470 Bone 
CAS.S. Upper Cave Cart>on-14 10,175 Bone 
Hedges etal. 1988 Upper Cave Carbon-14 32-13 Kya ? 
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